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Abstract 
Abstract 
Art and industrial design share a long history, with some of the first industrial 
designers originating from the arts. Through the early part of the twentieth 
century many designers were educated and influenced by artists and on 
occasions they collaborated in the development of art/design movements. In 
recent decades this relationship has weakened with artists and industrial 
designers working towards different goals and paying less attention to how one 
another work. This research was undertaken to investigate whether 
contemporary artists were now using methods that may facilitate industrial 
design. 
Since art is a broad discipline the first task was to narrow the scope and, through 
a research study, the discipline of sculpture was selected; for sculptors focused 
on achieving different goals to the industrial designers. Sculpture and industrial 
design were then explored in more depth in order to understand further how 
they work and to identify the methods they may use. While the focus of the 
research was largely on identifying the differences between the two disciplines, 
from data collected it became apparent that sculptors and industrial designers 
appear to achieve their goals in similar ways. Sculptors were found to have and 
use methods to progress their work and 42 were identified and, for the first time, 
documented. These methods were embodied in a card format and underwent 
preliminary testing by designers who were asked to provide feedback. While the 
designers recognised many of the methods some were found to have the 
potential to facilitate design creativity. 
Recommendations for future work include an investigation into the use of the 
sculptors' methods, by designers, over a long period of time in order to 
determine, in more detail, how they can be used and applied to industrial design 
projects. Furthermore, understanding how sculptors approach and explore a 
design problem can reveal alternative approaches and perspectives from which 
to work and, this too, is worthy of future research. 
Keywords 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
In this chapter the research and this thesis are introduced. The origins of the 
research stem from the author's own interests and background and these have 
been described in the first part of this chapter. The research question and the 
Initial objectives required to initiate the research have also been included. The final 
sections of the chapter are dedicated to highlighting the scope of research and the 
structure of this thesis. 
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1.1 Origins of this Research 
"We need to become hunter gathers of models, processes and ways of 
living. Putting old knowledge into new contexts" John Thackera (2005, 
p218) 
This quote from John Thackera concerning how designers ought to change their 
ways of designing and search elsewhere for methods or processes is the essence of 
C this research. It was thought that refreshingly alternative ways of working might 
be revealed through exploration of disciplines, other than design, and through 
understanding how different people work. Furthermore, it would be beneficial if 
these alternative methods also facilitated the designers' drive for being original, 
perhaps by helping them think more creatively. 
This research into art disciplines and their methods originated from a number 
sources. Firstly, the author held an interest in art and studied it prior to attending 
university. Here he experienced a variety of art disciplines and found the diversity 
of the people working within them, the collaborations with them and the ways they 
worked to be fascinating. Whilst studying industrial design at university it became 
clear that those artists worked differently from designers. Differences appeared to 
exist between the way the students were encouraged to work through projects, the 
focus of the work, the structure of the courses, and the freedom and constraints 
present. There was also a noticeable division between art and design with little 
interaction or collaboration. The design students appeared keen to work with 
ergonomists or engineers and apply their methods, but few ventured towards the 
faculty of art. These differences and division provided fuel for thought: were 
industrial designers missing out on methods and processes used by contemporary 
artists? 
The second source and the spark that ignited the aforementioned fuel, discovered 
in the early stages of the Ph.D. study, was Colin Painter's exhibition, titled At Home 
with Art (1999) where he recruited well known artists to design a mass produced 
product that would be sold in a national chain of home-improvement stores. These 
artists were essentially playing at industrial design and the artefacts produced were 
unusual and provoked the user to think about the product, perhaps in a new way. 
These artists, with apparently little industrial design experience, were able to 
produce artefacts that many design students spend years studying how to do. 
2 
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They may have had assistance but the ideas still originated from their experience 
and art processes; what did they do and how? Therefore, this Ph.D. was an 
opportunity to explore the arts for methods and processes and introduce this 
knowledge into the context of industrial design. Perhaps these methods might also 
facilitate industrial design and designers' creativity and help them with their 
development of interesting and unusual products. 
1.2 Aim and Objectives 
The primary research question developed for this Ph.D., and the ultimate aim of the 
research, was to determine the degree to which contemporary art methods could 
facilitate designers' creativity . 
. Art and design are very broad subject areas and both had to be reviewed before 
any detailed research studies could be undertaken to answer the primary research 
question. Objectives were developed to guide this review, and these are as follows: 
To define industrial design 
To understand how industrial designers work: the design process 
- To identify the methods used in industrial design 
To review creativity 
To define art 
- To understand how artists work: the art process 
To identify the methods used in art 
- To review the links between art and industrial design. 
1.3 Scope of the Work 
The motivation to research the arts for methods was based strongly on the author's 
personal desire to explore and understand this topic area further and to enhance 
his research skills. There was no intention to change the design domain radically 
but it was hoped that other curious designers or design educators would find this 
research interesting and perhaps useful. 
Design is a broad discipline and for this research the focus was placed on industrial 
design, which is predominantly the design of mass produced products. 
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1.4 Structure of the Research 
The overall research aim was to determine the potential for art methods to facilitate 
design creativity. To achieve this, the first requirement was to review the literature 
associated with industrial design and art in order to obtain a detailed insight into 
these subject areas. This review was divided into three sections: industrial design 
(chapter two), art (chapter three) and links between these two disciplines (chapter 
four). In light of the literature review the research objectives were revisited and, 
along with the overarching methodology for the research, are presented in cha pter 
five. The layout of the research and thesis is shown in figure Lion page 6. 
Art is a broad discipline and it could not be explored in its entirety. The aim of the 
first study, therefore, (chapter six) was to reduce the scope of the research by 
identifying an art discipline that worked differently to industrial design. Such art 
disciplines may use methods that designers are not acquainted with and when 
applied in a design project they could facilitate creativity. From the questionnaires 
and audio diaries, the fine art sculptors were found to work towards a different type 
of goal to the industrial designers. The sculptors focused on more expressive and 
emotional aspects rather than the more practical foci preferred by the designers. 
The next step (study two, chapter seven) was to understand further how 
contemporary sculptors and designers worked with the intention of identifying 
differences between them. However, as the in depth interviews and design 
exercise progressed it became very apparent that the sculptors' and designers' 
. 
working processes were not so dissimilar to one another. This was unexpected 
considering they have different goals and work in different 'worlds'. For example, 
their clients played a different role in their projects or commissions; the amount of 
artistic freedom differed; the type of constraints differed; while the sculptors 
generally developed a one off piece, the designers often had to consider mass 
production. 
The working processes were not absolutely identical, for the sculptors appeared to 
approach and explore their projects differently to the designers; they researched 
and selected sources of inspiration differently to the designers and they approached 
projects from a less utilitarian perspective. Most of the findings from study two 
confirmed the literature, nevertheless, they provided a direction to work in for the 
next research study. 
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How sculptors approached and explored their projects was investigated in greater 
detail, using in depth interviews, in the third study (chapter eight). The sculptors 
were found to use many methods when developing their artwork and for the first 
time these have been collected and documented. The methods (42 in total) were 
embodied in a card format and presented to designers in a preliminary test (study 
four, chapter nine). The designers were familiar with many of them and it was 
clear that the sculptors and designers used similar methods to progress their work; 
they appeared to achieve their different goals in similar ways. Despite this, when 
some of the methods were tested in a design exercise they demonstrated a 
potential for facilitating design creativity. 
From the research studies it was concluded (chapter ten) that some art methods 
can facilitate a designer's creativity, however, the main contributions to knowledge 
were the realisation that sculptors do apply methods when producing artwork and 
that these methods are not so dissimilar to those used by industrial designers. This 
indicates that the key differences between these disciplines may not be found in 
their working processes and the focus of future research should be on other aspects 
of art and design, such as goals and intentions. 
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Industrial Design 
This chapter is the first of three dedicated to reviewing the literature associated 
with the topic area of this research. The focus of this chapter is industrial design. 
This begins with a description of Industrial design prior to the review of key aspects 
of design, such as the design problem, the design specification, the design process 
and the methods used. A review of creativity has also been included within this 
chapter. 
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2.1 Definition of Industrial Design 
Industrial design, sometimes referred to as product design, is the design of mass 
produced products, which may range from polymer widgets to medical equipment, 
from domestic appliances to motor vehicles (Bayley, 1985; Hauffe, 1998; Heskett, 
1980; Archer, 1965). Originally, industrial designers were responsible for facilitating 
the Increase In product sales through careful consideration of style and 
manufacturing techniques (Dormer, 2000; Conran, 1996). 
The role of the Industrial designer within new product development has become 
more complex and diverse since its conception (Archer, 1965). In addition to the 
above, they must also consider aspects such as user needs, ergonomics, colour 
theory, semiotics, proportion, materials sCience, and quality standards (Hauffe, 
1998). Lawson (1997) believes that there is no exhaustive list of the expertise 
needed by designers. This expertise is generally applied by the designer to solve a 
design problem by producing plans of the solution which are to be manUfactured by 
those from other disciplines (Archer, 1965; Dorst, 2003). 
2.2 The Design Problem 
The design problem is the focal point for any designer and the nucleus of designing 
in general since it states the issues that are to be solved. Design problems can 
originate from many sources such as clients, users, legislators and designers 
themselves (Lawson, 1997). The development and exploration of the problem are 
an important part of a design process, since this is when major decisions are made 
that would affect the rest of the development, the success of the product and of the 
company (Baxter, 1995). This period of designing is often referred to as problem 
definition Since with out clear knowledge of the problem there is no clear 
specification against which to judge proposed solutions (Pugh, 1991). 
Defining the design problem requires creative thinking. This is because the 
essential characteristic of design problems are that they are not apparent but must 
be found. Design is as much a matter of finding the problem as it is of solving it 
(Lawson, 1997). Effort is needed to find the core of the problem and judge the 
boundaries of the project in relation to it. 
8 
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In order to solve design problems a gradual approach of trial and error is required, 
with emphasis switching from precision and calculation to ambiguity and 
imagination. This is one factor that distinguishes designers from engineers (Dorst, 
2003; Lawson, 1997). Furthermore, the design problem should be thoroughly 
explored since those who take time to define and understand the problem generally 
produce more creative results (Dorst and Cross, 2001; Getzels and 
Csikszentmihaly, 1976). There are numerous reasons for design problems 
requiring effort and creativity to solve, since: 
They cannot be comprehensively stated and are unique 
They require subjective interpretation 
The problem formulation include inconsistencies 
There are a limitless number of potential solutions 
There is no optimum solution 
The problem (or solution) is often a part of another problem 
There is no ultimate test of a solution. 
(Lawson, 1997; Rittel and Webber, 1973; Dorst, 2003; Cross, 1994) 
Methods exist to help designers with the process of analysing a design problem and 
many of these have been listed in table 2.1, overleaf. These methods have been 
divided into three categories with regard to how they facilitate the analysis. There 
are methods that facilitate the general understanding of the problem, those that 
distil the design problem into more simple elements and those that provide a more 
structured analytical approach, using matrices or graphs. 
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Understanding the problem 
Classification / organised random 
Cross, 1994; VanGundy, 1988 
search 
Broadbent method Lawson, 1997 
Five W's and H VanGundy, 1988 
Goal Orientation / redefine VanGundy, 1988 
Readdressing problems / 
De Bono, 1990; Cross, 1994; Jones, 1992 
removing mental blocks 
Reversal/Counter planning 
De Bono, 1990; Cross, 1994; Manktelow, 2003; 
VanGundy, 1988 
Story writing VanGundy, 1988 
Problem Distillation 
Dominant and Crucial Factors De Bono, 1990 
Fractionation De Bono, 1990; Jones, 1992 
Functional innovation Cross, 1994; Jones, 1992 
Parametric / dimensional 
analysis 
Baxter, 1995; VanGundy, 1988 
Problem abstraction / 
Decomposable matrices 
Baxter, 1995; VanGundy, 1988 
Problem inventory analysis (PIA) VanGundy, 1988 
Product improvement checklist VanGundy, 1988 
System transformation Baxter, 1995; Janes, 1992 
Problem identification game Lawson, 1997 
Structured Analysis 
AIDA Cross, 1994; Jones, 1992 
Alexander'S method Cross, 1994; Jones, 1992 
Interaction matrix Cross, 1994; Jones, 1992 
Interaction net Cross, 1994; Janes, 1992 
Lawson's design problem model Lawson, 1997 
Orthographic analysis Baxter, 1995 
SWOT analysis Baxter, 1995 
Table 2.1 Methods for exploring a design problem. 
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2.3 The Product Design Specification 
The Product Design Specification (PDS) is the systematic and formal definition of a 
design problem. The PDS becomes the standard criteria that solutions are required 
to meet. Using a PDS can result in increased product quality and a greater chance 
of developing a more successful product (Pugh, 1991; Baxter, 1995). The PDS can 
also assist creativity since it helps to focus the product development and those who 
design to realistic criteria often produce more creative results (Weisberg, 1986). 
The greater the depth < and breath of the investigations that contribute to the 
development of the PDS the better the overall quality and potential success of the 
fina I product. 
2.4 The Design Process 
The strategy used by designers to solve a design problem is often referred to as a 
design process. This has been defined and modelled many times and there appears 
to be no definitive design process. Lawson (1997), however provided an 
overarching list of characteristics, these are: 
There is no infallibly correct process 
It involves finding as well as solving 
It inevitably involves subjective value judgement 
It is a prescriptive activity 
Designers have a desire to change the environment 
It is endless. 
These characteristics stem from the complexity associated with solving a design 
problem since there are many interrelating factors to conSider, many of which are 
based in the future (lawson, 1997). Furthermore, modern design problems are 
becoming increaSingly more complex due to, among other things, advances in 
technology and changes In demographlcs and society (Jones, 1992). He highlights 
this in his observation of four levels of complexity that can affect design (figure 2.1, 
overleaf). 
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Figure 2.1 lones' diagram of design complexity (1992, p31). 
Despite the first characteristic of Lawson's definition he also concedes that design 
processes do have some generic phases which the designer will pass through whilst 
solving a problem; these are analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Analysis is the 
exploration and research of information surrounding a problem and synthesis is the 
resulting application of this knowledge through the production of ideas. Evaluation 
is the assessment of how well these ideas solve the problem. lones (1992) also 
models the design process in three phases: divergence, transformation and 
convergence. These are similar in nature to the generic stages noted by Lawson, 
where the designer begins by undertaking a broad search for information followed 
by a period of ideation and concludes with more detailed and focused activity to 
provide a realistic solution. The first three phases of Cross' (1994) design process 
theory are also Similar to the previous two (exploration, generation, evaluation), 
however, Cross concludes his process with a communication phase, where the 
designer informs others of the proposed solution(s). These design process modelS 
all use verbs to describe actions that the designer{s) undertakes when solving a 
design problem. Whilst these descriptions may be ambiguous and applicable to 
almost any creative activity, they do provide an insight into the cognitive aspects of 
designing. The designer would cycle through each phase iteratively with each cycle 
becoming ever more detailed (Jones,1992; Dorst and Cross, 2001). 
Other design process models have been constructed using the tasks and particular 
outcomes expected of designers when solving a design problem. For example, Pahl 
and Beitz's (1988) design process model consists of four main tasks: clarification of 
the task, conceptual design, embodiment design and detail design. Due to the iII-
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defined nature of a design problem this type of design process model can become 
ever more detailed. The two examples of detailed design process models presented 
here are by Pugh (1991) (figure 2.2) and Baxter (1995) (figure 2.3, overleaf). 
TecMology 
TOTAL 
C NTROL 
Technique 
ACTIVITY 
DATA NO ING 
_--"",-- ---t-t:.<.-~' ::::=b{;;w';;ru;:;e'j:::-:-:-:::"J DESIGN COMP(ETEU' :r -'r A IN BALANCE WITH • ,-y~u:ruRy-- SPECIF1CATI ON 
"- ;5~~~' ~ IMANUFACTURE ETC. 
PLANNED OFOANISED 
Figure 2.2 Pugh's model of a design process (1991, pll). 
COSTING! 
ETC. 
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Figure 2.3 Baxter's model of a risk management design process (1995, p19). 
These two processes were developed to clarify the development of new products 
and can be used to help demystify the solving of ill-defined problems for non-
designers, such as managers, clients and other stakeholders. These models can 
also be used to guide a project in order to facilitate the reduction of risk associated 
with new product development as well as enabling, for example, feasibility, costs, 
time scales, resources and equipment to be predicted in advance (Baxter, 1995; 
lanes, 1992). 
In contrast to the detailed design process models, Lawson (1997) opposes the 
notion of there being identifiable stages and an order. Instead, he favours the 
14 
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theory that "design is a process in which the problem and solution emerge 
together" p47 (figure 2.4). This notion is also supported by Cross and Dorst (2001) 
who state that designers create ideas from co-evolution of the problem and 
solutions and this progresses following surprises that are framed and reframed 
continuously. 
Figure 2.4 Lawson's design process model (1997, p47). 
So far two theories of the design process have been described. There are those 
who prefer the theory that design is too complex and ambiguous to model precisely 
and refer to more cognitive actions undertaken by designers. And, there are those 
who believe that it is generally definable and list the tasks, stages and outcomes 
designers work through when developing new products. 
Alternatively, the design process could be referred to as a selection of methods that 
are used by the designer to solve the design problem at hand (Jones, 1992; 
Birkhofer et ai, 2002). The design processes undertaken at IDEO, an international 
design and human factors consultancy, are described by Kelley and Littman, (2001) 
as a "blend of methodologies, work practices, culture and infrastructure". The 
reason behind this description is designers at IDEO have no set routine and they 
define their process through the methods they use. The Chambers Dictionary 
(2003, p932) defined method as: 
The mode or rule used in carrying out a task or accomplishing ,In aim; 
orderly procedure; manner ... 
A method can therefore, be implied as an aspect of design activity, such as 
drawing, a way of thinking, or the use of computer aided design (CAD). When all of 
the methods used by a designer are linked together the result Is a design process. 
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Designers can therefore develop their design processes through their chosen 
combination of methods, Using this theory, the design process can be Viewed from 
two perspectives: 
1. As definable stages in the form of applied methods 
2, As being Indefinable in the sense that no two designers would combine or use 
the same selection of methods, 
This theory also supports the development of and search for new methods for 
designers, As the number of methods available increases, choice and opportunity 
for the designer, to tailor his design process more precisely to solving the design 
problem in question, increases, 
2.5 Design Methods 
Originally products and artefacts evolved slowly in the hands of skilled craftsmen 
who passed on knowledge through the generations, Craftsmen worked by trial and 
error, developing their product and techniques over many years (Jones, 1992), 
However, the designer was a new kind of creator who employed a different way of 
working to produce products, An early dictionary definition, from 1662, for a 
designer was 'one who makes designs or patterns for the manufacturer or 
constructor' (Morrison and Twyford, 1994), The production of plans through 
drawing was possibly one of the first methods used by designers and furthermore, 
helped to define design. Since then many more methods have been developed in 
order to help designers solve design problems, One possible reason for this 
increase in methods is that few companies can survive by competing solely on 
price; customers are demanding more from their products and as a consequence 
designers need to find new ways of appealing to them (Baxter, 1995), 
Many design methods are documented in this chapter and, whilst every effort was 
made to ensure that it is comprehensive, it is acknowledged that some may have 
been missed due to the large number of methods in this domain. Methods 
concerning the definition of a design problem were noted in the previous section 
and thus are not repeated here, In this section methods that facilitate research, 
externalisation and communication, and creativity are reviewed, One further 
section is included that consists of methods which do not neatly fit within the 
aforementioned categories. 
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2.5.1 Research 
Research methods are used when designers require more information in order to 
proceed with the solving of a design problem. This category can be sub-divided 
further into primary and secondary research. Primary research is where the 
designer collects data first hand, whereas secondary research is the review of data 
that has been collected previously by another person. 
Numerous methods for collecting primary research are available for use by 
designers and it seems that many of these have originated from disciplines other 
than design, such as ergonomics, social sciences, psychology and marketing. One 
possible reason for the influx of methods from these human centred disciplines is 
the recent trend towards a user centred design and usability philosophy. This is 
due to the increased competitiveness of the industry and the more thoroughly the 
users' needs are understood and catered for, the greater the chances of becoming 
noticeably better than the competition (Pugh, 1991). Seymour (1999) highlighted 
this design philosophy in his definition of design as "Making products better. For 
people". 
Not all primary research methods are user orientated. Some are used to explore 
existing products or systems, for example surveying products by comparing them 
with the competition, flow analysis or testing products to experience them first 
hand. Table 2.2, is a list of the main primary research methods. 
Primary Methods 
Children Samples Bayley and Chapman, 1999 
Co-Designing Cain, 2005 
Conjoint Techniques Hofmeester and De Charon, 1999 
Cultural Probes Hofmeester and De Charon, 1999 
Ethnography 
Hammersley and Atkinson, 2003; Creswell, 2003; 
McNeill, 1995 
Field Test McNeill, 1995 
Flow Analysis IDEO,2003 
Focus Groups Langford and McDonagh, 2003; 
Heuristic Evaluation Nielsen and Mack, 1994 
Interviews McNeill, 1995; Creswell, 2003 
Lead User von Hippel, 2005 
Longitudinal Studies McNeill, 1995; Hofmeester and De Charon, 1999 
Misuse / customisation Weightman and McDonagh, 2003; Dunne, 1999 
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Mood boards Baxter, 1995 
Hammersley and Atkinson, Observation 2003; Kelley and 
Littman, 2001; McNeill, 1995; Creswell, 2003 
Opinion Polls Hofmeester and De Charon, 1999 
Personas Cooper, 1999 
Perspective Sorting Forlizzi, Gemperle and DiSalvo, 2003 
Photo lournals Fulton Surt, 2003 
Photography Ball and Smith, 1992; Kellehear, 1993 
Placebos Dunne and Raby, 2001 
Postcards Hofmeester and De Charon, 1999 
Product survey I analysis IDEO,2003 
Prototyping I Mock-up trials Kelley and Littman, 2001, IDEO, 2003 
Questionnaires Cross, 1994; lones, 1992; Robson, 1995 
Role Play Chambers, 2002 
Scenario Building Suri and Marsh, 2000 
Shadowing Hofmeester and De Charon, 1999; IDEO, 2003 
Task analysis Shepherd, 2001; Hol\nagel, 2003 
Think Tanks Chambers, 2002; 
Time Audits McNeill, 1995 
User Diaries Pedgley, 1999 
User Trials Green and Klein, 1999 
Table 2.2 Research methods for designers. 
New research methods are continually being developed especially in areas that are 
of interest to designers and industry. One current area of interest is emotion and 
how designers can identify users' emotions towards products and consider them 
when designing. Engage, an Internet based knowledge sharing project funded by 
the European Union, hosts a library of methods tailored specifically for researching 
emotions. The organisers have, at the time of writing (2007) sourced 58 methods 
from industry and academia, demonstrating the importance of this area to design 
(www.engage-design.org). One example of a method used for designing for 
emotion is PrEmo™, a tool that can measure the fourteen emotions products often 
engender in users. Designers can assess the users' emotional responses towards 
the competition or their own concepts (Desmet, 2003). 
Methods for secondary research involve the sourcing and reviewing of information. 
Traditionally these searches involved reading material from books, documents, 
magazines, journals and newspapers. Also the collecting of data unobtrusively over 
time can be a form of secondary research. Methods such as accretion, erosion or 
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graffiti can be used (Emmison and Smith, 2000; Webb et ai, 1966; Robson, 2002). 
These are methods that focus on documenting the natural increase or decrease of 
material, for example the amount and type of litter people leave behind; the 
number of particular leaflets taken; circulation patterns of customers in a shop. 
Graffiti refers to the notes and messages users add to products which can indicate 
shortcomings in their design. 
With the advances in technology more dynamic resources are now available, such 
as the Internet and digital media. For example, RealPeople is an interactive 
resource that provides designers with statistically valid information on real people 
and the pleasure they obtain from products. Designers can view video footage of 
users or complete searches of product or user type (Chhibber et ai, 2004). 
Computer software packages are also available to help with the selection of 
materials, production process and anthropometries. This ever growing number of 
methods can facilitate the collection of information and can be used to contribute to 
the design of a product. 
2.5.2 Externalisation and Communication 
Previously in this chapter the design problem and design process were noted as 
being complex and ill-defined. When embarking on solving a design problem 
designers often need to externalise their thinking and ideas to make the design 
process more manageable. Furthermore, externalisation allows the designer to 
communicate to others, such as other deSigners, users and stakeholders, who can 
analyse and make contributions towards solving the problem (Jones, 1992; Lawson, 
1997). Some designers externalise their ideas more readily than others. Jones 
(1992) describes two types of designer: black box and glass box. A black box 
designer is one who can produce ideas almost magically with little externalisation. 
In contrast, a glass box designer externalises to a greater extent and this provides 
others with a more transparent indication of how they developed ideas and arrived 
at their solutions. 
The methods used to externalise and communicate differ from those in the other 
categories in that they are more physical where as methods for defining a problem, 
researching or creating are generally focused on how designers think (Baxter; 
1995). Drawing was one of the first methods used by designers and it enabled 
them to view the entire product prior to its construction. This allows for numerous 
ideas and potential solutions to be analysed, synthesised and evaluated much more 
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quickly. Lawson (1997) noted four types of drawing pertinent to design: design 
drawings, referential drawings (diagrams), presentational drawings and visionary 
drawings. Each of these types serves a different purpose through out a design 
process and many designers feel happiest when they are holding a pencil and able 
to express themselves (Lawson, 1997). 
Other methods of externalisation and communication include modelling and 
prototyping, which are three-dimensional representations but are subtly different. 
Models are normally representations of an idea, used to demonstrate the 
appearance and physical attributes such as size, mass and shape. Prototypes are 
generally more functional and demonstrate how things will work. These can be 
crude devices to, perhaps test a mechanism, through to high quality 
representations to test the final manufacturing processes (Baxter, 1995). 
New technology has enabled the designer to use more advanced methods and 
media for externalisation. Computer aided design allows the designer to develop 
two and three-dimensional models in a virtual environment from which they can 
produce visualisations, animations, engineering drawings, and rapid prototypes. 
These modern methods of externalisation and communication are becoming Vital to 
increasing the efficiency and competitiveness of companies (McHahan and Browne, 
1998). 
2.5.3 Creativity 
Creativity is said to be at the very heart of design and this is regardless of the type 
of project, whether it may be a radical new development or the more mundane 
(Baxter, 1995). Fletcher (2001) produced a list of attributes of creativity which 
indicate how people can be more creative, this list consists of: 
Challenging assumptions 
Being responsive to new ideas 
Recognising Similarities and differences 
Making unlikely connections 
Taking risks 
Building on ideas to make better ideas 
Looking at things in new ways 
Taking advantage of the unexpected 
Taking chances. 
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Being creative is not a simple process since many novel and original solutions 
require the creator to invest much time and effort (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988). Even 
those eureka moments are often the result of many hours of hard work. Creativity 
is a process of trial and error in searching for new solutions by combining known 
and discovered elements in many small tentative steps (Weisberg, 1986; Walberg 
1988). To reduce the time and effort required many creativity methods have been 
deyeloped. Brainstorming is a creativity method that has become highly popular 
with many designers. Brainstorming is a group session where ideas, no matter how 
outrageous, are freely expressed with out criticism and the aim is to obtain a 
plethora of new ideas that can be reviewed later in more detail (Cross, 1994; 
Baxter, 1995; Jones, 1992; Manktelow, 2003). IDEO, one of the world's largest 
design consultancies, use brainstorming extensively throughout their design 
process and they consider it to be an Important factor that facilitates their creativity 
(Kelley and Uttman, 2001). 
Examples of other creativity methods have been categorised and listed In table 2.3. 
This list, whilst very long, is not exhaustive and provides an indication of the sheer 
number of methods available. The categories are similar to those used in the 
literature and refer to the most suitable period during a design process when the 
method could be applied: when analysing problems, generating Ideas, and 
evaluating ideas (VanGundy, 1988; Jones, 1992; Cross, 1994). One further 
category (holistic), refers to methods that can be applied at any time during a 
design process. Some of the methods, such as brainstorming, are accompanied by 
the names of other creativity methods which are similar. 
Generating ideas 
Attribute analogy chains VanGundy, 1988 
Attribute listing / component 
Manktelow, 2003; VanGundy, 1988 
detailing 
Bionics VanGundy, 1988 
Brainstorming Kelley and Uttman, 2001 
Circumrelation VanGundy, 1988 
Collective Notebook I Slip writing Baxter, 1995; VanGundy, 1988 
Concept fan Manktelow, 2003 
Exaggerated objectives VanGundy, 1988 
Force-fit game VanGundY,1988 
Heuristic Ideation technique ·VanGundy, 1988 
Hypothetical situations VanGundy, 1988 
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Mental models / Pre-inventive 
Ward, Finke and Smith 1995; VanGundy, 1988 
Forms 
Morphological chart / boundary Baxter, 1995; lanes, 1992; Cross, 1994; 
search/shift VanGundy, 1988 
Provocation Manktelow, 2003 
Quota De Bono, 1990; Van Oech, 1983 
Reverse brainstorm VanGundy, 1988 
SCAMPER Baxter, 1995; Manktelow, 2003 
Sculptures VanGundy, 1988 
Six thinking hats De Bono, 1986 
Word Diamond VanGundy, 1988 
Evaluating ideas 
Advantage - disadvantage VanGundy, 1988 
Battelle method VanGundy, 1988 
Brainstorm creative evaluation VanGundy, 1988 
Castle technique VanGundy, 1988 
Checklists Cross, 1994; lanes, 1992; VanGundy, 1988 
Dot Sticking Baxter, 1995; VanGundy, 1988 
Idea advocate VanGundy, 1988 
Logic and Practicality Van Oech, 1983 
Selecting criteria Cross, 1994; lanes, 1992 
Holistic 
"I'm not creative" Van Oech, 1983 
"That's not my area" Van Oech, 1983 
"To err is wrong" Van Oech, 1983; De Bono, 1990 
Abstraction Ward, Finke and Smith, 1995 
Ambiguity Van Oech, 1983 
Analogies / Synectics 
Ward, Finke and Smith 1995; Cross, 1994; Baxter, 
1995; lanes, 1992; VanGundy, 1988 
Bisociation Koestler, 1964; VanGundy, 1988 
Brain-sketching VanGundy, 1988 
Brainstorming / wishful thinking Kelley and Littman, 2001; lanes, 1992; Cross, 
/ Gordon little / SIL / Trigger 1994; lanes, 1992; Manktelow, 2003; VanGundy, 
method 1988 
Brain-writing / Battelle-
Bildmappen-Brain-writing eBBB) Baxter, 1995; VanGundy, 1988 
/ Gallery method 
Breaking Assumptions De Bono, 1990 
Cliches and proverbs Baxter, 1995; VanGundy, 1988 
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Combination 
Ward, Finke and Smith 1995; VanGundy, 1988; 
Cross, 1997 
Creative Motivation Von Oech, 1983 
Entry Point and Attention De Bono, 1990 
Foolishness Von Oech, 1983 
Fresh eye VanGundy, 1988 
Games VanGundy, 1988 
Mental Models I pre-inventive 
Ward, Finke and Smith 1995 
forms 
Metaphors Cupchik, 2000; Van Oech, 1983; VanGundy, 1988 
Play 
Van Oech, 1983; Ward, Finke and Smith, 1995; 
Kelley and Littman, 2001 
Po I foolishness De Bono, 1990; Van Oech, 1983 
Random Stimulation De Bono, 1990; VanGundy, 1988 
Six thinking hats De Bono, 1986 
Specification writing Cross, 1994; Jones, 1992 
Strategy switching Jones, 1992 
Subconscious Problem Solving Manktelow, 2003; Cross, 1994 
Suspend Judgement De Bono, 1990; Van Oech, 1983 
The Why Technique 
De Bono, 1990; Von Oech, 1983; Cross, 1994; 
VanGundy, 1988 
Verbs not Nouns Kelley and Littman, 2001; Cross, 1994 
Table 2.3 Creativity methods. 
Creativity methods appear to have one main theme in common: they are aimed at 
altering the way people think. This seems to have been achieved in three ways: 
1. Providing a safe environment - through rules a safe environment is obtained 
where members can offer wild ideas or express their thoughts without being 
criticised. Examples include brainstorming, games and brain-writing. 
2. New perspectives - informing the user how else they could think. 
Examples include, bisociation, synectics, metaphors, analogies, why and cliches. 
3. Controlled thought - through the use of frameworks, graphs or matrices aspects 
of the problem are systematically analysed. Examples include, orthographic 
analysis, SCAMPER, AIDA, product improvement checklist and Lawson's design 
problem model. 
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Design could be considered one of the disciplines that would benefit most from 
these creativity methods, but many designers do not use them; they prefer to 
obtain knowledge of current practice through case studies (Roy, 1993). 
Furthermore, the application of a creativity method is also a contentious issue for it 
could be argued that following a method is the very essence of mediocrity and thus 
uncreative (Bohm, 1998). On the contrary, others believe that methods can be 
applied to enhance the chance of obtaining a creative product (Torrance, 1988; De 
Bono, 1990; von Oech, 1983). Dasgupta (1996) argued that creativity is 
knowledge driven and based on experiences applied in new ways. The 
aforementioned methods may facilitate finding alternative ways of thinking but this 
may only be of use if there is a knowledge base on which to draw. 
2.5.4 Other Methods 
The methods for designers in this section do not fit neatly into the previous sections 
and include methods for sustainable design, design for manufacture, and sound 
design. There are also design principles that designers can apply when developing 
ideas and concepts, however these are too numerous to describe here individually 
but a summary has been given. 
Methods that support sustainable design are generally orientated towards 
comparing existing products or concepts with desirable principles of sustainability. 
There are five predominate methods available to designers and the most prominent 
is Ecodesign Web which can help designers to identify aspects of their existing 
product that are either commendable or in need of improvement (lofthouse, 2006). 
Design for manufacture (DFM) is a method of designing that can facilitate the 
development of a new product by ensuring its design is suited for manufacture. 
The use of such methods has been proven to reduce the time taken to get products 
to market (Miles and Swift, 1998). Whilst DFM has a number of underlying 
principles three more formal methods have been developed: Hitachi assemblability 
evaluation method, Boothroyd Dewhurst method and CSC design for assembly I 
manufacturing analysis (Burton, 2005). 
Sound design is a new aspect of industrial design pioneered by researchers at Delft 
University. Tools and methods are being developed to enable designers to consider 
and test the sounds of their concepts. This has often been a forgotten aspect of 
product design (6zcan and van Egmond, 2006). 
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Design principles are also included in this design methods section since they too are 
essentially methods that can facilitate design. One comprehensive reference for 
these principles has been composed by Udwell, Holden and Butler (2003) in their 
book Universal Principles of Design where they describe 100 of them. These 
principles were divided into five sections under which they can be applied, these 
are: 
How can I influence the way a design is perceived? 
How can I help people learn from design? 
How can I enhance the usability of a design? 
How can I increase the appeal of a design? 
How can I make better design decisions? 
Baxter (1995) and Elam (2001) have also written of principles that can be applied 
to design and these focus on product aesthetics. The golden ratio/section is an 
example of a design principle where the ratio of height to width is 0.618 and has 
been found throughout nature, art, architecture and design. Rectangles and 
products that fit this ratio are often preferred over products with other proportions 
(Baxter, 1995). Principles such as these demonstrate that applying something as 
simple as a particular size of rectangle can facilitate the design of a product and 
thus can be viewed as a method applied by a designer in their design process. 
Furthermore, many of these principles, and the methods noted previously, 
originated from disciplines other than design such as Anthropometry, Computer 
SCience, Economics, Engineering, Ergonomics, Marketing, Psychology, Sociology 
and Typography. 
One further reference on this subject of design principles and methods is a book by 
Lauer and Pentak (2005) titled Design Basics which provides the reader with 
detailed information about design principles such as achieving unity, emphasis, 
balance, rhythm and using scale and proportion to their advantage. They also note 
elements of design that include aspects of the physical product: shape, volume, 
texture, space, motion and colour. However, a noticeable aspect of this book for 
designers is that the majority of examples used to demonstrate the principles and 
elements are 50urced from the arts. This is one example of where art is already 
facilitating designers. 
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2.6 Summary 
Industrial design has been defined as the design and development of mass 
produced products. The designer aims to solve a design brief or problem and its 
nature is generally ill-defined and highly complex with many possible solutions. 
The act of solving a design problem is the design process. This can be viewed as a 
selection of methods applied by a designer. Each process is unique and hard to 
define accurately due to the variety of methods available. Under this premise, new 
methods can always be developed to facilitate design by providing the designer 
with a greater selection of methods from which to choose. Many design methods 
and principles exist which originate from disciplines other than design which 
demonstrates a willingness by deSigners to accept new methods from other 
disciplines. 
Knowledge of design theory has been well documented and many of the main 
sources have been reviewed in this chapter. However, due to the nature of 
literature and the time required to publish information it is uncertain haw accurately 
these reflect current design practice. Also, many methods were identified but it is 
unclear how many are used regularly by designers. 
2.7 Conclusions 
From the review of this literature the following conclusions to the objectives stated 
in section 1.2 can be drawn: 
Industrial design is generally the design of mass produced products. 
Industrial designers tend to work on design problems that are highly complex 
and are often ill-defined. 
The design process can be viewed as a collation of methods applied by 
designers; the sourcing of new methods, from the arts or other diSCiplines, 
may provide alternative options and facilitate some designers. 
A large number of methods are available to the industrial designer and many 
of these appear to have originated from other disciplines and thus 
demonstrate the existence and acceptance of cross-disciplinary knowledge 
sharing. 
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Creativity is a key part of design and is essentially the result of time and 
effort spent on solving a problem. 
One feature of creativity and the aim of many associated methods is the need 
to change the way a person thinks. 
Literature regarding design theory is abundant, however, up to date 
information on how designers actually work is less well documented. 
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Chapter 3 : Literature Review Part 2 - Art 
The review of the literature continues in this chapter where the focus moves onto 
the art domain. Here a definition of art, and how it differs to design, has been 
attempted and the literature concerned with the art goal, process and art methods 
have been reviewed. 
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3.1 Definition of Art 
When embarking on a process of defining a term a usual starting point is to note 
key characteristics that make it unique (Hauffe, 1998). However, noting the key 
characteristics of the term art is rather difficult since they are forever changing 
(Carroll, 1999; Weintraub, 2003). As a consequence some definitions of art have 
therefore been quite vague, such as one offered by Collingwood (1964, p49): 
The special activity by which we apprehend beauty 
This definition could easily be applied to design for industrial designers are also 
charged with the task of developing beautiful products (Haufe, 1998). 
Furthermore, some contemporary artists have produced pieces that are intended to 
shock and are anything but beautiful when referred to in its traditional sense. 
Oavies (1991) attempted to find a definition of art but despite reviewing many 
sources of literature was unable to provide a formal definition. However, he noted 
a few characteristics of art: pieces of art have a degree of status; art provides 
enjoyment; art has far reaching social benefits; an artist produces it. This last 
point, where art is produced by an artist, is not so simple to apply as it may 
appear, since the title of artist, and designer too, are self-administered and anyone 
can claim to be one, unlike an architect or accountant. 
Neo-Wittgensteinianism's Open Concept is an art theory that provides a definition 
of art, or more accurately reasons why art is necessarily indefinable (Davies, 1991; 
Carroll, 1999). If art were defined it would have closed boundaries and would not 
be consistent with the permanent possibility of artistic creativity. Art is forever 
changing. A counter argument to the open concept theory is if art is inherently 
indefinable how is it possible to identify art as art when there is no definition to 
provide direction? This question was answered using the notion of family 
resemblance where a piece of art is identified through its similarity to previous 
artworks. However, the notion of family resemblance was dismissed by the 
Institutional theory where art is only considered to be art if it is an artefact (result 
of human labour) and is accepted as a piece for appreciation by a member of the 
art world (Carroll, 1999). 
The defining of art appears to be an ongoing debate and it is beyond the scope of 
this research to provide one, therefore it will be assumed that art is essentially and 
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currently indefinable. This conclusion however does not provide a satisfactory 
differentiation between art and design since, as art is indefinable it is possible that 
industrial design is also art and designers are artists. In support of this notion, 
examples of industrial design have appeared in gallery spaces and The Museum of 
Modern Art (2006) devoted a department to architecture and design in 1932, where 
buildings and products are celebrated for their contribution to art. This blurring of 
boundaries has not diminished, with art becoming more popular in the home and 
industrial design residing in the gallery (Moriarty and Whiteley, 2005). 
Cuffaro and Ostrow (2005) distinguished art from design in two ways. Firstly, 
artists can desi9n, for they too develop plans and consider functionality but they 
are also technically capable of manufacturing the pieces; a feat many designers 
cannot achieve. However, the work of Anthony Gormley (Gormley, 1998) and 
Anish Kapoor (De Salvo, 2002) show that some artists are producing pieces that 
are beyond their own capabilities. The second distinguishing factor from Cuffaro 
and Ostrow (2005), is that artists and designers develop pieces that are destined 
for different markets using dissimilar distribution methods. This too is not a clear 
distinction since pieces of art are now appearing in high street stores or outlets 
such as IKEA (an international furniture and home ware company). 
Owen (1998) differentiated art from design using a four point map that positioned 
various practitioners on two axes between symbolic and real, analytic and 
synthetic. Art was conSidered to be more analytical and symbolic whereas design 
was synthetic and real. This concurs with the literature on design, for designers are 
often concerned with solving a problem which could be heavily constrained by 
factors such as clients, users and other stakeholders (Lawson, 1997; Hauffe, 1998; 
Potter, 2002). According to Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi (1976) artists also solve 
problems and they found that the artists who spend time finding and developing 
them are often more successful. However, these art 'problems' originate from the 
artist and are more expressive, and less precise, than design problems (Lawson, 
1997; Gombrich, 1996). 
Howe and Dillion (2001, p56) concluded that to design is to recognise a need to 
innovate whereas for art to be art it should be "capable of causing dissonance and 
[can] have a destabilising effect within its context". This viewpoint is shared by 
Cuffaro and Ostrow (2005) who believe that artists are more concerned with 
context, discourse and history in order to raise questions. 
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Owen (1998) noted the measures to which certain disciplines work (Table 2.1). 
Both the artists and designers work to the measure of beautiful/ugly but the other 
measures are different. The artists include thought provocation which is similar to 
Howe and Dillion's dissonance (2001) and, in contrast, the designers focused on 
more practical measures. 
Domain Discipline 
Art Painting 
Design Product Design 
Measures 
Beautiful! ugly 
Skilful! unskilful 
Thought provoking! banal 
Beautiful! ugly 
Better! worse 
Fits I doesn't fit 
Works! doesn't work 
Sources of Values 
Culture 
Culture 
Artificial world 
Table 3.1 Differences between art and design. Table adapted from Owen, 1998, 
plG. 
Therefore, from this perspective art and industrial design can be differentiated by 
focusing on the goal/problem of the person in question. An artist's goal, it seems, 
is geared towards expression, causing dissonance and provoking thought, whereas 
a designer is perhaps more problem focused and concerned with the practical 
issues surrounding a product's development. 
The word art and art as a discipline can include numerous sub-disciplines, for 
example, fine art (sculpture, painting, printmaking, installation, virtual), jewellery, 
textiles (printed, woven, multimedia), graphics, ceramics (clay, glass, slip), 
photography, digital and virtual. In fact, the axis organisation, a charity that 
operates a website for British artists, lists 37 types of art (Axisweb Ltd, 2007) 
differentiated by the type of material the artist works with, which is a typical mode 
of taxonomy for this discipline (Whiteley, 2005). Furthermore, as mentioned earlier 
in this chapter, design disciplines can also be reviewed as offering artistic pieces to 
the world such as industrial design, furniture and also web design and architecture. 
Therefore, art is an extremely broad discipline that includes many sub-disciplines. 
3.2 The Art Goal 
The art goal is Similar to the design problem described in section 2.2, in the sense 
that it is the main focal paint for an artist when developing their artwork. The art 
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goal is often chosen by the artist. He may have been affected by an event, his 
emotions, a reverie or illumination which can provide the catalyst for his work 
(Sapp, 1995). The artist's goal may also be continuous and can last their lifetime. 
The artist works on developing the goal and solution simultaneously, where each 
piece of art produced forms only one part of the overall solution and furthers the 
goal (Ecker, 1963; Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi, 1976). This goal wi ll always be a 
part of the artist and his work, even if it were a commissioned piece. 
Different artists will approach their goal differently. Galenson (2001) identified two 
types of artist: experimental and conceptual. The experimental artist focuses on 
one very specific goal and will endeavour to solve that, which can take many years. 
For example, they may wish to develop a particular technique or style (figure 3.1). 
The conceptual artist may have an underlying style or theme but wishes to apply it 
to different types of work and try new things (figure 3.2). Conceptual artists 
appear to be more suited to participation in research such as this. This is due to 
their more varied artwork, for the production of different art pieces may require the 
use of different methods. These artists may therefore have a greater variety, and 
number, of methods to disclose . 
Pt~ ne Speaking Th e Answer ... Hermione I mmiQr~tiQn 
Figure 3.1 Example of an experimental artist; each piece is similar. 
A System of Support "nd Ship for the sinkioQ, flat Pack Sculpture: Green Building on and building up 
Balance sculpture kit 
Figure 3.2 Example of a conceptual artist; each piece is different. 
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Galenson's description of a conceptual artist should not be confused with the artists 
associated with the conceptual art movement (1960s to 1980s). The essence of 
this movement was that the art was in the idea and not the physical piece; 
language became the key material with which to work (Lucie-Smith, 1984). 
3.3 The Art Process 
In section two the design process was described as being a number of methods 
applied by a designer and thus the art process could be considered likewise. 
However, unlike design, little has been researched or documented on the arts, art 
process and how artists work (Leclerc and Gosselin, 2004; Owen, 1998). 
Nevertheless, there appear to be three viewpoints from which the art process could 
be determined. 
The first is similar to Lawson's (1997) view of the design process where the process 
of producing art is indefinable, too changeable and artists work to so many or so 
few rules or methods that a generic process is seemingly impossible to determine 
(Canaday, 1964). Weintraub (2003) describes artists as society's "free radicals" 
who are free from methods, rules and requirements and thus under this premise 
how can there be an art process? 
The second view contradicts the first and to an extent demystifies the artist. This is 
the notion that an art process is inherently a creative one and can be described 
using theory aSSOCiated with the creative process. Studies by psychologists into the 
creative process have revealed that the underlying principles of creativity are the 
prepared mind and that creative solutions are the result of a knowledge based 
process (Finke, Ward and Smith, 1995; Dasgupta, 1996). Generic creative 
processes have also been developed to explain further the phenomenon. One of 
the original processes includes five steps which are: first insight, preparation, 
incubation, illumination and verification (Ghiselin, 1963; Baxter, 1995). Finke, 
Ward and Smith (1992) developed another creativity process called the Geneplore 
process. This incorporated both generative and explorative cognitive processes. 
Both of these cognitive processes are generic in nature and, as such, art creativity 
is similar to scientific creativity (Weisberg, 1986; Ward, Finke and Smith, 1995). 
Psychologists Mace and Ward (2002) have also investigated art creativity by 
tracking the work of many artists and periodically interviewing them. From their 
data they proposed a creative and art making process (figure 3.3, overleaf). This 
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consists of three phases: conception, idea development and making. These are 
similar to the stages proposed in chapter two to describe the design process . 
/ 
" .... -...--
(' Keeplng <I \1 4-~--~·· 
',-.,WOIktoOk 'p/J "'-
.. -~ ......... 
+--.-~ 
• Figure 3.3 Creative art making process, Mace and Ward (2002). 
• 
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Sapp (1995) also attempted to reveal the art process and like Mace and Ward, he 
too identified the three stages noted previously. He also highlighted the artistic 
process as being one of many iterations of divergence to convergence to divergence 
and so on, that progressively becomes more focused towards a particular solution 
(figure 3.4). 
INITIAL IMAGE INCEPTION 
ASSOCIATIVE 
EXPLORATION 
• ~~ b_o~cx.o 
TRANSITION I 
TRANSITION 11 
MULTIPLE FOCUS 
EXPLORATION 
TRANSITION '" 
PRIMARY FOCUS 
EXPLORATION 
TRANSITION IV 
REFINEMENT 
FINAL IMAGE 
x 
• ~., ... -. .0 
D 
Figure 3.4 Sapp's model for idea inception and image development (1995, pl77). 
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However, general opinions and conclusions of the nature of the art process is that it 
is more chaotic and does not follow particular stages (Cawelti, Rappaport and 
Wood, 1992; Sapp, 1995; Ecker, 1963; Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi, 1976). 
Instead, it is considered more accurate to describe the art process as a continual 
clarification and emergence of the problem and solution: constant experimentation. 
The third view is an extension of the second. Since design is considered to be a 
hybrid activity between art, science and mathematics (Jones, 1992), the process of 
producing art could be the same as that for deSign, especially since the processes 
noted above could easily be applied to numerous disciplines. This view is shared by 
some authors of design literature who have speculated as to how artists and 
designers must work in a similar manner and that an art process would have much 
in common with the design process since many similar talents are needed for both 
(Dorst, 2003; Lawson, 1997). In addition to this Bloemink (2004) noted that many 
contemporary artists produce plans and models of their ideas so that others can 
manufacture them. This is similar to the actions of a designer. 
These three viewpoints provide an indication of what the art process may be like. 
The theories that stem from creativity literature are too generic and could be 
applied to almost all disciplines from science to art. The literature from psychology 
and design show that it may be similar to a design process. 
One further area of art literature that may have provided an insight in to this are 
the numerous autobiographies, biographies and interviews with artists. From these 
sources it is sometimes possible to gain an insight into how an artist works; this is 
through their use of (or implied use of) methods to obtain an idea of their art 
process. For example, De Salvo (2002) interviewed Anish Kapoor about his art 
installation at the Tate Modern in London. From this interview Anish's sources of 
inspiration, influences, research and methods can be noted. However, this method 
of identifying art processes using secondary data is fraught with issues. 
Information regarding the data collection is often hidden, such as the aims and 
objectives of the interviewer, the degree of rigour used when applying the research 
methods and the extent of editing or censorship. Furthermore, some of the texts 
are another person's interpretation of the artist, their process and work and so may 
be biased. 
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3.4 Art Methods 
Art (and design) methods can be divided into two categories. One category is for 
the methods that inform the artist how they can achieve particular results, for 
example, how to paint with oils or watercolours, or how to use perspectives and 
light. Leonardo DA Vinci's notebooks were full of methods detailing how to draw 
the human figure (Richter, 1998). These methods are perhaps early versions of the 
modern day CAD tutorials or marker rendering methods (e.g. Powell, 1985) used by 
designers. The second types of method are those concerned with developing the 
mind or altering how one thinks; these would include creativity methods such as 
brainstorming or mental models. However, the methods or processes used by 
artists to do this have not been well documented. 
The methods noted in this section have been sourced from the documentation 
available on the subject, which has included some autobiographies, biographies and 
interviews, since it is easier to identify accurately a method than a process. For 
example, a text may describe the use of drawings or show images of the artist's 
own drawings; which clearly indicates the use of this method. How or when the 
artist produced those drawings is less certain making the process more difficult to 
determine. Searching for methods using this source is a long and tedious process 
as well as being rather haphazard with regard to which artist's book is chosen for 
review. 
3.4.1 Externalisation and Communication 
The artist, like the designer, externalises and communicates his ideas and he does 
so using the same methodS as designers: drawing, modelling and to a lesser 
degree, using computer software. Of the few biographies studied for this research 
all of the artists produced drawings and many produced models (or maquettes) of 
their ideas (Gormley, 1998; Goldsworthy, 2000; De Salvo, 2003; Illuminations, 
2002). Computer software packages were also used to model the artists work, 
however, the artist is not always responsible for producing these. New technology 
and the use of computers are providing artists with new possibilities and some 
artists, such as Julian Opie, have used them to produce their final pieces (Edmonds 
and Candy, 2002; Illuminations, 2002). 
Artists also externalise and communicate in a-similar manner to designers by using 
drawings, models, and engineering drawings to allow others to manufacture their 
pieces. This, for the first time, allows them to develop pieces that go beyond their 
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own personal manufacturing ability. Antony Gormley would not have been able to 
produce the Angel of the North without communicating it to the commissioning 
committee and those who would fabricate it (Gormley, 1998). 
3.4.2 Exploration and Creativity 
Edmonds and Candy (2002) undertook a study with artists in order to understand 
further artistic creativity and the artists' use of digital technology. From this 
research they discovered that a key aspect of the art process is exploration which 
corresponds with Getzels' and Csikszentmihalyi's (1976) work. In addition to this 
they found four parts to this exploration: breaking with convention, immersion in 
their work, holistic view of the problem and parallel channels where they work on a 
number of ideas at once. These might be similar to some of the design methods 
noted in section 2.5. For example, breaking conventions has similarities to the 
creativity method of breaking assumptions suggested by De Bono (1990). The 
artists' holistic view of the problem is a less formal approach to some of the 
frameworks and matrices used in design, such as orthographies or Lawson's model 
of the design problem. Similarly the maintenance of parallel channels is akin to 
the design process applied by Adidas when developing new training shoes, for it 
allows them to develop safe and risky concepts (Lucas, 2004). 
Getzels' and Csikszentmihalyi's (1976) study into the how artists develop and solve 
problems revealed three types of problem exploration: manipulation, unusualness 
and experimentation. Manipulation is where the artist wishes to find new problems 
or uncover the core of the problem rather than settle for ones presented to them. 
Unusualness describes their drive to source unusual perspectives from which to 
work; often the riskier options are more innovative. Experimentation is where the 
artist, through play or experimentation with the problem, ideas or media, can 
identify new perspectives that may have gone unnoticed. Artists were also found to 
use metaphors as a strategy for explaining their ideas to others (Mamykina, Candy 
and Edmonds, 2002; Cupchik, 2003). 
3.4.3 Research 
The research undertaken by artists in some of the biographies was of a primary 
nature where the artist visited locations and/or met with experts in order to 
understand how their work could be produced (Gormley, 1998; De Salvo, 2002). 
There is also eVidence that some artists use historical information from secondary 
sources to guide and inspire their work (Weintraub, 2003). 
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Artists are also capable of using the interview method in order to obtain inspiration 
for a piece. As part of the At home with art project organised by Colin Painter 
(1999), nine sculptors searched for inspiration by Interviewing home owners. The 
interview was a requirement of the project and it is unclear whether these artists 
would use this particular method when developing their own artwork. 
3.5 Summary 
Art is a seemingly indefinable discipline and for art to be art it is necessary that this 
should be the case, so that it can continue to be creative and break boundaries. 
However, for this research, art will be defined via its most obvious difference to 
design: the type of problem I goal that is solved or focused on. Design problems 
are generally more constrained, having precise constraints applied by clients and 
numerous other stakeholders. In contrast, artists appear to work towards goals 
that may have originated from personal experiences or ideas and numerous art 
pieces can be produced over a lifetime (perhaps) towards attaining this goal. Also 
the artist's goals are often more expressive than a design problem and are noted 
for causing a degree of dissonance. 
Little information exists regarding art processes and the methods used but some 
authors state that the art process is likely to be similar to the design process. In 
which case art methods should be easily transferable to design. However, few 
documented methods exist, offering the potential for research in this area. The 
literature also revealed how broad a discipline art is, consisting of many sub-
disciplines which could be a source of methods for design. 
Two types of artist were identified by Galenson (2001): experimental and 
conceptual. Conceptual artists appear to be the most suitable for participation in 
this research. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
From the art literature reviewed in this section the following conclusions have been 
drawn: 
Currently, no universal definition of art exists. 
Artists and designers appear to work towards different goals/problems. 
Expression and dissonance is a common feature of artistic practice. 
Art is a broad discipline conSisting of many sub-disciplines. 
Conceptual artists, as defined by Galenson, appear to be the most suitable 
type for participation in this research. 
The art process appears to be similar to the design process in that they work 
through similar stages and therefore it is likely that artistic methods could be 
integrated into design processes. 
The methods used by artists have been less well documented in the literature. 
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Industrial Design and Art 
Industrial design and art have been reviewed independently in the previous two 
chapters; the focus of this chapter is a review of their relationship. These relations 
are first viewed from a historical perspective prior to noting examples of 
collaboration between them or other disciplines. Within this section some architects 
have also been reviewed since many have worked as industrial designers or 
collaborated with artists. This chapter concludes with a review of the current 
thinking behind art facilitating design. 
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4.1 Historical Relationship 
John Flaxman and George Stubbs were some of the first industrial designers 
(although they were not referred to as such) and started work during the industrial 
revolution of the 18'h century. They were employed by the industrialist and 
ceramist Josiah Wedgwood and were responsible for developing new pieces that 
would enter mass production. Originally these gentlemen were practising artists (a 
sculptor and a painter) and this demonstrates one of the origins of industrial design 
(Bayley, 1985; Morrison and Twyford, 1994). 
During the 1920s, America was experiencing an economic boom and this was when 
industrial design began to flourish as a profession. Industrial design became a key 
factor in a company's strategy to produce more desirable products and thus 
become more competitive. The need to produce more competitive products was 
heightened by the Wall Street crash in 1929 when companies were fighting to stay 
afloat. Unlike the industrial designers of the Industrial Revolution, this new wave of 
industrial designers originated from more commercial backgrounds such as 
advertising and shop window display or decorative disciplines like stage design 
(Heskett, 1980). However, unlike the designers of the 18'h century, these were 
not just concerned with aesthetics but also with how the products were used and in 
developing innovations. They also brought new philosophies and processes to new 
product development such as working from the inside out and working with the 
engineers. A definition of industrial design In 1936 highlights the fact that the 
industrial designer at that pOint in time was a mixture of artist, engineer and 
marketeer (Sparke, 1986). 
The design culture in Italy differed from those in America and other western 
countries since it held onto a closer link with art and viewed design as a form of art. 
This could have been due to their method of teaching designers; they were initially 
taught architecture and were encouraged to explore and be influenced by avant-
garde movements, politics, art, sociology, architecture, film and music (Dormer, 
2000). Italian designers were noted for paying attention to radical design 
movements, such as Memphis, which were a mixture of art, philosophy and 
manufacture (Dormer, ibid). In contrast, the American designers worked with more 
design orientated styles such as streamlining or towards creating corporate 
identities (Heskett, 1980). During the 20'h century artists and designers became 
more disassociated with each other's movements and trends, and, as a 
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consequence the apparent relevance of art to designers diminished (Aldersey-
Williams, 1993). 
In the current climate the role of the industrial designer has not changed from 
when the profession first began but the needs they must address have with the 
advent of more user orientated design practices (ergonomics) and heightened 
awareness of issues such as, sustainable design. However, the designer can still 
play at art since there are always people willing to receive such pieces and In some 
cases have them produced for particular market niches (Dormer, 2000). Many 
designers are influenced by art; for example, Dick Powell looks to art when 
experiencing a problem with selecting colours, however, the influence is rarely 
appreciated in the designed outcome. Aldersey-Williams (1993) also noted how the 
two disciplines appear to admire each other yet do not communicate and surmised 
that if they were to, both disciplines would be enriched. 
4.1.1 Industrial Design Education 
Early design education was founded during the 19th century when manufacturers 
required specialists who could combine artistic flare with technical skill. The 
education of such individuals was via the academic art institutions of the time or 
through apprenticeships. The first design schools in the UK, encouraged by the 
government, were tailored towards applying art principles to design practice. The 
success of these schools was limited since the students did not obtain the 
necessary knowledge or technical skills required for manufacturing (Sparke, 1986). 
The first institution to obtain lasting success at combining art with industrial 
practice was the German school of design, the Bauhaus, In 1919 since they focused 
on a more practical approach to teaching design (Bayley, 1985). The Bauhaus 
taught art (drawing and abstract thought) and the ways of the craft worker, prior to 
the students learning about and using Industrial techniques. It was this method of 
teaching design that was to inspire modern design education (Sparke, 1986). 
In Italy, designers were encouraged to assert themselves as individual designer-
artists (Sparke, 1986; Branzi, 1984). Design schools, such as the Domus 
Academy, did not segregate different disciplines, with architects, interior and 
product designers working together. Design education of this nature could date 
back to the New Italian Design movement that begun after the second world war. 
Its aim was to develop the relationship between people and their domestic habitat, 
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thus pulling architecture, product design and art together. In the 1950s the Royal 
College of Art (RCA) in Britain, proposed new courses that included more vocational 
education. However, general design education was still one of a craft-based 
approach (Sparke, 1986). British design schools are not devoid of relationships 
between architecture and product design education. The current head of the design 
products department at the RCA in London is Ron Arad, an architect and product 
designer. 
Schools of design had to find a balance between the arts and engineering. 
However, due to an economic slump in 1970s and 1980s, and with the advent of 
new technologies, less emphasis was given to art. These changes in education 
were the beginning of a gradual separation of arts and crafts education from 
industrial design (Dormer, 2000). 
4.2 Cross Disciplinary Activity 
There are numerous examples of professionals working in disciplines that are 
outside their initial area of training and some important inventions originated from 
such people. For example, the ballpoint pen was invented by a sculptor and the 
hovercraft by a radio engineer. Those coming into a discipline as outsiders can 
bring their own points of view and skills which are applied in a seemingly creative 
way (Lawson, 1997). Some designers are also hard to classify, such as Phillippe 
Starck or Marc Newson, in the sense that they work on a variety of projects that 
span many disciplines from architecture, products to motor vehicles (Starck, 2006; 
Rawsthorn, 1999). 
A few key projects have been undertaken where artists, and architects too, have 
solved product orientated design briefs. Colin Painter's (1999) study titled At Home 
with Art was first mentioned in the introduction (section 1.1) as being a great 
source of inspiration for this research. He organised a project where nine 
professional sculptors each designed a mass produced product. Prior to designing 
the product they gained inspiration from interviews with people in their home. The 
outcomes were all marketable and sold for a limited period in a national chain of 
home improvement superstores; figure 4.1 shows three of the designs. 
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Figure 4.1 Products from the 'At Home with Art' Exh ibition (Painter , 1999). 
A further example of collaboration between art and industry was a project 
undertaken by Plummer (2005). 5he organised artist-in-residence positions at 
twelve factories producing mass produced products. This new environment for the 
artists and the chance to use many of the machines, processes and the expertise of 
the fa ctory's employees enabled them to develop not just pieces of art (insta llations 
and sculpture) but also ideas for new products. This demonstrated how art and 
industry could work together. 
In Bloemink's and Cunningham's (2004) book Design '* Art they highlighted a 
number of artists who have also designed numerous products, mostly furniture, and 
yet they are only referred to as artists. Dona ld Judd, for example, has designed a 
number of workstations, chai rs and tables, a sink and even a swimming pool. 
Many architects have also produced designs for products and the most famous 
examples originate from Alessi: the Italian design factory. Alessi, who manufacture 
household products, has a long history of employing architects to work as industrial 
designers and develop new products for them. They have also cha llenged 
architects to participate in design research exercises; the first was in 1983 and the 
most recent in 2002. Each time the topic of the design brief was to design a tea 
and coffee set and since 1983,33 architects have participated. The purpose was to 
explore possibilities for the Alessi company and to survey the future of designer 
objects (Mendini, 2003). Figure 4.2 shows the kettle designed by Michael Graves 
for the first tea and coffee exercise in 1983 and this became one of Alessi's best 
selling products. Figure 4.3 shows one of the tea and coffee sets designed by Wei l 
Arets for the 2002 exercise. Many other architects such as Ettore Sottsass, Henry 
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Van de Velde, Richard Rogers, AIi Tayar, Stephen Roberts, Arthur Casas, Martin 
Brudnizki and Aldo Rossi, to name just a few, have successfully transferred their 
skills to other design disciplines. The education system in Italy, noted in section 
4.2, could be responsible for the high number of Italian architects who also practise 
product design. 
Figure 4 .2 Kettle by the architect Michael Graves (Alessi, 1998 p64). 
Figure 4.3 Weil Arets, tea and coffee towers 2002, (Mendini, 2003). 
The aforementioned projects where artists or architects have been requested to 
produce pieces of industrial design appear to have focused on the solutions. Little 
can be gleaned from the texts as to how the artists or architects worked to solve 
the briefs . There are a few insights into their sources of inspiration or some of the 
methods they used, but there is not enough information to identify a working 
process. These projects highlight the fact that one does not have to be educated 
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specifically in design in order to be able to develop new products. Furthermore, as 
Lawson (1997) and Mendini (2003) noted, observing those from other disciplines 
attempting projects in an area with which they are less familiar can provide new 
insights or opportunities. 
4.3 Collaboration 
So far, the projects and examples provided are of individual artists or architects 
applying their skills to solve a design brief. In this section examples of where they 
have worked together are discussed. The advantage of collaboration is the bringing 
together of differing experiences, backgrounds and skills which can effectively solve 
a problem collectively. Collaborators generally assume a role that suits their area 
of expertise and there are two ways in which collaboration can occur. The first is 
similar to that of a consultant where someone is bought into the project for a short 
period where they impart their thoughts and knowledge and then depart. The 
second is where they are employed on a project for its duration and this is reported 
to be the more beneficial of the two (Mamykina, Candy and Edmonds, 2002). 
The designers at Habitat, a retail store specialising in contemporary products for 
the home, have a relationship with artists in that they commission them to produce 
artwork. They also employ artists, or those who have studied fine art, as members 
of the design team in order to bring new perspectives to projects (Kefford, 2006). 
Proboscis is a art studio based consultancy that employs artists who undertake 
large artworks that involve in-depth research and public participation. To complete 
these projects the artists collaborate with people from other disciplines, such as 
writers, curators, critics, designers, scientists and theorists. Collaborations with 
others has become a key aspect in the working process at Proboscis 
(http://proboscis.org.uk). 
Collaboration has also been reported between architects and industrial designers. 
One such project was the design of the new bed-seats for Virgin Atlantic 
aeroplanes. The designers were charged with developing the seating while the 
architects worked on the environment and creating the desired atmosphere in the 
cabin (Anon, 2003). Their expertise was allocated to the areas that best suited 
them. 
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Artists and architects have also collaborated; Williams (1997) describes two 
projects where they both worked together to develop large scale art and 
architectural pieces that required inputs from each profession. Williams noted that 
artists and architects often share Similar considerations: the human condition; use 
of light; composition; culture; ideas and the relationship to the physical world. 
Fernie (2006) edited a book titled Two Minds which consisted of case studies of 
collaborations between artists and architects. From these Fernie noted how 
practitioners from these two disciplines think differently and identified a number of 
differences between them; some of the pertinent differences are noted below 
(Fernie, 2006, p14): 
Artists are more interested in developing an idea rather than completing a 
project 
Architects can move from one scale or form of representation easily where as 
the artist focuses on particular aspects and looks for intimate qualities in 
space and material 
Architects are interested in form whereas artists work towards creating an 
experience 
Architects work with large numbers of people; artists rarely do this. 
Studies have been undertaken into the collaboration between industrial designers 
and those who produce craft products who could also be considered as commercial 
artists. Kalvialnen (2000) found that craft products arouse more personal emotions 
in the users than the more anonymous aesthetics associated with mass produced 
products. However, despite this benefit collaboration is uncommon due to the 
differences in cultural and working practice causing complications (Yair, Tomes and 
Press, 1999). For collaboration to work it is dependent on the designers and craft 
workers' willingness to accept the new processes. The designer, who participated 
in their study, also had a background in craft working and this is said to have 
helped overcome many of the problems associated with collaboration. 
One further issue that can render collaboration more difficult is the language 
difference between different disciplines; clear communication is required for 
collaborative creativity. Mamykina, Candy and Edmonds (2002) found that this 
could be overcome through the use of metaphors since they provide a more 
uniform understanding of a goal or situation. Fernie (2006) found that for 
collaborations to work between artists and architects trust, respect and interest are 
also necessary. 
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4.4 Current Thoughts on Art Facilitating Design 
From the literature is seems that art can offer other disciplines new ways of seeing 
things and can apply meaning and apparent depth to solutions. Art can also test 
the taste and opinions of the public long before design or architecture arrive at that 
similar position (Coates, 2003). 
Yair, Tomes and Press (1999) have researched into the collaboration of craft 
workers into a more industrial setting and noted how they can be beneficial to the 
design process by offering original thought, new insights and expertise to a project. 
However, this was not a single sided relationship since the designers were able to 
offer extended vision with regard to how things could be. In a Similar sense, one of 
the reasons for the Alessi company employing architects and undertaking design 
exercises with architects was the chance to see what they could create and bring to 
design (Mendini, 2003). Schmiedeknecht (2003) noted that art could be a useful 
intellectual resource for architects in the sense that artists see the world in 
alternative and abstract ways. 
Sustainability is one of the great challenges facing designers today and Chapman 
(2005, p20) noted in his book Emotional Durability how art could potentially help 
design with this. Works of art have the ability to hold people's attention and 
maintain interest since, according to Chapman, they "do not surrender all their 
meaning at a single glance". It has been know for many years that art can evoke 
feelings, emotions or initiate the desire to ask questions but design has only 
recently begun to tap into this (De Botton, 2006). For example, the first 
conference dedicated to the topic of design and emotion was held in 1999 in the 
Department of Industrial Design at Delft University. On the last day of the 
conference the organisers revealed their plans for a Design and Emotion Society to 
promote and stimulate more research in this area. If designers were able to 
influence consumers' emotions through their designs, this may result in more 
appealing, and more emotionally durable, products; such products may have less 
impact on the environment because they would not be replaced so quickly. 
Artists have also been described as being the antennae of society since artists are 
often the first to notice shifts and changes which can go unnoticed by the general 
public for many years (Coates, 2003). They have been described as an alarm 
system for design and architecture (Schmiedeknecht, 2003). This ability to notice 
subtle change before others could prove vitally useful to designers and companies 
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in this hyper competitive age. Art has also been described as a means to explore 
different styles and aesthetics which could feed into design, perhaps through more 
vanguard artists who may also mass produce their pieces (Cuffaro and Ostrow, 
2005). 
Cupchik (1983) undertook a scientific (psychological) study of artistic creativity and 
found that artists have a number of skills which might be characteristic of their 
profession and shed some light on their abilities mentioned in the previous 
paragraph. According to Cupchik (ibid) artists can: access more primitive feelings 
and memories; are able to break down conventions which are normally habitual for 
everyone else; can switch effortlessly between viewing the gestalt to the formative 
aspects. As a consequence the artist is said to be able to view the world from 
alternative perspectives as well as reproduce this in objective pieces. 
On occasions technology from one discipline can benefit those working in another. 
For example, CAD software used by industrial designers has been introduced to, 
and used by, architects (Mays, 1999; Holt, 1990). Artists have also benefited from 
technology used by designers. This has included the use of more advanced 
externalisation methods, such as CAD, used to communicate their ideas to others; 
this allows them to undertake more grandiose projects (Bloemink and Cunningham, 
2004). 
4.5 Summary 
In this section the historical relationship between art and design has proven to be a 
close one with many original industrial designers and the educational design 
institutions working from an artistic perspective. However, with a general divide 
forming between art and design through the 20th century, art has steadily been 
dropped from formal industrial design education. Greater emphasis has thus been 
placed on manufacturing, current design needs and new technologies over the more 
traditional art principles. 
Artists and architects are capable of designing products, as demonstrated by the 
numerous examples of cross-disciplinary activity. Working in other disciplines has 
been considered a good thing and promotes the flow of ideas and technology. 
Unfortunately, few seem to take the time to do so and collaborations between those 
from different disciplines, whilst proving to be a positive activity, are also a rarity. 
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It is important not to confuse this research into art and design methodology with 
the collaboration projects. The former aims to understand how artists work and 
whether the methods they use can be adopted by product designers. The latter 
focuses on the integration of an artist into the design process. 
Despite the seemingly weaker relationship and low number of collaborations, it 
appears that art and artists can provide new perspectives from which to view 
projects or happenings in society. The way they can add meaning to their work and 
evoke emotional reactions over long periods of time is proving to be a source of 
interest to those in design. 
4.6 Conclusions 
The following conclusions have been drawn from the literature reviewed in this 
section: 
Art and industrial design have a long/shared history in terms of industrial 
practice and education but in more recent times a divide has been observed 
between them. This may be a good time to explore the contemporary arts for 
methods that could be introduced (or reintroduced) to design. 
Artists are said to have the ability to view the world from different 
perspectives; can designers learn from this? 
The flow of knowledge from one discipline to another has been shown to offer 
new insights and ideas for those concerned, however, this practice appears to 
be an infrequent occurrence. 
Those who have studied and theorised the benefits of art on design have 
noted how art can potentially offer new perspectives, help to imbue meaning 
into products and to provide insights Into future trends. These projections of 
application of art in design have little reference to how designers could 
achieve such results. Perhaps the methods used by artists could facilitate this 
aspect? 
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This chapter consists of the new research objectives developed in response to the 
literature review. The underlying strategy for conducting this research is also 
included, which covers the general type of research method and data that will be 
applied and collected. Other strategies for conducting the research have also been 
noted: the use of naturalistic inquiry, grounded theory, the procedures for 
establishing trustworthiness and factors concerning potential sample groups: 
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5.1 Research Objectives 
From the literature, aspects of industrial design, art and their relationship were 
reviewed and the conclusions from this contributed towards the development of 
more detailed research objectives that would ultimately enable the research 
question to be answered. The development of these new objectives stemmed from 
aspects of the literature that required further investigation. Such aspects included: 
Art is a broad discipline consisting of many sub-disciplines 
Art methods and processes have not been well documented and are 
surrounded by speculation 
Art has been noted for its potential to facilitate design but there appears to be 
a void in the knowledge regarding how this can be achieved 
A large amount of literature exists concerning industrial design theory, 
however, it is unclear how many of the methods noted are applied by 
practising designers. 
Architects have also been found to undertake industrial design projects. Can 
anything be learned from their working processes? 
With these factors in mind the objectives for this research into whether art methods 
could facilitate design creativity were developed and are as follows: 
1. To reduce the scope of the research by selecting, through research, an art 
discipline that appears to hold potential for having methods that may 
facilitate designers' creativity. 
2. To understand further the working processes of those in the selected art 
discipline, architecture and design. 
3. To record the differences between these working processes and identify 
aspects that differ the most from the designers' processes. 
4. To focus more closely on these aspects and identify the methods and ways 
of working associated with them. 
5. To test the findings from objective four with Industrial designers to 
determine the degree to which art methods could facilitate design creativity. 
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5.2 Research Strategy 
The selection of the overarching methodology for this research was influenced by 
the aim, the objectives and the subject area. This was essentially, to explore and 
understand further how people from different disciplines worked. This required 
studying and understanding how individual people interpreted and reacted to the 
world in which they work. Research that is focused on behaviour, such as this, is 
inherently subjective (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2000) and this determined the 
strategy for this research. 
Robson (2002) describes two types of research: fixed and flexible. A characteristic 
of fixed research design is the identification and measurement of variables. 
Researchers undertaking a fixed design study tend to focus on aggregates, group 
properties and general tendencies from larger samples. Data collected are often 
numeric and quantifiable. The researchers also tend to remain at a distance from 
the participants. In contrast, flexible research design refers to the collection of 
data regarding individual preferences and idiosyncrasies. The measurement of 
variables are less apparent and the researchers will often work closely with 
partiCipants to collect empirical material (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005, p3). Data from 
this type of research are often word orientated (Miles and Huberman, 1994; 
Silverman, 2000). 
Another key difference between these two types of research strategy is the degree 
of objectivity. Data from fixed research are considered to be more objective. This 
is due, in part to the researcher working at a distance from the partiCipants, 
reducing emotional affect and potential for bias. Since flexible research design 
requires the researcher to have a closer relationship with the participants the 
emotional effect is potentially greater and data are subsequently likely to be more 
subjective. The use of flexible research strategies that collect qualitative data have 
the ability to reveal how things work in particular contexts (Mason, 2002, p1) and 
this is what is required to answer the aforementioned research aim and objectives. 
However, subjectivity in research can affect the trustworthiness (validity and 
reliability) of the findings (Robson, 2002). Through the application of the following 
strategies the potential trustworthiness of this research was maximised. 
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5.3 Naturalistic Inquiry 
One of the risks associated with research design is ensuring the validity of the data 
collected (Robson, 2002). Naturalistic inquiry is a strategy that can potentially 
increase the validity of flexible research and of the qualitative data obtained. This 
is achieved via the researcher endeavouring not to manipulate the participants and 
allowing the phenomena and subsequent fmdings to reveal themselves naturally 
(Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2000). Studies take place in the participants' natural 
setting and techniques such as open-ended questioning or freedom to complete 
tasks in their own way and in their own time are applied. Theories are formed once 
the data has been collected. 
Where possible and when applicable, principles of naturalistic inquiry have been 
applied to the design of the studies in this research. For example, the participants 
of an audio diary exercise in study one were permitted to work undisturbed by the 
researcher and record data at their discretion. All interviews with professional 
practitioners (studies two, three and four) were held at their place of work and the 
design exercise in study two was completed in their own time and environment. 
5.4 Grounded Theory 
Grounded theory is a strategy for developing theory continuously during research 
activity and once data have been collected (Strauss and Corbin, 1994), This 
strategy is suited for use with flexible research design (Robson, 2002). New 
theories are generated by and are said to be grounded-in data collected and issues 
that are relevant to the area of study emerge (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Seale 
(1999, pSS) simply describes grounded theory as "supporting claims with credible 
evidence" and it is this factor that facilities the trustworthiness of a piece of 
research. 
Due to the small amount of literature concerning art methodologies it was unclear 
from the outset how art might facilitate creativity in the design process. The 
development of hypotheses based on this small amount of knowledge would have 
been presumptuous, Therefore, the principles of grounded theory were applied and 
subsequent studies were designed using the knowledge and experience gained from 
the previously completed studies. 
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5.5 Trustworthiness 
The validity and reliability of fixed research studies are generally rated through 
their ability to be replicated. However, qualitative data from flexible research 
studies can be interpreted in many ways, making replication difficult. (Cohen, 
Manion and Morrison, 2000; Sea le, 1999). 
Robson (2002) describes three main areas of risk that can affect validity and 
reliability; these are description, interpretation and theory. Description refers to 
the risk associated with the collection of data: its accuracy and completeness. 
Reducing the risk surrounding the interpretation of data is achieved through the use 
of eVidence to justify and demonstrate how inferences were made. The third risk 
relates to the theory developed and how not considering alternative explanations to 
the recorded phenomena can reduce its validity and reliability. 
Ensuring the reliability and validity of qualitative research relies on the researcher's 
ability to be comprehensive and honest throughout (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 
2000). Comprehensive practice can be obtained through applying methodical 
processes, such as standardising aspects of the research (Mason, 2002) perhaps 
through the use of protocols to guide data collection. Such actions can ensure that 
accuracy and completeness are maintained. 
The collection of data is only one aspect of the process; the interpretation of data 
and its analysis is also a complex procedure (Robson, 2002). He also states how 
there is "no clear or accepted single set of conventions for qualitative data 
analysis". Miles and Huberman (1994) in their book Qualitative Data Analysis do 
provide a strategy for facilitating the analysis of qualitative data. Three aspects of 
data analysis are noted; data reduction, data display and conclusions drawing,· 
which are undertaken concurrently. Data reduction is the processing of data to 
make it more manageable and includes the removal of unnecessary content. Miles 
and Huberman (ibid) suggest that word orientated qualitative data can be managed 
using coding which is essentially the segmentation of data into categories (the 
codes). Coding enables data to be managed more efficiently and places pressure 
on the researcher to make judgements and identify trends or themes from the data 
(Ryan and Bernard, 2000). Computer software has been developed to aSSist 
researchers with this task and the Nvivo qualitative data analysis software was 
used in studies two and three where data were coded. Seale (1999) states that the 
premature coding and application of meaning to data can potentially block a 
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researcher from seeing it from other perspectives; however, the use of the Nvivo 
software enabled data to be coded or un-coded easily, providing a flexible approach 
towards the generation of hypotheses. 
Data display Is where data is transformed into another format, such as charts or 
diagrams. This action can turn previously complex and wordy data into a more 
compact form ensuring it is immediately accessible to the researcher (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994) and can facilitate its communication to others (Ryan and 
Bernard, 2000). This strategy was applied in studies one and two where 
identification of working processes were necessary. 
Conclusion drawing is the act of noting potential conclusions from data. This 
involves the Identification of, for example, regularities, patterns, explanations and 
configurations that can assist with answering the research question. Conclusions 
are drawn throughout the analysis process and, using data, are dismissed or 
substantiated using the principles of grounded theory noted in section 5.4. 
The potential trustworthiness and rigour of research can be increased further using 
a strategy of triangulation; this is when a number of different sources are used 
(Robson, 2002; Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2000). This strategy can result in a 
variety of data types that can enrich and enhance the findings (Seale, 1999). For 
this research, data triangulation was used predominantly, which is the use of 
multiple data collection methods. The selection of methods was not random since it 
is important they work together to collect relevant data from the various 
perspectives the researcher requires (Mason, 2002). For example, in study one a 
questionnaire was used to collect basic information on working processes from a 
large sample, whilst an audio diary exercise collected more personal data from only 
a few participants. This multi-source strategy is especially suited to subjective 
topics, such as human behaviour, since it provides at least two viewpoints for 
analysis and comparison, allowing for discrepancies or similarities to be identified. 
5.6 Sampling 
The sample of participants in the research studies varied depending on the aim and 
objectives of the study and a few underlying strategies were applied to the 
recruitment process. The first was purposive sampling, which is the careful 
selection of participants by the researcher where the most sUitable or 
representative participants were targeted for participation to ensure relevant data 
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are collected (Ritche, Lewis and Elam, 2003). For example, the location of the 
participants' studios was a key consideration since travel time and its associated 
costs were prohibiting factors. Furthermore, the artists who were contacted were 
selected following a review of their portfolios. Conceptual artists were more 
desirable since they work on a variety of project types and would perhaps have a 
broader experience base and applied more methods (Galenson, 2001). 
The second strategy was controlling the sample size and this depended on the 
nature of the study and the type of data required. For example, when searching for 
detailed data regarding working processes and the methods used (studies two and 
three), fewer participants were recruited because of the extra time required for 
each participant. When a more general opinion was required a larger sample was 
recruited (studies one and four). However, in conjunction with the triangulation 
strategy, and when applicable, these studies also included 'a second source of data. 
5.7 Conclusions 
The research strategy used is summarised below: 
The research objectives were deduced from a review of the literature in the 
areas of industrial design, art and from their collaborations. 
The research strategy was selected to suit the aim, objectives and the subject 
area. 
A fleXible research design was required to collect data from indiViduals 
regarding their working processes. 
Research of a flexible design tends to reveal subjective data due to the close 
relationship with the participants. 
The objectivity of the subjective research (trustworthiness) is potentially 
increased using the research strategies of naturalistic inquiry and grounded 
theory as well as through the careful application of methods for data 
collection, triangulation and for data analysis. 
Small sample sizes were used for the exploratory studies so as to obtain 
detailed data. 
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Larger sample sizes were used when reviewing the findings in order to 
ascertain a more general opinion. 
The samples were purposely selected to suit the scope of the research and 
following guidance from the literature. Artists who were recruited for 
participation in the studies would conform to the criteria defining a conceptual 
artist. 
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In this chapter the first research study is described. The purpose of the study was 
to narrow the scope of the research so that a particular sub-discipline of art could 
be focused on in more detail. A rationale has been provided as an Introduction 
which includes the aim and objectives developed to guide the study. The applied 
method is described in detail prior to a discussion of the data collected from which 
conclusions have been drawn. 
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6.1 Rationale 
In the literature review, art has been noted for its broad nature and the numerous 
sub-disciplines that fall within its remit. Due to the time available to complete the 
research stated in section 1.3 it would have been impractical to attempt detailed 
research into each of these sub-disciplines. Therefore, the first requirement was to 
narrow the scope of the research by selecting an art discipline that would become 
the focus of subsequent studies. This would allow greater time and effort to be 
allocated to understanding and exploring further this one particular discipline, 
allowing more detailed research to be completed. 
The most suitable art discipline would be one in which the practitioners appear to 
work in a manner least like those of an industrial designer. Logically this contrast 
would ensure a greater potential for those in that art discipline to use methods that 
were unfamiliar to an industrial designer. Methods that were new or unfamiliar 
would enable a designer to try an alternative way of working which, according to 
the literature, might facilitate their creativity. 
6.1.1 Aim 
To identify an art discipline whose practitioners appear to work in ways unlike those 
of an industrial designer. 
6.1.2 Objectives 
The individual objectives of this study were: 
To compare and identify differences between the working processes of those 
in art disciplines and industrial design 
To compare the personalities of those working in art disciplines with industrial 
designers 
To gain an insight into ways of accessing and collecting data from art 
practitioners. 
6.2 Method 
The design of this study was tailored towards achieving the aim and objectives 
stated above. This required art practitioners from numerous art disciplines to be 
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accessed as well as those from industrial design. Additionally, a large number of 
participants had to be accessed in order to obtain a more general overview of how 
those practitioners work within their chosen discipline. ThiS was to prevent the 
findings from being skewed by an individual who may not be truly representative of 
his or her peers. However, this approach, using a large sample, was balanced with 
the need for obtaining data on working processes which is inherently qualitative. 
This translated into a balance between the quality and quantity of data and the 
time and effort required for collecting data from each participant. 
This study consisted of two parts. In the first part, a questionnaire was used to 
collect data on the general working processes of those from different art disciplines 
and industrial design. A number of pertinent differences would indicate a diSCipline 
worthy of further research. A personality test was also distributed with the 
questionnaire; data from this would help to identify whether those with similar 
personalities chose to work in the same discipline. 
Part two of this study provided confirmation of the findings from part one. This was 
achieved through the use of audio diaries to obtain detailed data on the 
participants' working processes which enabled a more comprehensive comparison 
to be undertaken. Foilowing the details of the sample used for this study, the data 
collection methods used have been described in more detail. 
6.2.1 The Sample 
This study required the sample to include numerous art disciplines and industrial 
design. Professional practitioners are dispersed through out the country in private 
art studios and consultancies where access would have been on an individual basis. 
This option would have required considerable time, effort and money to achieve if a 
large sample size were attempted. A more suitable option was to use university 
undergraduates who are concentrated in a single location. Whilst they may not be 
truly representative of professional practitioners the experience and working 
practices they have learnt during their degree are intended for use within their 
chosen discipline. Therefore, this was regarded as being satisfactory for identifying 
differences between them. 
Undergraduates representing the art diSCiplines were sourced from the 
Loughborough University School of Art and Design (LUSAD). All of the departments 
were targeted: fine art (sculpture, print), textiles, jewellery and silversmithing, 
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graphics, ceramics, and furniture. The industrial design undergraduates were 
sourced from the Department of Design and Technology, also at Loughborough 
University. 
In chapter four, section 4.1, art and design were noted for having a close historical 
relationship, with design emerging from the art and advertising disciplines. Whilst 
engineering is a creative discipline, in the sense that they too design and produce 
artefacts, it appears to have fewer associations with art. For this reason, an 
engineering discipline (automotive) was included in this study. Data obtained from 
this source may act as a reference pOint to determine whether the findings extend 
beyond just art and design. 
6.2.2 Data Collection Methods 
Many research and data collection methods exist and many were noted in section 
2.7. However, not all were suitable for the first part of this study for reasons such 
as the time or effort required to conduct them, or equipment or financial 
requirements. The interview and the questionnaire were selected as potential 
methods for collecting data on working processes, in the context of this study. 
Both the interview and the questionnaire method can be tailored to collect 
qualitative data through the use of open and closed questions and are suited for 
investigating behaviour and working processes. The advantage of interviewing 
participants is the ability to ask further, additional questions in order to enquire 
further into the responses given. This can also be used to clarify the answers with 
the participant. Interviews can reveal intimate data such as thoughts, attitudes, 
feelings, reasons behind actions, how and why things are undertaken. Additionally, 
information that was previously tacit and implicit can be uncovered during an 
interview (Arksey and Knight 1999, Weiss, 1994). Interviews are therefore, very 
effective at obtaining detailed information (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2000). 
Questionnaires provide less flexibility and the data collected can be more limited. 
However, interviews are time consuming to conduct, especially when larger sample 
sizes are attempted. In contrast, questionnaires can be easily distributed and 
completed by many participants simultaneously. Also, the use of a standard set of 
questions facilitates data analysis for the responses are more predictable. 
Therefore, due to its efficiency, the questionnaire method was chosen. 
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A personality test was distributed to each of the participants, along with the 
questionnaire. The purpose of this test was to help determine whether a particular 
discipline attracts people with certain personality traits. 
The second part of this study was to confirm the findings from the questionnaire in 
part one. These findings took the form of an art discipline whose members 
appeared to work differently from those in industrial design. This discipline would 
be examined more closely to ensure that it showed potential for future research. 
The interview method has already been noted for its suitability for studies of this 
nature and it is even more SUited to this part of the study since fewer participants 
were recruited. Nevertheless, this was an opportunity to experiment with 
alternative data collection methods that could be used to gather data from art 
disciplines. One such method was the diary. 
The diary method had been used by Pedgely (1999) to identify how and when 
designers conSidered materials when designing a new product. Using this method 
he successfully obtained thoughts and issues the participants had during their 
projects. This method seemed suitable for identifying how a participant worked 
through their project. Diaries are a self-disclosure method where the participant is 
responsible for providing the data without being prompted to do so by a researcher. 
Data can be collected over long periods of time and the progress of a participant 
and their projects can be traced. The participant can also add to the data set 
whenever they feel they have reached or undertaken an important moment or task, 
at any time of day or location (Sayre, 2001); other methods are not this flexible. 
Additionally, the participants can provide data in privacy and confidentiality. 
Pedgley (1999) provided logbooks for his participants but for this study the 
participants were provided with dicta phones, transforming this into an audio diary 
study. Through the use of the dictaphone the participants did not have to 
rationalise their thoughts into written word, which is less spontaneous. The success 
of an audio diary study depends on the participants adding to the diary and 
therefore, the quality and quantity of data may vary between participants (Pedgely, 
1999). 
6.2.3 Part 1: The Questionnaire 
The design of the questionnaire was tailored to the identification of how the 
participants work through their projects. As such the questions were focused on 
the activities associated with the art and design processes noted in the literature. 
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Open questions, that were non-leading, were used since it was unknown how the 
participants worked and it was important that they provided the information from 
which the findings and hypotheses could be established. Open questions take 
longer to complete than closed for they required more cognitive effort when 
forming a response (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2000) and to ensure a higher 
quality of response only five questions were presented, these were: 
1. Tell me about one of your past projects. 
This was to identify the type of work they choose to undertake and could 
determine their areas of interest and concern. 
2. How do you like to start a project? 
This was to encourage the participant to begin thinking about their working 
process. 
3. Do you research? If so, how and what sort of things do you search for? 
This can identify areas of interest important to the participants and areas of 
knowledge required to further their projects. 
The remaining two questions were unfinished sentences that the participants were 
asked to complete. This change in question style was intended to maintain 
participant interest. 
4. When working I find inspiration from ... 
Whilst similar to question 3, inspiration can be more abstract and thus may 
provide additional insight into what was important to the participants. 
5. To help me generate ideas I like to ... 
The responses for this question were intended to identify some of the methods 
used by the participants when progressing their projects. 
The questionnaire was tested on three postgraduate design students at 
Loughborough University. Two held Bachelor degrees in engineering and the other 
a degree in glass blowing, ensuring an appropriate spread of disciplines. None of 
the testers found difficultly in understanding or completing the questionnaire and 
from their responses differences could be noted. 
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6.2.4 The Personality Test 
The personality test used was the big five {ocator test, developed by Warren 
Norman who worked on the trait approach to personality (Glietman, et al 2000). A 
psychologist, at Loughborough University, recommended the test for its ease of 
completion by participants without the need for a researcher to be present 
(Olphert, 2004). The name big five refers to five personality traits: openness, 
conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness and negative emotionality; all other 
traits are said to fall within these five (Glietman, et al 2000). Since the big five 
locator test uses only five traits to characterise personality, the findings are not 
precise but they do provide an indication of what a person is like (Glietman, et al 
2000). 
The big five locator test consists of 25 questions; each question required the 
participant to locate themselves between two descriptive words on a 1-5 rating 
scale. To reduce anxiety the participants were not asked to give their name, only 
the name of the degree they were studying. For meaningful data to be obtained, 
the responses on each test paper required processing; this followed a particular 
procedure, which can be found in appendix 1.1. The output from the processing is 
five numbers between five and 25, for each participant. Each number corresponds 
to one of the five personality traits and where they are positioned between the 
extremes, such as extrovert or introvert. Table 6.1 shows the five traits and how 
the numbers correspond. The numerical data from this test can be analysed using 
statistical analysis which makes it suitable for use with larger samples. 
r---------Low Openness High Openlless Practieal, C:';1J;S'?riati', .. o:', Pr>?5.,or\' .... · M·)dNatx E~;pIOl·"'" C~lrious. lib€!ral, 
.::fficl>?nt, e:-:p",rt impractical, lil,",,5 IWleltV 
10 15 00 
Low Consdentlollsness High Constientiollslless 
Spont<'1I1€!OlIS, Rln-Io'.'ing, FI ... :dble Balc'lnO?d FOOJsed D_~lilndable, org,aniso:;d, 
e":po?rimental, 
10 15 20 
disciplined, CdUtlOUS, 
uIlCoj"ganlS8d stubborn 
low Extroversions High Ektroversion 
Plivat"" indo?pend80llt, Introv.,rt Ambient E)ltrovert Asserti"ie, soo:iabl~, 
w,)l1.5 alon"" f~s",r' ... ed warm, optimistic 
10 15 00 
Low Agreeableness 
Challenger N';'9otidtor Adapter 
High Agreeableness 
SCEptis.Jl, tou.gh, Trustil1g, humble 
"'ggresSI'·/e, 10 
altruistic, team player 
s~NI'terested 15 20 
I 
Low Negt'lt!v9 High Negative 
Emotionality R.;.sili"nt Responsi> . .'e Rea<:tive Emotionality 
Sewre, untlappatle, E':dtCible, worrying, 
LunresponSive, guilt-free 10 15 00 r'?-active, alert 
Table 6.1 The five personality traits. 
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6.2.5 Part 2: Audio Diary 
The audio diary part of this study commenced following the analysis of the data 
from the questionnaire and personality test. This was so the findings could be 
tested further as a safeguard to ensure the suitability of the selected art discipline. 
The sample size was kept to four, since only four dictaphones were available; two 
were given to industrial design undergraduates and the remaining two to 
participants from the other selected discipline. Each of the participants was 
provided with a pack containing the dictaphone and its instruction manual, spare 
batteries, two tapes, an information sheet for the study (appendix 1.2) and a 
camera (figure 6.1) . The camera was provided so they could accompany their diary 
entries with an image that may facilitate their verbalisation . 
Prior to the study each participant was briefed as to the purpose of the research, 
instructed in the operation of the dictaphones and were asked to consider the 
following when adding to their diaries: 
What are you doing now? 
Why are you doing that? 
How are you going to progress? 
What inspired or made you do that? 
Is your work progressing as planned? 
If not, do you have any idea why? 
Any thoughts regarding your project... 
Figure 6.1 The pack given to the audio diary participants. 
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Weekly meetings were arranged wi th the participants to enable them to voice any 
problems and to ensure they were willing to continue . The duration of the study 
was flexib le ; the participants could either fill the two tapes (~ three hours) or 
continue until the end of the semester (~ five weeks). The limit of three hours tape 
time was imposed to ensure data analysis remained manageable. 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
The findings from the questionnaire, personality test and audio dia ry study have 
been reported ind ividually prior to a more general summary of the findings and 
subsequent conclusions. An appraisal of the research methods used has also been 
included. 
6.3.1 Part 1: The Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was distributed and completed by participants from six 
disciplines, these were: 
Industrial design (N=92) 
Fine art sculpture (N=23) 
Multi-media textiles (N=18) 
Jewellery and silversmithing (N=14) 
Graphics (N=8) 
Automotive engineering (N=14) 
The five questions presented to the participants were open-ended resulting in 
qualitative responses. The analysis began by reading through the responses which 
were gradually categorised as and when suitable and potential categories revea led 
themse lves. Table 5.2, overleaf, shows the categories used to orga nise the 
responses. The participants' responses to each question were regi stered on ly once. 
These were tested by a colleague to confirm that they were meaningful. Thi s test 
involved the sorting of randomly selected responses into the categories; 
comparisons were made between the researcher and the colleague's groupings and 
differences were discussed and resolved. 
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Table 6.2 
Personal meaning 
Expressive 
Tangible outcome 
Intangible outcome 
Personal reflection 
Initial project work 
Expansion of knowledge 
Total immersion 
Research - primary 
Research - secondary 
Cultural ! social 
information 
User / secondary input 
Collecting 
Prior art 
Technical information 
When a project is strongly based on personal 
ci rcu mstances or past experience 
When the purpose of the project is to portray social 
or cultural expression, such as eea-design 
The focus of the project is strongly based on the 
outcome or product - tangible 
The focus of the project is the emotion I ex perience 
the outcome elicits - intangible 
Project progression via contemplation I mind tools 
Project progression via physical sketching I 
modelling 
Project progression via research activities such as 
searching for technical, social, cultural information 
Claim of being inspired by everyth ing 
Data that was purposely obtained for the project 
Data that was originally obtained for other purposes 
Information that refers to wider sociological 
occurrences such as fash ion trends / sub-cultures 
Primary research activates or convers ing with others 
This refers to the respondent who actively collects 
artefacts or takes photographs 
Information regarding other artists , designers, 
products 
Functional data such as material specifications 
Categories used to sort the questionnaire responses. 
The responses from the first question revealed the different type of project t 
participants undertake as part of their degree programme . 
he 
Iy Figure 6.2, graphical 
shows this and the fine artists are notable since they prefer projects with a focus on 
intangible aspects and those that are more expressive. This is unlike the majori ty 
of the other participants who focus on more tangible aspects in their projects. 
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h M 
Jewellery / Graphics Auto' Eng' 
silver 
o Personal Meaning 
• Expressive 
OTangible Outcome 
o Intangible Outcome 
o No Response 
Figure 6.2 Question 1: the type of project undertaken. 
This notion of intang ible and tangible deserves further explanation. Essentia lly all 
of the participants produce a physical piece, such as a piece of sculpture, a new 
product, a length of textile or an item of jewellery, however what they focus on 
(problem/goal) when developing that piece appears to differ. The fine artists seem 
to focus on the meaning, semantics and expression to a greater extent than the 
participants from the other disciplines. For example, the basis for some fine art 
projects were happiness, the shadow as a metaphor, illusionary worlds and 
relationships (these are aspects that cannot be physically touched). This concurred 
with the findings of Fernie (2006) who also discovered that artists prefer to focus 
on experiences. In contrast, the participants from industria l design were focusing 
their atten tion on physical and tang ible aspects (that cou ld be touched) products 
(razors, product packaging etc), manufacturing, the users and the competition . 
This fi nding corresponds with the li te ratu re review regarding the differentiation 
between the goals of artists and designers (section 3 .1), 
The textile participants demonstrated a balance between the intangible and tangible 
foci. When developing a textile some focused on intangible aspects such as ballet, 
sci-art (integration of science in art), time and sound, which would influence their 
work, Others would use more tangible artefacts such as flowers, nature, tribal 
imagery and geometry, 
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The responses to question two were mixed and less conclusive than question one. 
From an initial view of the graph, figure 6.3, it appears that the fine art, textile and 
the graphics participants like to undertake some form of research when starting 
their project work. The remaining diSCiplines were quite similar to each other in 
their range of responses with lower scores across the three categories . 
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Figure 6.3 Question 2: how they like to start a project. 
o Persona! Reflection 
• Initial Project Work 
[] Expansion of Knowledge 
OMix 
[} No Response 
Participants from all the disciplines did like to reflect on their work and undertake 
brainstorming activity to help them identify a direction to work in and, with the 
exception of textiles and graphics, a few like to begin with the production of 
drawings or models. Many of the participants responded to this question by noting 
aspects of all three areas in their answer; however, the majority of the bars 
represent less than 30% of the discipline's sample and other than the desire to 
expand personal knowledge, there is little to suggest an absolute preference for 
ways of starting a project. 
From the responses to question three it was clear that the majority of the 
participants undertook some form of research when working through their projects 
(figure 6.4). The exception was the participants who studied graphics, since half of 
the sample stated that they only research if necessary. 
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Figure 6.4 Question 3: do you research? 
O Yes 
e No 
o Only if necessary 
o No Response 
The research undertaken by the participants was divided into the categories of 
primary and secondary, as discussed in the literatu re (section 2.5.1) . 
Unfortunately, approximately 35% of the sample did not speci fy how they research 
or respond to the question and this places a degree of uncertainty on subsequent 
findings (figure 6 .5). However, the participants from all disciplines appear to 
favour secondary research. This type of research is generally easier to undertake 
for it requires less time and effort, which is a possible reason for its popularity. 
Primary research, was undertaken by a small percentage of the sample from 
industrial deSign, textiles and jewellery. 
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Figure 6.5 Question 3.2: the type of research undertaken. 
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The responses from question 3 also revealed some of the areas that the 
participants researched into and the type of information they searched for (figure 
6.6) . The most popular type of information searched for, by those in all the 
disciplines and especially fine art, related to prior art. This is information 
concerning other practitioners and artefacts. The use of such information is a key 
source of inspiration for the generation of new ideas and can aid its communication 
to others, perhaps by providing context (Eckert and Stacey, 2000) . 
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Figure 6.6 Question 3.3: the type of information researched . 
One other commonality, with the exception of the graphics partiCipants, was the 
sourcing of technical information. These degree programmes require the 
participants to develop a physical piece for assessment requiring knowledge of 
technical specifications and processes that are applicable to their project. 
Turning our attention to some of the differences, the artistic disciplines and 
industrial design all searched for cultural and social information, for which the 
engineers did not. This was the second most popular research topic for the fine 
artists and graphics partiCipants suggesting it is importan t for their project work . 
The textile partiCipants also stood out from the other diSCiplines in choosing to 
collect items as a form of research . Industrial design, fine art and j ewellery 
partiCipants did this too, but not to the same extent. 
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The participants looked to numerous sources for thei r inspirat ion and a common 
response, with the exception of the engineers, was that inspiration was sourced 
from everywhere (figure 6.7). These participants were therefore placed in the total 
immersion category. Thi s is a genuine response, provided the participant becomes 
immersed in their work to the degree that their subconscious is always pondering 
the issues of thei r work (Cross and Cross, 1996). Alternatively, it may have been 
seen as the quick and simple response to a very open question. Those who wrote 
of particular areas have enabled a few similarities and differences to be noted. 
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Figure 6. 7 Question 4: sources of inspiration. 
o Personal reflection 
• Initial project work 
o Expansion of knowledge 
o Prior art 
O Total immersion I mix 
o No Response 
Prior art was an area that many participants from industrial design, textiles, 
graphics and engineering found to be inspiring . Fewer f ine artists and jewellery 
designers shared this view despite previously stating they researched into this 
area; they, along with the engineers, found their inspiration from research activity 
that expanded their knowledge. 
The engineering participants invested their time personally reflect ing on thei r 
projects more than those from other disciplines . Engineers genera lly undertake 
projects by app lying known principles and th is reflection may assist w ith this 
process . Tovey (1986) discussed the work of four industrial design transportation 
students, one of which referred to the usefulness of this reflective time to consider 
current and future issues. The same also seems to apply to these engineering 
students. 
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The final question asked the participants how they generate ideas for their projects 
(figure 6,8) wh ich revea led a mixed response , suggesting that an ideation process 
is more personal preference than genera l rule, Looking at industrial design first, 
the highest two bars «30%) were personal reflection and initial project work, 
Many of the participants noted the use of brainstorming and the writing of lists to 
help generate ideas as well as sketching and modelling, 
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Figure 6,8 Question 5: how ideas are generated , 
o Personal reflection 
I!I lnitial project work 
o Expansion of knowledge 
o Prior an 
o Total immersion I mix 
o No Response 
The fine artists also generate ideas from personal reflection but in contrast to the 
industrial designers, spend their time further expanding their knowledge through 
research, Perhaps they iteratively research and reflect on a topi c area when 
starting a project, where as the industrial designers would reflect on their sketch 
work, This account is not dissimilar to the processes in the literature, Baxter's 
(1995) process implies that designers begin with concept design and Lawson's 
(1997) process also concurs with these findings, The early stages of the art 
processes by Mace and Ward (2002) and Sapp (1995) include exp loration and the 
search for ideas through research, This corresponds with these findings from fine 
art, but also appears applicable to the textile and jewellery participants , 
As with sourcing inspiration, the engineering participants were, like the fine artists, 
keen on personal reflection to generate ideas, For them, th is personal refl ection 
was frequently described as finding a quiet place and noting thoughts and 
experiences , To a lesser degree they used initial project work and expansion of 
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knowledge for idea tion, which included sketching ideas and ta lking to experienced 
people. 
6.3.2 The Personality Test 
Data from the test papers were processed and the resultant data sets consisted of 
five numbers, where each number corresponded with one of the five personality 
traits. These were compa red using statisti ca l analysis . To obtai n useful find ings 
from questions with rating scales (such as Likert) , t he Gorsuch rule states that a 
question to participant ratio of 1:5 ought to be obta ined (Gorsuch, 1983). Thi s 
personality test had 25 sca led questions and, under this ruling, required a minimum 
of 125 participants; thi s was atta ined and exceeded wi th 169 completed test 
papers. 
The statistical test used was the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test. This test 
determines whether the differences among the samples are a result of a genuine 
population difference or are chance occurrences (Siegel, 1956). The resu lts showed 
that there was no significant difference between the data sets for each discipline. 
There was no statistica l relationship between the participants' persona lities and the 
discipline which they were studying (Table 6.3). 
I Extroversion 
Negative 
Openess Concientiousness Agreeableness Emotion 
Chi-Square 6.4S9 3. 208 3.192 7.753 2.996 
Of (disciplines) 5 5 5 5 5 
Asymp. Sig . .264 .66B .670 .170 .701 
a Kruskal Wallis Test 
b Grouping Variable: Discipline studied 
Table 6.3 Resu lts from the Kru skal-Wallis test. 
To reaffirm the findings from the Kruskal -Wallis test a hierarchical cluster analysis 
was also produced using the data. The cluster analysis grouped those with similar 
test scores, and thus similar personalities, and then similar groups were grouped 
together and so forth; this produced a dendogram, shown overleaf (figure 6.9). 
Within the first 22 participants on the dendogram all of the disciplines had been 
represented . Had personality been a factor behind the participants se lecting to 
study in a particular discipline, those from the same discipline would have been 
grouped together. Some participants from the same discipline were grouped 
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together (two or more participants). The most common were from industrial design 
with 28 groups, however, this was to be expected since the industrial design 
participants constituted 51% of the sample and clusters forming between them 
were more probable. There were two groups of fine art participants and two for 
textiles. All of these groups were distributed through out the dendogram, reducing 
their importance to the overall findings. 
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Figure 6.9 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis; the first 42 participants. 
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To ensure that the number of industrial design participants had not skewed the 
results one further hierarchical cluster analysis was run, this time with fewer 
industrial design participants. The number of industrial design participants was 
reduced from 92 to 16 by repeatedly removing every other participant until 16 
remained; this number was more in line with those from the other disciplines. The 
dendogram produced had fewer groupings of industrial design participants and the 
participants from all the disciplines were mixed . 
The reason for these findings is perhaps due to the nature of personality itself. 
Persona lity is the combined result of many factors: socia l influences, peers, 
personal incidents, parental treatment and reciprocal interaction (relationship with 
genetic make-up and the environment) are a few examples (Glietman et ai , 2000). 
The above fa ctors influence how people seek environments and situations that are 
suitable for them, such as choosing a university degree course. When making such 
decisions people use a loss aversion process that weighs up the positive and 
negative aspects of decisions which are also guided by personality . There are 
numerous reasons or influences as to why a person may choose to study a 
particular course . As a consequence, those with very different personalities can be 
attracted to a particular discipline and there appears to be no statistical link 
between the participants' personalities and the discipline they selected to study. 
6.3.3 Summary of Part 1 
Many of the differences noted between these participants were slight. Some of the 
questions failed to show clear differences, such as those concern ed with research, 
inspiration and ideation; findings from the sample were spread over all the 
categories. This indicates a more mixed process that appears to be based on 
persona l preferences rather than being directed by a type of practice perhaps 
associated with a discipline . This may even demonstrate how similar many of these 
participants are with so few obvious differences being noticeable from the graphs. 
However, there was one clear difference that appeared to be more related to the 
nature of the discipline than personal preferences. The responses f rom question 
one, the type of project the participants undertake, clea rly showed that the fine art 
sculptors worked on projects and developed pieces of art with a focus on intangible 
and expressive aspects, whereas the majorit y of the other participants focused on 
developing the tangible and functional. The fine artists appeared to work towards 
a different goal to the designers. Due to this the fine artists appear to be the most 
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different of the art disciplines and industrial design, and are perhaps suited for 
future research. 
Findings from the personality test indicated that there is no statistical relationship 
between the participants personality and the discipline they study. 
6.3.4 Part 2: The Audio Diary Study 
The audio diary study commenced following the analysis of the questionnaire and 
the personality test, Since the choice of participant for this study depended on this. 
Two industrial design undergraduates, in their second year of study, had been 
recruited in advance and were to be compared to the other participants. Third year 
undergraduates would have been more desirable for their extra experience but due 
to the time of year, they had already completed much of their project work. The 
second year undergraduates however, had begun working on a new project to 
design an injection moulded artefact that they could report on for this study. 
The analysis of the questionnaire and personality test provided an initial 
comparison of various art disciplines with industrial design and it appeared that fine 
art sculpture was the most suitable for further study. This was due to the different 
type of project they choose to undertake and the areas they focus their attention 
on. In light of this, two third year fine art sculpture undergraduates were recruited 
for participation. 
The duration of the study was five weeks and the audio time recorded ranged from 
35 to 67 minutes. The audio recordings were transcribed (example in appendix 
1.3) and comparisons made between the participants were based on what they 
focused on, their concerns and how they progressed their projects. Three of the 
four participants described their process in sufficient detail for a working process 
diagram to be constructed. Such diagrams, as used in the literature, can facilitate 
comparison. Participants student 1 and student 2 were the fine artists and students 
3 and 4 were the designers. 
Figure 6.10, overleaf, shows the process described by student 1 when working 
through her project. Her project focused on understanding your place in the world 
and never being truly comfortable with in it, and the feeling of awkwardness we 
have at times being in our own body. Her project conforms to the questionnaire 
findings of focusing on intangible topics. From this starting pOint she researched 
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into other artists who have also looked at these issues and refiected personally on 
the issues further. This relates to the findings from the questionnaire and to the 
work by Eckert and Stacey (2000) into sources of inspiration . From this pOint she 
noted the use of her sketchbook and playing around with ideas wh ilst reflecting on 
them. 
Type 2 
Research - + 
prior art, 
Personal reflection -
past experiences 
I 
Sketch Work 
1 
Prototyping 
(Maquettes) 
1 
Realisation 
Fig ure 6.10 Student l 's working process 
Type 1+2 
-- Research -
materia ls 
She focused on emotional and experiential aspects and wanted the viewer to 
become a part of the work itself by interacting with it . 
Each piece is irrelevant until it is performed by a viewer. The viewer sits 
in the space and becomes the work itself (Student 1) 
How would I create a piece of art that would engage the audience and 
make them feel vulnerable, make them feel excited, make them feel all 
those things that you feel when you are young? (Student 1) 
Despite this desire for audience participation and to make them feel particular 
emotions, she did not undertake any research into these areas. Her ideas were 
based on personal reflection, her experience and her own emotions and feeling s. 
Ideas were developed in her sketchbook and when she found gaps in her 
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knowledge she undertook more research, for example, she had to find more details 
on materials, processing and the cost of producing her ideas. She developed her 
idea and once it was finalised she then proceeded to research in to realising it. Due 
the high cost associated with producing her idea she reluctantly had to rethink part 
of her project . 
This is the problem with all this, you can have great ideas but it is the 
making them, the realising them that is such as problem (Student 1) 
When developing her ideas she produced a number of maquettes (realistic 
miniature representations) to test her ideas. She decided to produce a large scale 
version and proceeded to determine how this could be achieved . She sought advice 
from experts at this stage . To summarise student l 's process, she began by 
reflecting and resea rching into an area of interest prior to developing ideas. On ly 
then, did she consider how to realise her intentions and produce an idea to which 
she was already committed. 
Student 2 fo llowed a similar process to student 1, whose process appeared quite 
linear. In contrast, student 2's process seemed to be more iterative; she often 
reviewed her work and revisi ted her research before progressing her ideas further 
(fi gu re 6.11). 
Type 2 
Research -
+ 
Personal reflection-
brainstorm, 
read ing, 
internet 
1 
past experiences, 
incubation 
Sketch Work 
1 
Prototyping 
(Maquettes) --0 
1 L 
Realisation 
1 b1ll8 ~ 
~D • • f 
. '~ ... 
Figure 6.11 Student 2's working process. 
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Student 2's work focused on personal relationships and how the past can affect 
them, once again an intangible topic area . 
reading and described how this helped her 
She researched into this through 
to develop theories that could be 
included in her work. This research, as with student 1, was used to inspire her 
sketch work, but she also referred back to her reading and she continued to read 
during this stage . There was a point when she fe lt that her sketching was not 
helping her progress and decided to produce maquettes of her ideas. She 
constructed a selection of her ideas so she could review the direction in which her 
work was going. Following a break, which she later describes as incubation, she 
returned to sketching, reading and to writing down her ideas. She undertook her 
writing in her studio space where she was surrounded by her work: images, 
sketches, notes, books (etc) and she noted this as being a usefu l place to be when 
considering her thoughts (figure 6.12). 
"''j, ;"..j.'J,ji,...,... 
~ ................. . - ~ 
.~~ .... 
Figure 6.12 Student 2's studio space. 
Her aim at this stage was to understand the meaning of her work which involved 
rationalising why she used particular forms and materia ls, how she felt about them 
now and how she should progress them to satisfy her intentions and goals. 
I have kind of got a form now I think, in a little bird cage and a swing, I 
just haven't quite got the meanings together why it is important and 
what I need to do specifically and the specific meaning for each bit of it 
(Student 2) 
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At this point she took another break (incubation) to compose her thoughts prior to 
making and realising her ideas fully. This is similar to a designer being immersed 
in a project and then experiencing that creative leap when they hit on a new way 
forward after a period of incubation (Dorst and Cross, 2001; lones, 1992). 
I feel I have to give myself two days off or three days, whatever, just to 
allow everything to filter through (Student 2) 
From these two processes it appears that much of the fine artists' time is spent on 
developing and researching their idea and their artistic intentions. Sketching and 
modelling faCilitates their understanding and development of this idea. Attention is 
directed to the production of their final piece once they are satisfied with the idea 
and wish to realise it fully. 
How do the two designers compare to the two fine artists? As with the two fine 
artists the type of project the designers worked on was noted as well as the general 
process they worked through. Unfortunately, only one of the participants (student 
3) provided enough data to produce a process diagram. Student 4's data had not 
been ruled out since she too provided some insightful comments. 
Students 3 and 4 were working on identical projects that were set as part of their 
modules for their degree. This provided the first initial difference; the fine artists 
select their work and the topic of their work whereas the designers are provided 
with project briefs. The second difference arose when the type of project was 
compared; the designers knew from the beginning that they were to design a 
widget, a product for the beach and to redesign cosmetic packaging for a 
sustainable design module. The fine artists' work, as found from the questionnaire 
and the audio diaries, was more focused on intangible aspects of life and emotional 
experiences. It is worth clarifying, that these second year undergraduate designers 
are given the opportunity in their third year of study to develop a new product of 
their choice. This would be more similar to the situation of the fine artists in this 
study; however, the questionnaire respondents, who were in their third year, also 
focused their attention on tangible aspects and products. 
Student 3's process is similar to those of the fine artists in that she too begins with 
personal reflection of the topic area and research activity (figure 6.13). Her 
research however was more orientated towards discussions with users or family to 
help identify potential directions for her project. Students 3 and 4 did use the 
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Internet and library for their research but this took place later in their projects to 
support and inspire them when sketching. 
Often I will ask other housemates and family what problems they have, 
to try and get an idea for a project. This is usually realfy helpful. One of 
my housemates, she does graphic design so she is quite good for 
bouncing ideas off and we usually help each other with ideas (Student 
3) 
Personal reflection -
brainstorm, 
personal experience + 
I 
Type 1 Research -
User input / feed back 
Prod u ct test 
Type 2 
Research -
Internet, 
Prior art, 
Library 
+-+ Sketch Work +-+ Art Interest, Past projects 
pm,,~;,"g j 
Realisation/ 
Proposal - CAD 
Figure 6.13 Student 3's working process. 
While the fine artists were focusing inwardly on the meaning and intention of their 
artwork, student 3 was focusing on the user and the issues they have with 
products. The artists seemed to base their work on assumptions and personal 
feelings or emotions whereas the designer noted and attended to the needs of 
others. However, the designer (student 3) was not devoid of emotion and its affect 
on her designing. For a sleeping and waking project she begin to identify issues 
that relate to emotional needs such as comfort and security. 
I have pictures of my housemates when they were younger, when they 
were asleep and noted the things they had to have with them like 
teddies or security items (Student 3) 
Of the two designers, only student 3 mentioned the use of modelling to further her 
idea generation. These models were quite rough and ready (card and Plasticine®) 
when compared to the fine artists' maquettes, constructed from wax and intricate 
metal fabrication. Despite this difference in fidelity, her models still furthered her 
idea development. 
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The card models definitely helped me to come up with the idea. I found 
that the initial ones, I had going over the thumb rest, didn't actually 
work when 1 tried it (Student 3) 
Nevertheless, the impression is that modelling is a more important activity to these 
fine artists than the designers due to the amount of time and effort spent on them. 
When the designers wanted to realise and test their ideas further they produced 
three dimensional CAD models, removing the need to model it physically. Neither 
of the fine artists referred to this method. 
Students 4 and 1 are two very different people. The fine artist (student 1) 
developed her ideas and then searched for ways to realise them, and was 
concerned that she had to compromise her idea due to its excessive cost. But she 
found alternative ways of producing what she wanted. In contrast, the designer 
. (student 4) was willing to compromise her ideas and tried to keep the design simple 
to ensure that it was easier for her to produce. This phenomenon also occurs with 
craft people; Levien (1999) found that a good crafts person avoids compromise 
whereas a designer practices the art of compromise. 
Overall, the partiCipants seemed to work in a similar way by following a process of 
research, sketch work and modelling prior to the final realisation of their idea. The 
main differences essentially stemmed from what they chose to focus their attention 
on. The fine artists worked to develop artwork that expressed intangibles such as 
feelings and emotions and were developed from personal reflection and secondary 
research. The fine artists gave the impression of being more philosophical. 
Whereas the designers were more focused on the needs of the user and tangible 
issues such as manufacturing. 
The fine artists appeared to spend much of their time developing their ideas, 
intentions and the meaning behind their work. They would then work out how to 
realise it. In contrast, the designers were aware of manufacturing and were willing 
to compromise their designs to increase its ease of production. The fine artists 
were less willing to do this. 
From these findings it appears that the fine artists may not work dramatically 
differently from the designers, but they do seem to think differently. They focus 
their attention on different aspects and issues. Despite the small scale of this study 
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these differences were quite apparent and therefore, could be an indication that 
fine art sculpture may have more to reveal. 
6.4 Appraisal of the Methodology 
The most undesirable issue affecting this study was the low number of art 
disciplines that participated. In section 3.1 37 art disciplines were noted, of which 
only four participated in this study. This was despite efforts to include as many as 
possible but many undergraduates were not willing to participate, stating that they 
had no time. This is one aspect of research that is out of the researcher's control 
but the four participating disciplines were quite diverse. Sculpture represented the 
broad field of fine art. Multi-media textiles represented a broad fabric orientated 
discipline with many producing craft products. Jewellery and silversmithing 
produce small scale pieces and graphics is predominantly two-dimensional. This 
variety was deemed sufficient to continue. 
With regard to the five questions, the most useful was the first that asked the 
participants to describe one of their projects; the responses provided a clear 
difference between the disciplines. The four remaining questions provided 
interesting data, but less convincing differences were found. 
The data collected from the audio diary study supported the findings from the 
questionnaire and provided additional insight into how undergraduates worked. Of 
the four participants, three recorded a sufficient amount of useful data to determine 
a basic process diagram to show how they worked. The fourth participant was 
unable to provide such detail and the majority of her diary time was given to 
rationalising why she had rushed or not done her work. This highlights the risks 
associated with this self-disclosure method noted by Pedgely (1999). 
While data collected from this study confirms the work of others in the literature 
this study was good practice and an insight for collecting and analysing data from 
artists and designers. The lessons learnt from this study were applied and 
developed in future studies; such as, how to recruit participants, interview 
techniques, use of alternative data collection methods (audio diaries) and data 
analysing data. 
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6.5 Overall Summary 
With regard to the three objectives of this study, the first, to compare the working 
practices of art and design disciplines, was achieved through the use of the 
questionnaire and audio diary study. The responses to question one provided the 
most useful finding by clearly highlighting the different type of project the fine art 
participants undertake when compared to those of the other disciplines. This 
finding concurred with those from the audio diary study. The fine artists appeared 
to focus their attention on less tangible aspects, such as experiences which 
confirms literature regarding artists goals stated in section 3.1. Those from other 
disciplines did not do this to the same extent for they focused on more tangible 
aspects, such as materials, users, or functionality 
The second objective, which was to compare the personalities of the participants 
from different disciplines revealed no significant differences between the 
participants of different disciplines. From this it can be implied that the presence or 
absence of particular personality traits are not indicative of the degree course a 
person chooses to study. 
The third objective was to gain an insight into other data collection methods and 
the use of audio diaries. Three of the four participants provided useful data that 
shed some light onto how they progressed their project work and the concerns that 
they had. Data were collected over a prolonged period of time and with little 
intervention from the researcher, this adhered to the principles of naturalistic 
enqUiry. Diaries may prove to be a useful research method for future projects. 
6.6 Conclusions 
The aim for this study was to identify an art discipline that appeared to work in 
ways unlike industrial designers. Data from this study confirms that of the 
literature especially with regard to artists working towards different goals and on 
different types of project to designers. The fine art sculptors' goals were different 
to those of the other art participants and to those of the designers, therefore they 
were the most sUitable for inclusion in future research. 
With regard to achieving the primary aim of the research this conclusion enabled 
the scope of the research to be narrowed, allowing detailed studies to be 
undertaken to identify the methods that mayor may not facilitate design creativity 
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The second study of this research is described in this chapter. Having reduced the 
scope of the research the next step was to collect detailed data on the working 
processes of artists and designers. This chapter begins with a rationale for 
conducting the study and the aim and objectives used to guide it. The applied 
method and the strategy for analysing data collected are explained prior to a 
discussion of the results from which conclusions are made. 
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7.1 Rationale 
The main finding from study one was that the projects undertaken by the 
undergraduate sculptors at Loughborough University appeared to have a more 
intangible subject than the projects undertaken by the students of Industrial 
Design. The sculptors seemed to pay more attention to how they expressed 
themselves through their work and what aspects of the work meant. They had a 
different type of goal to the design partiCipants. Sculpture was therefore a 
discipline that appeared worthy of researching further. The focus of this study was 
to research into contemporary sculpture and to understand further how professional 
sculptors work. 
The overarching rationale for undertaking this research was to determine whether 
methods from art disciplines could facilitate industrial design creativity. However, 
to do this a clear understanding of contemporary industrial design practice was 
required against which the sculptors' processes could be compared. From this 
study, the places in the sculptors' processes that differed to those of the designers 
processes may indicate a potential source of methods that can be investigated In 
subsequent studies. 
This study was also an opportunity to include another discipline: architecture. 
Architects may design on a greater scale but they produce not only functional 
buildings but architecture that reflects the needs of society and human desires 
(Ballantyne, 2002). Architecture seems to incorporate the practical nature of 
design with the intangible aspects of sculpture. Furthermore, many architects have 
designed buildings that have been appraised as pieces of sculpture (Bruderlin, 
2004). There are also numerous examples where architects have designed mass 
produced products as industrial designers do (Alessi, 1998; Branzi, 1984; Mendini, 
2004). Therefore, architects were included in the sample of this study to determine 
if their working processes could offer a further inSight. 
7.1.1 Aim 
The aim for this study was to gain a greater understanding of how profeSSional 
contemporary sculptors, architects and industrial designers work, in order to 
identify the key differences between their working processes, and determine areas 
suitable for future research. 
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7.1.2 Objectives 
There were five main objectives: 
To identify the participants' working processes 
To identify similarities and differences between the participants 
To identify differences in the participants' attitude 
To affirm the selection of sculpture as a sUitable discipline for future studies 
To identify aspects of the participants' processes that could be studied more 
closely in future research. 
7.2 Method 
The identification of similarities and differences between the architects', designers' 
and sculptors' working processes required a general understanding of how they 
work. Lawson (2004) investigated how designers work for his book What Designers 
Know; he used five methods to further his understanding of this topic area. These 
were: 
1. Sitting and thinking about design 
2. Observing the designer under controlled conditions 
3. Observing them in their natural setting 
4. Interviewing designers 
5. Simulating the design process. 
Lawson (ibid) described the advantages and disadvantages of each of the above 
methods, however, when used collectively they provide data that can reveal how 
designers' work and what they know. Therefore, to understand architects, 
designers and sculptors, this study consisted of two parts and each were designed 
using the above methods as a guide. The first part involved interviewing the 
sample. Data collected from these interviews were analysed for similarities and 
differences between the participants' working processes. This provided a greater 
understanding of how these participants worked but due to the different type of 
project they undertake it was not ideal for making any direct comparisons. 
Therefore, to support the interview data, a second part to this study was devised in 
order to collect data that would enable a direct comparison to be made between the 
working processes. This was achieved by replacing the project type variable with a 
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standard design brief that the participants from each discipline could solve. The 
sample targeted and the two parts of this study are detailed below. 
7.2.1 The Sample 
The sample were selected using the strategy described in the methodology chapter 
(section 5.6). Sixteen participants were recruited for the interview part of this 
study. There were six architects (numbers 1 to 6), six sculptors (numbers 1 to 6) 
and four designers (numbers 1 to 4). Each of these interviewees were asked to 
further their participation in the research by undertaking the design exercise. Five 
of whom agreed to participate (one architect, two sculptors and two designers) and 
an additional architect and designer were recruited, bringing the total number of 
participants for the design exercise to seven. 
7.2.2 Part 1: The Interviews 
The nature of the study reported in the chapter six was the collection of data from a 
large sample, using the questionnaire method, to obtain a general insight into how 
different disciplines work. In contrast, for this study more detailed data were 
required to understand precisely how the participants work, and the interview 
method is more suitable for collecting qualitative data of this nature (Cohen, 
Manion and Morrison, 2000). As a consequence of time taken to collect this 
detailed data a smaller number of participants were recruited. 
Six architects, six sculptors and five designers participated in these interviews; all 
were practicing professionally and there was a broad spectrum of experience, from 
those newly graduated to company directors. The interviews were held at the 
interviewees' places of work to reduce the inconvenience. Prior to starting the 
interview, the study was introduced, consent forms were read and Signed and the 
interviewee was asked to provide some contextual information: their name, age, 
position in the company, past employment and educational history. All of the 
architects who participated were educated as architects, and had only worked 
within the discipline of architecture. Four of the designers were educated in 
industrial design and the fifth had studied automotive design. Finally, all but two of 
the sculptors were educated in fine art. One sculptor held a degree in industrial 
design; this was potentially a controversial overlap and was specifically examined at 
the results stage. The other had no formal art education. 
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The interviews were informal; the study was introduced to the participants and they 
were encouraged to describe and converse freely on their working processes. This 
was preferable to the interviewer asking presumptuous questions. The protocol 
used to guide the interviews included the main topic areas to be covered and some 
key questions. These topic areas were obtained from literature regarding design 
processes and how designers' work (Pugh, 1991; Baxter, 1995; Lawson, 1997) and 
were: inspiration; problem exploration; research; idea generation. 
Details regarding the type of work the participants undertook was also included 
since the disciplines of architecture, design and sculpture consist of many variants 
and specialisms. Creativity also obtained a place in the protocol since this was an 
area of interest in this research. These questions targeted the interviewees' 
thoughts towards creativity and its associated methods. 
The protocol was redesigned following the first interview with a sculptor in order to 
increase its appropriateness. On this occasion the interviewer was unaware that 
many sculptors do not use any form of brief to guide their work and the original 
protocol needed amending. This resulted in two subtly different protocols, one for 
the sculptors and another for the architects and designers (appendix 2.1). Each 
interview was audio recorded and transcribed verbatim prior to analysis. 
The interviewees were also requested to draw a process diagram of the way they 
worked. Process diagrams are used extensively in literature to explain design 
process theory; Pugh (1991), Baxter (1995) and Lawson (1997) all used diagrams 
in their texts. They were included in this study as an additional way for the 
interviewee to communicate their working process. The participants had no support 
or input from the interviewer when drawing their diagram to ensure that they were 
not influenced. 
7.2.3 Part 2: The Design Exercise 
The design exercise was tested in a pilot study (appendix 2.2)[1]. This included the 
test of a design brief and specification, as well as three different potential data 
collection methods. Two versions of protocol analysis and a longitudinal diary 
method were tested on third year Industrial Design undergraduates. Data from the 
[1] Appendix 2..2 consists of the full pilot study report that provides details of the methods tested and 
the conclusions dawn. 
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pilot study indicated that the longitudinal diary method was the most effective for 
collecting data on the working process the participant used to solve the brief. 
The longitudinal aspect of the diary method enabled the participants to solve the 
brief over a longer period of time compared to those participating in the protocol 
analysis tests. The extra time meant the participants could undertake the exercise 
in a manner that was potentially more reflective of their own working process and 
was not condensed unrealistically into a few hours. 
The design exercise was therefore a longitudinal study where the participants 
solved the design brief on their own and in their spare time. To collect data over 
this period of time the participants were requested to record their thoughts, any 
issues and their actions in a diary as they solved the brief. This provided a running 
record of how they solved the brief. The second data collection method was the 
interview and this was held at the end of the project once the participant had 
completed the exercise. These interviews provided the researcher with the 
opportunity to hear how the participants had worked through the project and ask 
questions. The interview was also a precaution against the partiCipants not 
completing the dairy, which is one of the risks associated with this method 
(Pedgley, 1999). All project work completed as part of the exercise were a third 
source of data and was viewed during the interview to ensure the researcher 
understood what were present. 
The design brief tested in the pilot study remained unchanged since no problems 
were raised against it. The brief was as follows: 
To design a nutcracker. You are encouraged to consider and design 
peripheral items such as bowls or trays as well as offering a positive 
user experience. This is an opportunity to design a wonderful creative 
product that will be admired by all who see it. 
Nutcrackers are an established product with which the participants were likely to be 
familiar. They can also vary in their complexity ensuring their suitability for 
designing by participants from different disciplines and backgrounds. 
Accompanying the design brief was a short specification, consisting of three criteria, 
to ensure the participants provided a response to the brief that could be analysed. 
The first specific was to design a nutcracker that would, at least in theory, work and 
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crack nuts. This was to ground the project in reality and ensure that each 
participant produced a potentially workable solution. The second specifically 
requested the participants to present their final idea in some form and the third was 
to remind them that whilst this was a research project, they were encouraged to 
have fun. 
7.3 Data Analysis 
In this section, the strategy for analysing data collected from the two studies is 
noted. Data collected from part 1 included audio recordings of the interviews and 
hand drawn process diagrams. Data from part 2 also included audio recordings 
from the concluding interviews, as well as hand written notes from the diaries and 
the sketch work prod uced. 
The interview transcripts from parts 1 and 2 were also searched for attitudes, which 
are a positive or negative evaluation of a subject. The participants' attitudes 
towards aspects of designing can be used to identify similarities or differences 
between them. More details of the data analysis strategy are provided in the 
following three sections. 
7.3.1 Part 1: Interview Data 
The audio recordings were transcribed verbatim in preparation for their analysis. 
To ease the analysis process the Nvivo qualitative data analysis computer software 
was used. Using Nvivo a number of initial coding groups were formed using the 
headings from the interview protocol. Each transcript was then read a number of 
times and relevant pieces of text were coded accordingly. As the researcher 
became more familiar with the data the codes evolved and searches for particular 
themes were conducted. The codes and themes were also displayed in model trees 
which are a useful tool when identifying links as well as similarities and differences 
between the participants. Robson (2003) identified three disadvantages for using 
computer data analysis software such as Nvivo. These were: proficiency in use 
takes time and effort; difficulty changing established categories; some programs 
impose specific approaches. This study was the first occasion that the researcher 
had used Nvivo and whilst proficiency did take time and effort, this and the other 
two disadvantages did not appear to affect the data analysis, since Nvivo enabled 
categories and codes to be altered easily and did not impose a particular approach. 
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The hand drawn process diagrams were analysed in two ways. The words from 
each diagram were input into Nvivo, coded and similarities and differences were 
searched for. Secondly, the layout of each process diagram was reviewed to 
provide a potential insight into how the interviewee perceived their own working 
process, e.g. linear or iterative. 
7.3.2 Part 2: Design Exercise Data 
Three formats of data were collected from the design exercise. The audio files from 
the interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed using Nvivo in the same 
way as the interview data from part 1. The hand written notes from the diaries 
were input into a computer as digital text that could also be analysed using the 
Nvivo software. 
The sketch work submitted ranged from sketches on scraps of paper to a large oil 
pastel rendering. The final design outcomes were presented in an equally diverse 
way, including sketches, computer generated models, engineering drawings and 
working prototypes. Criteria were established against which the sketch work could 
be reviewed (an example of this can be found in appendix 2.3). This included 
recording: 
The type of media used 
Areas of interest 
Methods used 
How they presented their final solution. 
7.3.3 Analysis of Attitude 
Attitude has been defined as a pos'ltive or negative evaluation of a subject (Petty 
and Cacioppo, 1996; Eagly and Chaiken, 1993; Triandis, 1971). Whether attitudes 
can reliably predict behaviour has been a constant source of debate among 
psychologists. Many of the early studies revealed low correlations; however, as 
knowledge of the topic increased attitudes and behaviours were refined into 
smaller, more precise components, for example, behaviours consist of an action, a 
context and a period of time. Subsequent research, focusing on these components, 
produced higher correlations between attitude and behaviour (Petty and Cacioppo, 
1996). Furthermore, it was found that attitudes based on past experiences were a 
more accurate source of data for anticipating future behaviour. Therefore, the 
reliability of the attitudes, revealed by the interviews in these studies, relating to 
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behaviour, should be high since the interviewees were reporting retrospectively on 
their working processes. Some of the attitudes revealed were inferred from a 
belief. Beliefs are similar to attitudes but refer to the information a person may 
have on the subject as well; for example, when a designer was asked for his 
opinion on creativity methods his response began with an attitude (in bold) and was 
accompanied with a belief to add weight to this attitude (italics). 
I think that they are good but you need someone who is a bit of an 
extrovert to pull people through it 
7.4 Results and Discussion 
In this section the findings from parts 1 and 2 of this study are discussed. This 
begins with a review of the interview data and followed by a review of the design 
exercise data. In both parts the attitudes identified from the participants are 
noted. 
7.4.1 Part 1: The Interviews 
From the findings similarities and differences between the participants' working 
processes are discussed. This discussion has been divided up into the sections 
used in the interview protocol: the project and approach; inspiration, exploration 
and research; idea generation; creativity. 
The Project Work and Approach 
The origins of the architects' and designers' projects were similar with respect to 
them originating from a client and a brief. Projects can also originate from 
competitions which can give them something more unusual to work on and, 
provided they win, can help to promote their company. The design briefs used by 
architects and designers can vary in complexity from open and explorative to highly 
detailed. These briefs often evolve through the course of the project as they, the 
client and often users, enter discussions or, following a period of research activity, 
find out what is really required; a designer called this a phase of clarification. 
When the sculptors agreed to undertake a commissioned project, they too would 
work for a client and have a brief. These briefs tended to be open, but included 
practical requirements the piece must adhere too, such as legislation, the budget 
and location. The sculptors would not use a brief for their personal work. Instead 
they follow their intuition and are guided by themes, ideas and past work; this was 
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often described as their journey. Also, the sculptors' approach focused on making 
artistic statements and ensured that their piece portrayed the desired feelings and 
expressions. The architects and designers approached their projects from a more 
functional perspective noting the functional attributes of the building or product. 
The following quotes demonstrate this: 
Other projects, for example start with research with the client saying 
these are the problems and we want to get X number of people on this 
site (Architect 1). 
It is about producing a building that is fit for its use more than anything 
else (Architect 2). 
The best way to start is to kind of find what is around the product. So 
you start looking at what the competitors have already done and then 
what not to do. What current products might be useful for their 
technology or their look or the types of material they use and then 
obviously the main thing is what the product does (Designer 1). 
If it is my own work it is very personal and I have my own set of rules 
(Sculptor 1). 
When 1 am in the studio I do pieces that function purely on ideas and 
what I think to be conceptual and what is very much a statement 
(Sculpture 2). 
The participants had a different relationship with their clients. An architect's or 
designer's client plays an important role in a project since they work together to 
produce the desired outcome. In contrast, when commissioning a piece of 
sculpture, the client may not know clearly what they want other than a piece of art. 
The selection of a sculptor is based on their portfolio or the project may go out to 
tender. Once selected the sculptor will generally work alone, with the client 
providing minimal input. This difference may be due the nature of the output. The 
functional attributes and the styling of architecture or products are, perhaps, easier 
to comprehend than a piece of artwork based on intangible feelings, expressions or 
experiences. Furthermore, these feelings etcetera, are often those of the sculptor 
who is interpreting the brief. Sculptors do have to attend meetings with clients to 
obtain feedback but they still campaign for their own perspectives. 
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I have done commissions but I will / would always rather do my own 
project; I do not mind being told what people would like but I will still do 
it my way; it is my work (Sculptor 3). 
It is nice to get positive comments and it can be interesting to get 
critical comments as well but I cannot work with that in mind. It is very 
difficult to keep what I want to do for myself as an artist. (Sculptor 2). 
Inspiration, Exploration and Research 
Inspiration has been described as a "supposed force or influence that stimulates 
creative activity" (oxford, 2003). The interviewees were asked what inspired their 
work since this is known to be an important aspect of creativity (Eckert and Stacey, 
1998). The sources of inspiration and exploration mentioned in the interviews are 
listed in table 7.1. 
Architects Designers Sculptors 
Students 
" 
Critiques -/ 
Relationships ,,-
Products -/ 
Other designers ./ 
Play ./ 
Brief ./ 
" 
Flow charts 
" 
./ 
Fashion/trends ,,-
" 
Periodicals v' ./ 
Image/mood boards ./ ./ 
History ./ 
" 
Site ./ ./ 
Cost ./ ./ 
Buildings -/ ./ 
Feelings/experience if if ./ 
Previous work ./ if 
" 
Scrap/sketch book if ,/ ,/ 
Technology/material if ./ ./ 
Users/public v' ,/ ./ 
Constraints -/ ./ ,/ 
Table 7.1 Sources of inspiration and exploration. 
Generally all the participants, but the architects and designers especially, will 
search for inspiration from anywhere and a number of them stated that inspiration 
does come from everywhere. Collectively the architects listed the most sources, 
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with the designers second and sculptors third. There was some overlap between 
the disciplines; however, it seems unlikely that any individual would interpret the 
source in an identical fashion to another. 
One key difference was that whilst the architects and designers used many sources 
of inspiration the sculptors made a point of avoiding certain sources and did not 
wish to be influenced by them. They wanted to avoid sources that were used often 
or were cliches, fads or fashions. Thus they did not refer to periodicals, fashion and 
trends or use mood and image boards. For example, one sculptor was 
commissioned to produce a piece for Chesterfield and he purposely avoided using 
the church with its crooked spire since it had been used many times before to 
represent the city. Another sculptor stated: 
I find it almost distracting if you see what other people are doing. It 
keeps it more pure without too much looking around. Well that is my 
way of looking at things (Sculptor 1) 
The sculptors also mentioned that their work was part of a personal journey into 
themselves or the meaning of things and thus contemporary fashions were not 
applicable. The statement below from one of the sculptors highlights this and what 
they focus on when developing their work: 
It is vel}' much about a journey and what I have been already talking 
about, trying to pare something down to simplicity, to a clarity that just 
makes you reflect and respect for a little while and think and enjoy 
something that is beautiful. (Sculptor 4). 
Some of the sources of inspiration were tools, such as flow charts, mood and image 
boards, critiques or the search for relationships. These were used mostly by the 
architects and designers. The sculptors favoured less methodological sources; in 
particular, playing with material and processes to explore what happens. 
All of the interviewees undertook some form of research to help further their 
projects. The focus of an interviewee's research depended on what was important 
to him or required to further the project at that point in time. For example, a key 
factor for architects and sculptors is the location of the building or sculpture. Site 
research included reading maps, taking photographs, observing the people who 
currently use it, looking for natural features, the surrounding area and its history. 
Research topics of this nature did not apply to the industrial designers in this study 
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who generally focus on non-site specific projects. Participants from each discipline 
researched into technical aspects of materials and technology as well as previous 
examples of work. 
The architects and designers also stated that they are inspired by feelings and 
experiences, however they do not apply these to their projects as keenly as the 
sculptors. The sculptors, would base entire projects and artworks on feelings or 
experiences as noted in the previous section. Nevertheless, the architects and 
designers do take an interest in this area. 
Many of the interviewees, including four sculptors, agreed on the importance of 
researching the requirements of the user; this Information was conSidered essential 
to the success of many projects. Architects and designers wanted to gain a greater 
understanding of users' interactions with buildings or products as well as discussing 
ideas and concepts with them. To facilitate the generation of ideas some of the 
sculptors held workshops with members of the community, asking them to draw, 
sculpt and provide stories or poems. They also spoke to those who would be living, 
working and SOcialising near the site. However, user research was only undertaken 
when working on a commissioned piece; it would not be used for a personal piece. 
The sculptors also presented their ideas and listened to feedback from the 
commissioning committee and interested parties from the community. 
The majority of the research methods mentioned were used by each of the 
disciplines (table 7.2, overleaf). These Included methods such as visiting locations, 
referring to books, browsing the Internet, taking photographs, interviewing, holding 
workshops or more detailed observations. Towards the top of table 7.2 are 
methods that were mentioned by interviewees from only one of the disciplines. 
These, as expected, are more specialist such as the use of props for sculptors or 
the designers completing product evaluation tests. 
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Architects Designers Sculptors 
Props (life models) ./ 
Aunt Sally [2] ./ 
Product evaluation/tests ./ 
focus groups ./ 
Questionnaires ./ ./ 
Observation ./ ./ ./ 
Interviews/informal chats ./ ./ ./ 
Photographs ./ ./ ./ 
Books/Internet ./ ./ ./ 
Workshops ./ ./ ./ 
Visits " ./ ./ 
Table 7.2 Research methods used. 
The research activity described appeared to be undertaken with little scientific 
rigour. The participants generally described their research as being informal and 
data collected was mostly in the form of notes, sketches and photographs. 
Chhibber, Porter, Porter and Healey (2004) described this research as being "quick 
and dirty", when their research with Industrial designers revealed Similar findings. 
The architects and designers, however were more rigorous with their research than 
the sculptors and they used methods that could enable them to obtain more precise 
data such as focus groups and product evaluations. Furthermore, when the 
architects or designers undertook interviews or workshops they had clear objectives 
as to what they needed to find out, such as the precise function of certain rooms, 
or problems with an existing product. The sculptors seemed to use this type of 
research to gain a general experience rather then definite data. 
Initially you just sit down and you can complete room data sheets. That 
tends to work more as the design progresses. Each room has a number 
and you go and sit with the people who are going to be in that room 
asking them for requirements and mark that down on the sheet and that 
forms the basis for the internal fit out of the building. (Architect 2). 
[21 Aunt Sally is a method used by some architects when aiming to find out what users or clients want 
from the building; it is simply an idea presented to users to encourage discussion. 
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During a rail project we would just go out and take pictures on trains so 
we can understand the circumstances and how people use the trains and 
have a go ourselves. (Designer 1) 
Yes, I do quite a lot of research, mainly relating to history of the spot 
where it is going, people around it. Quite often it is fun. If you get 
chatting to people at these places and they have all got these little 
stories which you just do not get from reading books so it is really good 
fun to pick up on some of those. (Sculptor 5) 
None of the interviewees mentioned the use of methods that precisely facilitated 
the understanding of the users' emotions. Architects and designers would interpret 
emotions from mood boards or image boards constructed by them, the user or 
client. One of the architects stated that he was inspired by the users' emotions 
when designing an extension linking an airport to a train station. He did not 
research into emotion on this occasion since he implied that people would be 
excited about their holiday or arriving at their destination; all that was required was 
to enhance the emotion that eXisted and not to worry about evoking a new one. 
You do not need to talk to anyone to know it, you know that feeling 
yourself, you have experienced it... going on holiday, I am nearly there, 
I am getting on the plane, rock on, not long now, here is the railway 
station, I am almost there ... so it is just building on it before they even 
get there. Make the excitement even bigger. Architecture can do that. 
Major architecture can do that, it just makes people go wow. (Architect 
3). 
The sculptors were similar in that they too liked to play on the viewers' emotions, 
but like the architect, they too did not use any research methods and there was no 
scientific rigour involved when considering emotion; they merely hoped that their 
piece would have the desired affect. 
Despite the apparent similarities of the research methods used and the areas 
investigated, each of the participants would use the information they collected for 
their own purpose. This is dictated by their project and what they choose to focus 
their attention on (goal). However, the architects and designers appeared to focus 
on researching facts whereas the sculptors focused on experiences. 
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Idea Generation 
All of the interviewees used very similar tools and methods when generating ideas; 
the most popular was sketching and this was commonly used to start a project. 
There was a general consensus on the high importance of 'doodling' and loose 
initial sketches used to capture an idea on the 'back of an envelope'. Despite all 
the advances in technology and capability of computer visualisation systems, 
drawing is still noted as being one of the most important tools a designer has 
(Heskett, 2005). 
The generation of ideas and their development appears to be a communal affair for 
the architects and designers, who would often conSUlt, work and brainstorm with 
colleagues, users and clients. 
Once I have an idea of what I am looking for then I would sit down with 
another member of staff, other architects, and make a fresh approach 
and decide on probably the best idea... that is the way I would do 
it. .. bounce ideas off each other (Architect 4) 
At the early stages of a project a few of us get together and brainstorm 
sometimes just come up with, you know, what If it Is this, what If It Is 
that and go off on tangents all over the place and that has tended to be 
the way I have worked with other companies as well (Architect 2) 
We would then sit down and brainstorm it to come up with an initial idea 
(Architect 5) • 
. I am the only architect here but I am not the only one who is creative 
but quite a lot of the design leadership comes from me. I will consult 
with the others and we will work out things (Architect 6) 
No idea is thrown out no matter how crazy it is. As a group we 
undertake a filtering process based on some of the constraints: 
practicality, cost, aesthetic reasons (DeSigner 2) 
About 20 people; people from the project, people from marketing, 
communications, particularly people from the supply chain, kind of 
where they produce the thing, and from the research team, and three or 
four designers who will sketch to embody the concept. Basically it Is a 
brainstorming process (Designer 3) 
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Examples of collaborating with users: 
You draw something that can give them an idea and say how's that? 
(Architect 3) 
We try to share the creative process with them [users], and it generally 
works very very productively (Designer 3) 
Example of working with clients: 
Someone comes to us with an idea and we will do a load of concept 
sketches and ideas and we will present, you know five or six ideas and 
that kind of chooses our action (Designer 4) 
The first thing is to get the client's initial reaction to this, because much 
of this information will help their company and we can see where they 
want to direct it (Designer 3) 
When undertaking a commission or personal piece the sculptors would generally 
work on their own and would not seek others to help them with their generation of 
ideas. The sculptors did search and accept guidance regarding technical aspects in 
order to complete their piece; the architects and designers also did this. 
Some of the sculptors would begin developing a piece directly by playing with the 
materials. Such action is perhaps not suitable when developing a building or 
product but this seems to be an established route for sculptors. Below are three 
sculptors who described this process: 
For my own work I will just get a chisel quite often and I will just get 
stuck in ... usually after a little while of playing and idea comes to you 
(Sculptor 5) 
The other way is to start carving even though I may have no idea at all 
what I am going to do ... I get the stone, get the hammer, chisel and 
literally just start and usually after a little while of playing and idea 
comes to you in your head and you know what you are going to do with 
it. (Sculptor 6) 
... then I thought let's try lighting an edge and see what happens and I 
had no idea anyone had done that before or that it would do that. I got 
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really excited and interested and had this child like enthusiasm and just 
started playing and had this fantastic time. (Sculptor 4) 
Another mode of generating ideas is via the use of CAD software. The architects 
spoke of software ca lled sketchup'N that enabled them to sketch ' into' the computer 
and produce three dimensional images. One of the designers mentioned that some 
of his colleag ues used CAD software since it enabled them to play with elements of 
a design, such as using it to position internal components into different 
configura tions . CAD was used in the later stages of an architectural and design 
project to visualise ideas and facilitate deta il design and the production of 
engineering drawings. For most of the architects and designers interviewed this is 
where their working process may end; once they had completed the detail design in 
CAD, the fil es wou ld be sent to the production or construction team s who would 
then take over the project. Two sculptors also used computer software to visual ise 
how their piece would look in the proposed location . These visualisations served 
two purposes, to demonstrate ideas to com missioners and to test an idea prior to 
making a maquette. 
Some of the designers used prototypes in the later stages of a project to test their 
designs but only one of the architects used th is method . The remaining architects 
did not use physical modelling, preferring computer generated visuals instead. It 
seems that architects use CAD to save time, with two of them stating that 
modelling is too slow and inefficient (figure 7.1). 
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One architect stated another reason why he favoured computer visualisations to 
physical models: 
If you give them [client] a computer visual it is my version, I want you 
to look at this ... you are telling them what you want them to see, but 
with a model there are no hiding places. (Architect 3) 
Sculptors use physical modelling extensively in their working process for the very 
reason that there are no hiding places and that they can see their ideas in physical 
form in front of them. 
But then at some point I need to start visualising it in 3D because the 
way things fit together, even if I am fairly well versed in thinking in 
three dimensions, you know the actual sketching in three dimensions it 
is not the same as working in three dimensions (Sculptor 2) 
According to the sculptors, maquettes enable them to understand further their idea 
and consider technical aspects, as well as being a mode of communication to any 
clients. Designers use prototypes for similar reasons (Pugh, 1991). However it 
seems from these interviews that sculptors will sometimes model their ideas 
instantly, without any design sheets, unlike the designers in this study. 
Two of the architects used predetermined formulae when generating ideas. This 
would include the use of known building layout styles, such as linear where all the 
rooms exit onto a straight corridor, or radial that uses a central atrium. Sometimes 
pre-designed rooms or apartments act as building blocks to ease the development 
of a larger project. The designers and architects also used charts to plot ideas, 
features, constraints and issues to help generate ideas. 
Creativity 
The interviewees were asked for their opinions and thoughts on creativity and of 
the methods that may facilitate creative thinking which they mayor may not use. 
From earlier questions it was clear that the most commonly used creativity method, 
used mostly by the architects and designers, was the construction of mind maps or 
group brainstorm sessions. The interviewees did not seem to view brainstorming 
sessions as a creativity method; to them creativity methods, such as those 
developed by De-Bono (1986 and 1990), were used by managers in businesses 
other than design, who were not taught to think creatively. Roy (1993) also 
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reported on this attitude towards creativity methods. The participants' comments 
of creativity methods were generally negative such as: 
They are too structured (Architect 1) 
You cannot follow a procedure to be creative (Architect 6) 
We have tried them in the past, but if you have a big group of people 
and talk and listen to each other you probably do a lot of that without 
realising (referring to De-Bono's six hats) (Designer 1) 
There was a consensus among the participants that creativity is a natural 
phenomenon that cannot be induced using a method. Creativity is about "looking 
at things differently" (Architect 1) and "using your feelings and not implementing a 
process" (Designer 2). 
7.4.2 Attitudes from the Interview Data 
A number of attitudes have already been revealed. The positive view towards users 
by architects, designers and three sculptors is one of them. The sculptors held a 
negative attitude towards using fashion and trends as sources of inspiration. The 
architects, unlike the sculptors and some designers, had a negative attitude 
towards physical models. All participants were positive towards the use of 
sketching as a medium for generating ideas, but were generally negative towards 
creativity methods. 
Six of the seven participants held the attitude that constraints were often 
unavoidable and some felt they were a positive aspect of a project since they could 
inspire and promote creative thinking. 
I try not to think if them as constraints ... anything that has an impact on 
or forces you to rethink something about the design ultimately has a 
positive benefit on the design. .. it is for a reason (Architect 2) 
I mean it [constraints] can make me move towards a different point that 
I may not have normally considered 50 it is quite good. I suppose it is 
like a poet having to keep to a certain rhythm structure; it is a restraint 
in one way but in another way it precedes assumptions (Sculptor 2) 
The most common constraints mentioned were time and money. Clients were also 
seen as constraining, being described as being indecisive and as having poor Vision. 
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Material, technical, planning and legal constraints were also mentioned (table 7.3). 
The sculptors also noted a constraint regarding the construction of their artwork. 
Many of the artists interviewed produced their artwork themselves in their own 
workshops and thus had to consider their own capabilities when developing their 
art. Only two of the sculptors used contractors to fabricate their artwork and this 
was usually in conjunction with a large commissioned piece. Such construction 
issues do not hinder architects or designers who tend not to make their own 
designs; this occurrence was discussed in the literature review (section 2.1). 
Nevertheless, construction and production factors would be a concern of architects 
and designers for they must produce plans that can be made. 
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Table 7.3 List of constraints and whom they affect 
One of the sculptors did not like constraints, especially those that accompany a 
commiSSion, such as health and safety legislation. She felt demoralised when her 
work was altered to adhere to legislation and consequently she avoids commissions 
and concentrates on her own personal work. Five of the six sculptors held a very 
negative attitude towards compromising their intent and self-expression (figure 
7.2). 
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Figure 7.2 Participants' willingness to compromise 
The sculptors preferred to maintain control over the final piece and do not wish to 
be dictated to, for they see the piece as their personal interpretation of a brief, site, 
issue or topic. They remained true to this attitude even if they were undertaking a 
commissioned piece with a client. The exceptions were those who were stone 
carvers; they would carve pieces for clients to their exact requirements, such as, 
headstones, nameplates, crests and replacement gargoyles. However, this is a 
service they offer in addition to their sculptural work where they were less likely to 
compromise. 
One sculptor placed his artistic integrity higher than earning money since he would 
turn commissions down if they did not suit him or if they would be too tightly 
controlled. This attitude towards compromise is perhaps fuelled by the sculptors' 
desire to embark on their journey of discovery discussed earlier. Below are some 
quotes highlighting this attitude towards compromise: 
In a sense there are two clients; there is whoever is commissioning the 
work and then there is myself. You know it has got to be relevant to my 
body of work. If it is something that I have been thinking or trying new 
material or trying a slightly different approach or just something I am 
trying to do artistically that has as much relevance as how much money 
I get. (Sculptor 2) 
I have done various commissions for art galleries but I am not a fan of 
commissions ... my compromise is that what I like to do is go and find 
money, by doing lots of framing, running this gallery and I am a part 
time visual arts director for the country at the moment ... I would rather 
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go and get the money like that than not be able to do the work that I 
totally believe in. (Sculptor 4) 
It is difficult to avoid the sort of um ... design by committee situation. I 
will a) sometimes not go for commissions just because of that and b) I 
haven't got commissions because of that also; there is no point in me 
trying to compromise what I am trying to do as an artist. I do not think 
it works, it patronises the public and produces something that doesn't 
work artistically and it then becomes well a nothing. (Sculptor 2) 
I am not a sculptor of animals or pets or whatever, and I am not a 
sculptor who would recreate other things, if that is what you want you 
go and find your stone carver, I could do it, I know how to do it, it would 
drive me insane to do a copy, I would start it and I would never finish it. 
I am a fairly awkward customer really. I have my principles. (Sculptor 
6) 
Context is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary (2003) as the Circumstances 
relevant to something and things can be in or out of context. The circumstances 
under which somebody normally works would constitute their context. The context 
in which the sculptors worked differed greatly from that of the architecture and 
design interviewees (table 7.4); this difference may enable the sculptors to act on 
this attitude of no-compromise. 
All of the sculptors were self-employed and did not have the responsibilities 
associated with an organisation, such as the livelihoods of employees or the being 
told which projects to work on. Thus they were working in a different context. 
They could govern their own actions more easily and work towards what they 
believe in. This is despite some of the sculptors working with clients like the 
architects and designers. 
Ar chitects Designers Sculptors 
Context 
/6 /4 /6 
Worked for a company 6 3 0 
Self employed 0 1 6 
Directors of a company 2 0 0 
Worked with clients 6 4 4 
Table 7.4 Contextual information 
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One of the designers also aspired to such principles by wanting to develop his own 
style similar to the design houses in Europe, rather than designing a number of 
disjointed products. However, he was unique among the design participants and 
was the only one who was self employed (freelance) like the sculptors. To try and 
keep good ideas in the project, and limit his need to compromise, he would hold 
ideas back from clients: 
Clients have poor vision and I do not like to run the risk of showing 
ideas to them in case they throw them out too soon. (Designer 2) 
Many of the architects and designers who participated were willing to compromise 
and let the client guide the project; however, they would intervene if they felt the 
client was making a mistake or misSing out on an opportunity. Nevertheless, 
ultimately it would always be the client's decision. 
7.4.3 Process Diagrams 
From the analysis of the participants' hand drawn process diagrams it was clear 
that the participants had not been able to include all of the elements that they 
described in their interviews. This may have been due to the large number of 
elements induded in a design process or that they were unable to recall the 
relevant information at the time of drawing. Figure 7.3 shows two examples of the 
process diagrams. 
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Figure 7.3 Two process diagrams: architect 4 (left) and designer 1 (right) 
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A comparison was made between the number of elements disclosed in the interview 
and those included in the diagrams to determine the extent of the difference. 
Three elements, considered important in the interviews, were searched for in the 
process diagrams. These were, the user, reference to the site (building or 
sculpture) and mind mapping. Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 show the number of 
participants who referred to these elements in their process diagrams and, or in 
their interview. The diagrams show clearly a discrepancy between what was stated 
in the interviews and written in the process diagrams. This indicates that this 
method, on its own, may be unsuitable for eliciting complex working processes. 
However, the elements written in the process diagrams may be the most frequently 
used and of greater importance to the participant since they were able to recall 
them. Equally, the participants may not have been able to recall them, for example 
some of their art/design actions may be tacit. 
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According to the process diagrams, the architects and designers approach their 
projects in a similar manner. As elicited from the interviews, they began with a 
client or a brief and this was followed with research into the client, the users and 
their needs, the site, functions and existing products. The sculptors' processes 
contrasted with this. Only two of the six included a brief or client and their 
processes began with finding a theme or conceptual context in which to work. 
When searching for a theme the sculptors thought introspectively and brainstormed 
ideas as well as to talking to experts or interviewing people. Two sculptors also 
noted the careful selection of material to work with and another took a period of 
gestation to allow ideas to form. Essentially, the approaches taken by the sculptors 
were more varied and individual. 
The designers and sculptors included the use of prototypes and maquettes to 
facilitate the development of their ideas (or concepts or designs). However, the 
sculptors included modelling earlier in their processes than the designers. This 
supports the notion that the act of modelling to a sculptor facilitates their 
generation of ideas and is not just for detailed development. 
The designers were the only participants to note CAD as a part of their process 
diagram. From the interviews it is known that sculptors and architects also use 
computer software and have stated how important it is, but they did not indicate It 
in their diagrams. The designers used CAD and its virtual modelling capabilities to 
facilitate their generation of ideas. In a similar way, the sculptors highlighted their 
use of physical modelling (maquettes) for the same purpose. The designers also 
noted the use of physical modelling (prototypes or models) during the detailed 
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design and development stage of their process. None of the architects indicated 
the use of virtual or physical modelling on their process diagrams. 
The process diagrams were an arrangement of words that could provide an insight 
into how they might view their own working process. For example, referring back 
to figure 7.3, it is clear that the architect's diagram illustrates a mostly linear 
process that consists of a number of set stages. The designer's diagram consists of 
three cycles, one for each of the main stages of his working process and all three 
are iterative. From this it could be inferred that the designer has a more flexible 
process that can be iterated many times. The architect's process appeared more 
rigid; another architect stated on her diagram when parts of the project would have 
been 'signed off' signifying that she also worked through more rigid stages. Of the 
fifteen participants [3J, eleven of them drew linear and quite rigid processes 
inferring that they see a clear start and finish to their projects. This applies to 
some of the sculptors despite their previously stating how their work was a 
continuous journey; perhaps some overarching aspect of each individual piece 
contributes to this journey in some way. The type of process a person uses is likely 
to be influenced by his or her own working style, context and education. The 
context has already been discussed but the one participant who had had no formal 
higher education found drawing the process diagrams difficult and drew a chaotic 
and unstructured process diagram. She would work on numerous projects, stop 
and begin new Ideas, halt projects if they were not going well, or return to 
previously halted projects or old ideas and resurrect them. Her process of working 
on them, revealed from her interview, Included the use of sketching, painting, 
researching, modelling and sculpting in no particular order. Perhaps education 
instils particular processes for working through projects and because she was never 
exposed to them she had to develop her own style. 
On a similar strand, sculptor 1 stated that he had undertaken a degree in Industrial 
design, which was considered a controversial overlap at the beginning of this study. 
The reason for this concern was that it may have been more difficult to Identify 
differences between sculpture and design when one of the participants was a hybrid 
sculptor/designer. During the interview he referred to the benefits of having a 
degree in industrial design, such as having more confidence to research and 
interact with other professions. However, there was no cause for concern, since he 
described a working process that reflected those of the other sculptors. 
[3] Of the seventeen participants, one architect and one designer did not complete a process diagram. 
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7.4.4 Summary of Part 1 
From these interviews a number of similarities and differences were found between 
the participants from architecture, design and sculpture. The following similarities 
and differences are those that are perhaps predictable but were not apparent from 
the literature. 
Similarities: 
None of the interviewees used tools or methods to facilitate their interest in 
emotional aspects of their work. 
The participants did not view brainstorming as a creativity method. 
The interviewees held the attitude that constraints are a positive aspect of a 
project and facilitate creativity. 
Differences: 
The sculptors made a point of avoiding certain types or sources of inspiration 
whereas the architects and designers were keen on sourcing inspiration from 
anywhere. 
The architects and designers undertook more rigorous research that had 
more precise aims than the sculptors. 
The sculptors appeared to search for and research experiences to a greater 
degree than technical/facts anel figures which the architects and designers 
favoured. Most technical research undertaken by sculptors was focused on 
material properties / processing. 
The other similarities and differences found in this study, noted below, confirm with 
the literature and demonstrate how the study undertaken is potentially reflective of 
current art/design practice. These findings may not offer any additional 
contributions to knowledge but they were useful for identifying directions for future 
research. 
Similarities: 
Architects, designers and sculptors all undertake projects originating from 
clients and commiSSioners that have some form of brief. The sculptors 
however will not use a brief for their personal work. 
All of the interviewees undertake some form of research to further their work, 
but what they focus on differs. 
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Interviewees from each discipline researched into the users and conSidered 
them an important source of Information. 
The same research methods were used by participants from each discipline 
but how they were used and the focus of the interviewees varied. 
All of the interviewees sketched when generating Ideas. 
Creativity was considered by the interviewees to be a natural phenomenon 
that cannot be induced through the application of a method. 
Differences: 
The sculptors focused on making an artistic statements and working on 
Intangible aspects such as feelings and expressions. The architects and 
designers focused on more functional attributes. 
The clients for an architectural or design project work more closely with the 
architects and designers than clients commissioning a piece of sculpture. 
The architects and designers used more Inspiration tools to help them find an 
idea or direction, e.g. flow charts, image/mood boards. 
The generation of Ideas Is a more communal affair for the architects and 
designers. 
The sculptors would model at any time during a project, even at the very 
beginning to start a project. The designers would model/prototype later in a 
project once ideas have been developed. The architects rarely modelled in 
three dimensions. 
The architects and designers used computer visualisation more often than the 
sculptors. 
The sculptors were less willing to compromise than the architects and 
designers, even when undertaking a commissioned piece. 
One of the attitudes that the participants shared regarded constraints; most 
considered them to be unavoidable yet Inspiring and their attitude was generally a 
positive one. Another attitude that became apparent was the sculptors 
unwillingness to compromise their artistic intent or self-expression. They wanted to 
maintain control over their work. The architects and designers would only take 
such action if they felt strongly about the Situation, however, often their context 
and need to please the client prevented such behaviour on a regular basis. 
How useful process diagrams are for eliciting working processes is still unclear. A 
more negative perspective is that the data obtained is not as detailed as that from 
the interviews, however, it could represent the important aspects of a process that 
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are applied frequently. Furthermore, the shape of the drawn process could also 
represent how the participant perceives their working process, whether they work 
towards fixed stages or iteratively cycle from task to task. However, how a working 
process is drawn may be influenced by the participant's education. The one 
participant with no formal higher education in art or design found the task difficult 
and drew a unique and chaotic diagram. 
7.4.5 Part 2: The Design Exercise 
Data collected from the design exercise participants (2x architects, 3x designers, 2x 
sculptors) provided sufficient information to map the working processes they 
applied to solve the design brief. The sources of data were the diaries, interviews 
and the participants' development work. 
The process diagrams developed from the audio diary data in chapter six were 
awkward to follow since they included many arrows indicating iterations. 
Therefore, process diagrams developed from this design exercise were constructed 
differently. Data were divided into episodes of activity. Lawson (2004, p18), who 
used episodes to facilitate his description of the design process, regards them as 
"reasonably self-contained events that are focused on a particular theme which 
contribute toward solving the overall problem". Placing these episodes in 
chronological order provided an indication of the participants' working process from 
which similarities and differences could be identified. 
Overview of the Working Processes 
The design exercise began with a problem (to design a nutcracker) for the 
participants to solve and ended when they presented their solution; this provided 
the main axis of the process diagrams. Located on this axis are the episodes in 
apparent chronological order (black boxes). Three main episodes were identified 
from the data; these were exploration, development and generation of ideas, and 
detail development. The exploration episode consisted of activities that related to 
understanding the brief further, such as thinking around the problem, research or 
partaking in discussions on the topiC. All of the participants solved the brief by first 
undertaking some form of exploration. The development and generation of ideas 
episode was when the participants demonstrated actions that are often associated 
with ideation, such as sketching or prototyping ideas (Schon, 1983; Lawson, 2004). 
The third main episode was detail development where all of the participants focused 
on a particular idea that they would develop further to solve the brief. Actions 
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associated with this episode included increased attention on one particular idea, 
moving from general ideas to detailed aspects, production of engineering drawings 
or CAD visualisations just prior to revealing a final solution. The process diagrams 
show the episodes contained in distinct boxes, however, there is likely to be some 
overlap between them. For example, during an episode of exploration, a 
participant may have thought of many ideas but did not externalise or develop 
them until later. Four of the seven participants worked through these three 
episodes in this order (figure 7.7). 
Architect 7 
Problem 
Designer 1 
Pr~blem 
Designer 5 
Problem 
Sculptor 5 
Problem 
Development I 
generation of ideas 
Development I 
generation of ideas 
Development I 
generation of ideas 
Development { 
generation of ideas 
Solution 
Solution 
Solution 
Solution 
Figure 7.7 The four participants who applied the same process. 
The three remaining participants answered the brief by progressing through a 
slightly different process. Architect 5 was the only participant not to include all 
three episodes in his process. He answered the brief during his episode of 
exploration and his detail development episode consisted of the production of the 
presentation material. Designer 2 undertook a second episode of exploration since 
he became dissatisfied with his ideas. He re-evaluated the problem and developed 
a new idea. Sculptor 2 introduced another episode titled gestation. This was a 
period where little activity took place; the sculptor was waiting for an idea to come 
to him. Another sculptor who participated in the interviews also noted a period of 
gestation in his working process diagram where ideas were left to develop 
naturally. This seems similar to the incubation aspect of creativity theory where 
ideas develop naturally in the mind (Baxter, 1995). It was during the gestation 
episode when Sculptor 2 found his inspiration following an incident with some 
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automatic doors (he almost trapped his head between them and likened his head to 
a nut and how it would have been crushed; he moved on to research torture 
devices for suitable nut cracking mechanisms). Once this idea was developed he 
began to explore issues that related to it before further developing and detailing his 
solution. In contrast, the other participants were more proactive when searching 
for ideas during their episodes of exploration and idea development. Figure 7.8 
shows these three processes. 
Architect 5 
Problem 
Designer 2 
Problem 
Sculptor 2 
Problem 
Development I 
generation of ideas 
Solution 
Development I 
generation 01 ideatl 
Solution 
Development { 
generation of ideas 
Figure 7.8 The three participants who applied a slightly different process. 
Solution 
Six of the seven participants solved the design brief following a process of 
exploration, development and generation of ideas, and detail development. Despite 
the low fidelity of these processes there is an indication that these architects, 
designers and sculptors applied a similar working processes when solving this 
design brief. This demonstrates that these people, who are perceived to be 
creative, generate their ideas from a process of research and development over a 
period of time. 
Detailed View of the Working Processes 
The process diagrams in the previous section did not show the true level of detail of 
the participants' working processes. The episodes could be broken down further to 
reveal specific actions and thoughts. This is illustrated in figure 7.9. Each episode 
consisted of at least one action or activity (orange boxes) and these in turn 
consisted of the disclosed thoughts the participants had (blue boxes). Two of the 
participants noted actions that they would have liked to have undertaken but were 
unable to do so; these are presented in the green boxes. 
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Most of the differences occurred within the episodes. The precise actions and 
thoughts of the participants indicated the different ways they approached and 
progressed through the solving of the design brief. To demonstrate this, the four 
participants who had worked through the same episodes in an identical order are 
now shown in figure 7.9 with their episodes expanded to show how they proceeded 
to answer the design brief. It is clear that each of them had their own personal 
goal. 
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Mechanism 
Pmcticalities 
Surfoces 
$clIlplUles 
Solution 
Figure 7.9 The four participants with the same episodes but different goals. 
This phenomenon also occurred with three other participants who had worked 
through the episodes slightly differently from the participants mentioned previously. 
Their process diagrams are shown in figure 7.10. 
Architect 5 
Problem 
Designer 2 
Problem 
P~sl expelience 
Nut cmc~ers 
NIII type 
N3ture 
Solution 
Solution 
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Sculptor 2 
Problem 
Figure 7.10 The three participants with different episodes and agendas. 
In the next part of this chapter the participants working processes are compared. 
This comparison is divided into three sections, one for each of the episodes: 
exploration (and gestation), development/generating ideas and detail development. 
Figure 7.11 shows the link between these episodes and the sections used in the 
interview protocol for the first part of this study (section 7.2). The episodes were 
used since they were inferred from actual data collected and not from the 
literature. 
InterView protocol Design exercise episodes 
Type of work 
'ploralion -0 Exploration 
p'Obleme/ ../ 
Inspiration 
Development I 
". ~ generating ideas 
Research ~ 
Id$a generation 
---------. Detail developm~nt 
Creativity 
Figure 7.11 Links between the terminologies used in the interview and design 
exercise studies 
Exploration (and Gestation) 
The two architects explored the design brief through discussions with colleagues. 
Architect 5 stated that this was an important aspect of his architectural practice and 
this was when they would question the brief. The designers and sculptors not 
discussing the exercise with others seems Improbable, however, the architects were 
the only participants who noted it. From these discussions architect 5 concluded 
that the brief did not need solving and other than presenting this solution he had 
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completed the exercise. None of the other participants came to this conclusion; 
instead they focused on aspects of nut cracking that interested them. 
Sculptor 5 approached the design exercise differently from the other participants. 
His first decision was to produce his nutcracker in stone due to his expertise as a 
stone carver and this was a logical starting pOint for him. This corresponds with the 
thoughts of Cuffaro and Ostrow (2005) who noted artists as being capable of 
constructing the final article, unlike many designers. sculptor 5 chose to focus on 
the incongruous balance between elegance and the brutal act of nut cracking. 
Sculptor 2 also considered his perspective for approaching the exercise. He chose 
to follow a sculptural route since he favoured the idea of celebrating the act of nut 
cracking rather than treating the exercise as a design project and considering users 
and ergonomics. The sculptors appeared to approach this design exercise from a 
sculptural perspective and treat it as if it were a commissioned piece of art. The 
project brief may not have been natural to them but they applied their art 
experience to solve it. 
I was not necessarily going to go down the line of producing a very 
ergonomic article that ... I sort of got interested in it in the other way 
round in a sense where by you, the notion of celebrating the idea of 
cracking a nut. (Sculptor 2). 
When interviewed, the sculptors discussed their approach perspectives within the 
first few minutes. The architects' and designers' perspectives were formed from 
the results of other activities such as research or discussions and this was the 
reason why they were disclosed later in the interview. This could be due to the 
architects and designers' specifications including more precise areas of interest, 
such as the user, potential markets and commercial aspects, rather than the 
intangible and more philosophical aspects the sculptors focus on. Additionally, the 
sculptors considered their designs to be a one-off or a piece of functional sculpture 
and not something considered for mass production, as the other participants' 
designs seemed to be. 
Three of the seven participants (architect 7, designer 1 and sculptor 2) undertook 
research to gather information. The architect looked for existing nutcrackers and 
other similar products in the shops. The designer and sculptor browsed the 
Internet for images, which they used in different ways. The designer produced an 
image taxon showing types of nutcracker as well as a mind map of potential market 
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niches and types of user, which contributed towards the development of a design 
specification and his approach to solving the brief. Such commercial issues are 
typical considerations for industrial designers (Pugh, 1991; Baxter, 1995). He 
stated that he would have liked to have undertaken more research with users and 
watched how they used existing nutcrackers; however, not having time to do this 
he relied on his gut feelings. He stated that he did not normally work in that way 
but it was an interesting change. The sculptor used images to facilitate the 
generation of ideas for aesthetics and mechanisms. Furthermore, the focus of the 
images in the sculptor's research was less utilitarian. While the architect and 
designer concentrated on existing nutcrackers and mechanisms the sculptor· 
searched for old nutcrackers, Victorian kitchenware and medieval torture devices. 
Those who did not undertake actual research explored the brief by writing or 
sketching their own thoughts and perspectives towards the brief. 
Generation and Development of Ideas 
All of the participants used sketching to generate and develop ideas for solving the 
brief. The majority of the sketches were small and appear to have been drawn 
quickly. Sketches such as these are typical of how many architects and designers 
begin generating ideas through visualisation of existing ideas and the how the act 
of sketching can facilitate the formation of new ideas (Goldschmidt, 1994; Schon, 
1983). This, it seems, is also true for sculptors. During the exploration and Idea 
generation episodes sketching enabled them to understand their research, their 
thoughts and to visualise how things may be or work, such as mechanisms. 
For three of the participants (architect 7, designers 5 and 2) it was during this 
episode, following a period of sketching, that they decided on their design 
specifications. However, designer 2 and sculptor 2 required more information and 
entered into a second episode of exploration. When sculptor 2 continued with the 
development of his idea he did 50 by playing with materials in his studio; he 
appeared to be the only participant to develop his ideas in this way. 
Detail Development 
The detail development episode was when the participants developed their favoured 
idea into a solution that would satisfy the design brief. How the partiCipants 
detailed their ideas varied. The two architects drew their solutions. Architect 7 
produced engineering drawings to ensure the components would fit together. She 
stated that these drawings were developmental and a means to present her 
solution. Two of the designers (1 and 3) produced CAD visualisations and the 
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remaining designer produced sketches. The two designers who used CAD seem to 
have developed their idea as they constructed their final models/visualisations. 
This is inferred from the apparent 'jump' from a small rough sketch to the precise 
CAD visual. Due to this these two designers could be categorised as black box 
designers (Jones, 1992). The sculptors were the only participants to construct and 
present their solutions as fully working pieces. 
During the detail development episode, architect 7 stated that during the 
production of the engineering drawings she appraised her solution and thought of 
additional ideas. For example, she proposed two versions of her nutcracker, a 
small individual one and one twice the size for use by a group of people. Also 
during this episode she thought of the materials and manufacturing methods. 
Designer 1 also considered his choice of material at this stage. This was the 
reverse order to sculptor 5 who had chosen his material at the beginning of the 
exercise. 
With the exception of sculptor 2, the participants quite naturally considered the 
exercise to be over once they had solved the brief and submitted their work. 
However, when sculptor 2 submitted his solution he stated that it was only a 
prototype and that he wanted more time to develop the idea which was important 
to him. To enable him to do this he requested his prototype be returned to him on 
completion of this research. This could be an indication of a difference noted in the 
interview study where some sculptors are on a personal journey of discovery 
implying a degree of project perpetuity. Sculptor 5, the stone carver, did not view 
his project in this way but this could be due to the fact that his commissioned work 
has more specific deadlines, similar to the architects and designers. Figure 7.12 
shows the participants' solutions to the design brief. 
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Architect 5 
Arch itect 7 
Designer 5 
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Designer 2 
• 
Designer 1 
Sculptor 5 
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Sculptor 2 
Figure 7.12 The final nutcracker designs 
7.4.6 Attitudes from the Design Exercise Data 
The three designers and architect 7 solved the design brief by focusing on aspects 
of nut cracking that were either important to them or perceived to be important to 
other users. These were practical requirements of a nutcracker, such as its ability 
to crack the shell and how safe it was to use. They also noted the importance of 
not making a mess and this was a key consideration for them. Three of the five 
solutions they produced were designed to catch the shell and the mechanism was 
hidden away or required m inimal input to operate. However, the sculptors held an 
opposing attitude; they both focused on the act of nut cracking . Sculptor 5 
explored the contradiction between the brutal act of bashing a nut and the elegance 
of the piece. Sculptor 2 wished to celebrate the act and action of cracking a nut. 
They did not mention the needs of the user or highlight problems with existing 
nutcrackers and neither were concerned with mess. On the contra ry mess was 
considered, especially by sculptor 2, to be an important and fun part of cracking a 
nut. 
Whether or not mess is a good thing is not a point for discussion in this thesis ; 
however, the key finding is that the two sculptors saw something positive in what 
the designers and architect clearly assumed to be negative. This suggests that the 
sculptors, who may not be familiar with the rules of usability or user centred 
design, thought of other aspects to consider when developing their nutcrackers. 
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Lawson (1994) described this phenomenon and inferred that people will approach a 
project from their own perspectives. Due to the small sample size, this distinction 
between the disciplines could be a coincidence, nevertheless, it may point towards 
and support the notion that sculptors do approach projects from a different 
perspective to designers or architects. 
7.4.7 Summary of Part 2 
As with the findings from part one, many of the similarities and differences noted 
from this part concur with the literature. However, a few differences, that were 
less predictable became apparent: 
The sculptors approached the project by noting their material and/or a 
particular theme they would focus on, which was of an intangible nature. The 
architects and designers noted aspects of their specification later in the 
project following research. 
Sculptor 2 searched for unusual and less utilitarian sources of inspiration. The 
architects and designers focused on existing nutcrackers, market niches and 
users. 
The sculptors held a different attitude towards aspects of nut cracking. 
Aspects the architects and designers deemed to be negative were considered 
to be positive by the sculptors. 
Other similarities and differences noted, that concur with the literature, are as 
follows: 
Similarities: 
The majority of the participants worked through the design exercise by 
applying a similar working process: exploration, ideation and detail 
development. The main differences occurred within the episodes. 
All of the participants sketched when generating ideas. 
Differences: 
The architects and designers worked on ideas that could be mass-produced, 
where as the sculptors considered theirs to be a one off piece. 
Sculptor 2 appeared to be the only participant to generate and develop ideas 
through playing with material in his studio. 
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The architect, designers and sculptors presented their final ideas differently. 
The sculptors were the only participants to model physically their designs. 
The designers used CAD and the architect produced engineering drawings. 
The main difference in attitude concerned the identification of positive or negative 
aspects of nut cracking. The designers and architect considered the act of cracking 
and the mess to be a negative aspect whereas the sculptors regarded it to be 
positive and worthy of celebration - they approached the project from different 
perspectives. 
7.5 General Discussion 
The findings from this study correspond with those from study one. The 
questionnaire study revealed the sculptors' preference for more intangible and 
expressive topic areas which were also noted for the sculptors in this study. Also, 
like the students in the audio diary study, the professional sculptors did not like to 
compromise. The working processes also appeared to be similar in both studies 
with a general consensus of exploration, ideation and development. The key 
difference appears to be what the participants focused their attention on and what 
they perceived to be important. 
The above observation was also noted in a studiO session organised concurrently 
with study two (appendix 2.4) [4]. The studiO session was an organised event 
where design students were given a sculptural brief to solve by a professional 
sculptor. The aim for the session was to observe differences between the sculptor 
and design students. The brief developed by the sculptor required the students to 
design a new playground using garment patterns as their sole source of inspiration; 
this concurs with the findings from study two where the sculptors were more 
selective of their sources. The design students considered the use of a single and 
unusual source of inspiration to be an interesting way of working. One further 
similarity between the studio session and study two was the differences in opinion 
the participants had regarding sketching and modelling. The sculptors in both 
studies favoured modelling and doing so early in a project, sometimes as a starting 
point. The designers were less willing to model their playground ideas, preferring 
to sketch them instead. The professional designers who spoke of modelling or 
prototyping their ideas would do this later in a project. From the studiO session and 
[4] Appendix 2.4 consists of the full report of the studio session. 
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this study it is clear that sculptors and designers approach their projects differently 
despite working through the similar episodes noted previously. 
The processes identified from this study do correspond with those in the literature, 
such as those from Pugh (1991) and Baxter (1995) with regard to the generic 
stages of designing; however, the differences occur within these episodes. One 
particular difference is the what the participants choose to focus on and how they 
think when developing their ideas. This phenomenon has been noted in the 
literature where artists were found to think differently from the architects with 
whom they were collaborating (Fernie, 2006). Some of the differences noted by 
Fernie (ibid) correspond with those found in this study, such as the artists focusing 
on experiences, being used to working on their own and being more Idea focused 
than project focused. 
Within this study the first three objectives have been achieved: the participants' 
working processes have been identified, similarities and differences have been 
noted between them and differences in their attitudes were found. The fourth 
objective for this study was to determine whether the decision to research into 
sculpture, originally based on the findings from study one, remained viable In the 
light of the more detailed data collected from the interviews and design exercise. 
Looking back through the chapter to the findings from the interviews and design 
exercise and at the summary lists It is apparent that the majority of differences are 
between the sculptors and the other participants. The sculptors may follow a 
similar generic process but within this they have particular ways of achieving their 
goals that differ to the ways a designer or architect will progress. The architects, 
who were Included in this study for their ability to develop functional buildings that 
can also captivate human desires, were found in this study to work in a similar 
manner to the designers. When sourcing inspiration they would search almost 
anywhere, and so too would the designers (the sculptors were more selective). 
Many of the partiCipants used similar research methods but the architects and 
designers were more rigorous and when undertaking a research project they had 
clear aims in mind. The generation of Ideas was a more communal affair for the 
architects and designers and they each detailed their Ideas using CAD software. 
The main difference between the architects and designers was their attitude 
towards physical modelling. The sculptors' attitudes also differed from those of the 
architects and designers in the design exercise where they worked on the same 
brief but explored and appraised it differently. The architects' and designers' 
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approach to the exercise have more in common with each other than with those of 
the sculptors. 
The final objective was to identify aspects (episodes, activities, etc) of the art 
process that could be studied more closely in future research, from which art 
methods could be sourced. The aspects worthy of future research were those that 
appeared to differ the most from the actions of the industrial designers. These may 
contain methods that are unfamiliar to designers and may facilitate their creativity; 
this is based on the theory of trying something new (Fletcher, 2001). These 
aspects were determined from the two lists of similarities and differences identified 
from the interviews and design exercise. In total there were sixteen differences, of 
which eight referred to the exploration episodes at the beginning of the processes: 
how they approach a project and explore a topic area. The remaining eight 
differences related to the other two episodes or more general aspects, such as 
attitude. The number of similarities totalled eleven and four of these referred to 
the exploration episode; however, these were general similarities, for example, 
they all used projects briefs when working with clients or they all undertook some 
form of research activity. Therefore, despite working through similar episodes, it is 
the activity within these differs and the sculptors appear to differ the most from the 
architects and designers during the exploration episode. One further difference 
identified is how the sculptors approached and began their project work. The 
sculptors often focused on intangible aspects such as themes or feelings whereas 
the architects and designers did not appear to work like this; instead they selected 
more functional specifications later in project following research activity. 
When the findings from the design exercise were compared to the reflections of the 
architects participating in the tea and coffee towers project (TCT) (Mendini, 2003) 
some resemblances were noted. Unfortunately due to having only the book that 
accompanied the TCT project as reference these resemblances are purely 
speculative but they do help to demonstrate a more sculptural approach to 
designing. 
The participants of both projects worked within a similar context; they had fewer 
constraints to work to and could solve the brief as they Wished. David Chlpperfield, 
one of the participants of the TCT project noted this additional freedom: 
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Freed from the industrial and economic constraints of commercial 
design, the preferences of the author are both liberated and exposed. 
(Mendini, 2003, p55) 
The TCT participants seemed to enjoy this freedom with many of the architects' 
passages in the book referring to the development of self-expressive solutions. For 
example: 
Start with the world (since the tea and coffee set should contain 
everything that's needed for serving coffee and/or tea, it should be a 
self enclosure, it should be a world in itself, it should wind around itself 
and wrap itself up). We could start with any regularised form, any 
standard, any convention (that can then be deViated fromJ since we've 
used the word 'world~ let's start with a sphere. (Vito Acconci, ibid, p21) 
The reason why I designed this coffee set in abstract white ceramics was 
that I wanted to express the blank spaces that spread infinitely. And of 
course, the frogs allude to water. (Toyo Ito, ibid, pl03) 
Working as architects in a 'new world' grid city, we have a perspective 
that is unconstrained by 'old world'limitations . ... Our proposal therefore 
is for a tea and coffee set that stands as a tower - a micro-skyscraper 
for the table. (Denton Corker Marshal/, ibid, p63) 
Of the twenty-two architects who participated in the TCT project it appears that 
only three referred to commercial issues such as mass production or users in 
general; however, their designs still seemingly originated from a personal 
perspective. In contrast, the architects and designers participating in the design 
exercise focused on more commercial issues and existing products, allowing these 
to influence their solutions. The sculptors were more self-expressive and focused 
on intangible and more abstract aspects, as did the TCT architects. This 
demonstrates that those from disciplines other than sculpture can approach a 
project with intangible aspects in mind and is perhaps a way of thinking that can be 
learnt or applied. Therefore, perhaps any methods sculptors may use to think and 
work in this way could be used by industrial designers. 
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7.6 Conclusions 
The main conclusion from this research is that the sculptors differed from the other 
participants by approaching and exploring their work differently. In particular, they 
selected their approach perspective (goal) at the beginning of a project and not 
after research as the designers and architects did. 
Other findings from the study confirm the literature and existing knowledge. The 
findings noted below are those that also helped to provide a direction for the next 
study. 
The architects were too similar to the designers in these studies to be 
considered for inclusion in future research. Their working processes were 
similar, used similar methods, researched using similar methods, focused on 
similar aspects and held similar attitudes. 
The sculptors, architects and designers applied a similar working process with 
general episodes of exploration, ideation and detail development. 
The sculptors held different attitudes to the designers and architects; they 
were less concerned with utilitarian aspects and more interested in the 
experience. 
Sculptors appear to find their inspiration from different sources to the 
designers and architects. 
Therefore, how sculptors approach and explore a project, rather than their general 
process which appears to be similar to deSigners, is a topic worthy of future 
research and is where methods that may be of use to designers may reside. These 
conclusions contributed towards achieving the research aim through the 
identification of where to look for the art methods that could facilitate design 
creativity. 
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In this chapter the details and findings from the third study of this research are 
presented. This study was the simplest to complete since it was essentially a hunt 
and gathering exercise as depicted by Thackara's quote in the introduction (section 
1.1). As with previous studies this one also begins with a rationale and the aims 
and objectives for the study. The applied method and strategy for analysing data 
collected are detailed prior to the discussion of the data. 
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8.1 Rationale 
From the previous study, sculptors were found to work slightly differently from the 
industrial designers and architects who participated, especially with regard to how 
they approached and explored their projects. The purpose of this study was to 
focus on the sculptors and discover in more detail how they did this. In particular 
the focus moved from the overall working process to identifying any methods the 
sculptors may use when progressing their work. 
8.1.1 Aim 
The aim for this study was to identify methods the sculptors used to approach and 
explore their work. 
8.1.2 Objectives 
The objectives for achieving this aim were: 
To obtain detailed information from professional sculptors regarding 
how they work, especially when beginning a project. 
To review the data collected for methods used. 
8.2 Method 
The most suitable data collection method for identifying methods used by sculptors 
when approaching and exploring projects was deemed to be the interview. The 
interview method has been used previously in studies 1 and 2 for its suitability for 
collecting detailed qualitative data in a fleXible manner where the interviewer can 
control the session and react with further questions to the interviewees' responses. 
To obtain details of the methods used, the interviewees were asked to recall how 
they had worked through three of their past projects. This approach simplified the 
exploration for methods since the partiCipants could refer back to precise 
experiences that have occurred and would therefore be easier to recall. Methods 
identified in this way would have originated from events that had, according to the 
interviewee, occurred and the methods were more likely to have been tried and 
tested by them. Supposing how they may have worked on a future or hypothetical 
project may have resulted in less reliable data for it would not be based on fact. 
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The interview protocol was designed to encourage the interviewee to talk freely 
about their projects and the interviewer would intervene when clarification or more 
information was required, or to direct the progression of the interview. Cohen, 
Manion and Morrison (2000) referred to this type of interview as an interview gUide 
approach and the use of an outline (e.g. recollection of three projects) can result in 
comprehensive data being collected. The consequence of the absence of precise 
questions means that data is not comparable between participants (Cohen, Manion 
and Morrison, ibid). However, comparability was not a requirement of this study. 
Data were collected using two techniques. The interviews were audiO recorded in 
order to collect everything that was said. However, from study 2 it was discovered 
that some of the sculptors worked In noisy enVironments, such as communal studio 
spaces with other artists. On occasions the dicta phone was unable to record the 
interviewees' voices clearly. Therefore, to avoid this the Interviewer also took notes 
in addition to the audio recording. This note taking reduced the time required for 
sorting data since the interviewer could identify and note the methods during the 
interviews. Data reduction such as this can occur throughout a qualitative research 
project (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 
8.2.1 The Sample 
The sample targeted were professional practising sculptors working in England. 
This sample were located via the axis website (www.axisweb.org). Axis is a 
charitable organisation that enables British based artists to promote themselves by 
uploading their portfolios to a website. Search functions can be used to locate a 
particular type of artist, such as sculptors. The sculptors' work can then be 
reViewed to determine whether or not they are a conceptual artist, prior to 
contacting them. 
Pilot interviews were undertaken with two professional sculptors (sculptors 2 and 
5), who had participated in study 2, to test the design of this study. Once 
completed the interviewees were asked for their opinions of the session and of the 
questions asked. Neither of them expressed any problems regarding the 
recollection or description of three past projects. Sculptor 5 commented on the 
suitability of this research method since sculptors generally love to talk about their 
work and themselves. Consequently, the interview design remained unaltered and 
data from these two participants were included in the analysis. Thirteen other 
sculptors were also recruited for partiCipation in this study (sculptors 8 to 20). 
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8.3 Data Analysis and Identifying Methods 
From the outset of this study, the researcher was aware that the aim was to 
identify methods and it was natural that the notes made reflected this interest. 
However, the audio recordings of the interviews were used to check the hand 
written notes for omissions and to ensure they corresponded accurately with what 
was said. Since the information required was of a precise nature and easily 
identifiable, verbatim transcriptions were considered unnecessary. Robson (2002) 
agrees that while audio recordings are vital for increasing the trustworthiness of 
qualitative research they do not always require transcribing to obtain the findings. 
Nvivo was used to simplify the search for methods since aspects could be coded 
and clustered. This revealed and grouped the participants who used similar 
methods. 
In chapter 2, a method was described as an aspect of a project that can be a way 
of working, such as using a tool like brainstorming or sketching, or a way of 
thinking or approaching a project. In short, a method is a way of doing something 
and therefore, what the sculptors do to approach and explore their projects can be 
considered a method. A few examples are noted below: 
One participant was noted for describing herself as a systems artist: 
She is a 'systems artist' where she sets and works to strict criteria that 
she will only work within a certain area. For example she limited herself 
to just using angle iron or to a philosophy, in this case continuous line 
and colour. She would follow the rules but would often not know what 
would happen until it appeared. (Sculptor 8) 
A few other interviewees were also noted for applying rules: 
For one piece she regimented her drawing time to a certain number of 
hours for each piece to see how she could get rhythm into a piece. 
(Sculptor 9) 
He said that he would apply his rules, these are: particular colours, 
forms, material use and a way of leading the eye. (Sculptor 10) 
From these interviewees, the method of systems approach was formed, where a set 
of rules are applied by the artist/designer prior to generating ideas; these act as 
guides or constraints by which to work. This method originated predominantly from 
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sculptor 8 but other sculptors were found to apply rules too. Methods can also be 
sourced from individuals, for example: 
She does not like conflict but aims to simplify the experience and 
focuses on one dominant aspect such as form or colour. (Sculptor 11). 
The above sculptor described her dislike of conflicting aspects of a piece and she 
preferred to focus on a single aspect and simplify the experience. This 
demonstrates how a simple statement can reveal a method. 
8.4 Results and Discussion 
The strategy of asking the fifteen sculptors in an interview to recall past projects, 
combined with a clear focus for noting how they worked, enabled 44 methods to be 
identified. In order to reduce bias and ensure analytical rigour was maintained, 
three design researchers and one lecturer reviewed the methods. The review 
process required the four reviewers to read and comment on the methods, using 
the following criteria as a guide: 
Are any methods hard to understand? 
Are any methods too similar to another method in the list? 
Are any methods too long or complex - should they be split? 
Are any of the methods too simple, offer no obvious assistance or are 
confusing? 
The purpose of the review session was to filter any methods that perhaps were not 
really a method or offered no obvious assistance. One method was deleted and two 
other methods were merged into one since they were too similar to each other. 
The final number of methods identified from the fifteen sculptors was 42. The 
statements from the interviews, from whic~ the methods were extracted, can be 
seen in appendix 3.1. 
The 42 methods can be divided into two types. The first (n=17) are those that are 
advice orientated. These methods are more abstract and apply to personal 
philosophies, general ways of working or sources of inspiration. The second (n=25) 
are those that are more obvious in their application and have a clearer procedure. 
The methods are listed below in tables 8.1 and 8.2. Each table consists of the 
methods' name; the number of sculptors who applied the method; a brief 
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description; links to the literature or their similarity to methods noted in previous 
studies. 
Advice No. Corresponding 
Method - Sculptors Basic description of method method from 
Name n/15 literature 
Knowledge based 
Blind 
Most things are related in someway or can creativity (Dasgupta, 
2 inspire seeming unrelated things. Take 1996). Biassocation 
research 
time to research anything at all. theory (Koestelier. 
1970) 
Ideas can strike anywhere; be prepared. 
Capture 5 Sculptors take note pads or sketchbooks 
with them wherever they go. 
Those sculptors who worked with children 
IDEO employs children 
Child's view 2 
found them to be more freethinking, 
in their design process 
viewing the world from a different (Kelley. 2005). 
perspective. 
Similar to 
Removing or questioning constraints and 
brainstorming but 
Constraints 2 thinking that anything is possible -
more insular and 
throughout a project. 
longer duration. 
Many sculptors will talk to anyone about Less focused version of 
Dialogue 8 their work or ideas in order to bounce brainstorming (Kelley 
ideas around and have abstract thoughts. and litman. 2001) 
Changing and workrng in a new or Similar to the Set 
Environment 4 alternative environment; this change can designer noted by 
help generate new ideas. Kelley (2005). 
A couple of sculptors referred to the 
Study two - two of the 
First idea - importance of their first ideas; often they 
2 architects referred this 
best idea were the most intuitive and better than 
subsequent ideas. 
philosophy. 
This regards knowing or finding out what 
Head soup 1 makes your mind tick, identifying the 
conditions in which you are most creative. 
Honesty 6 
This regards matching your morals and 
ethics to your work. 
Sculptors work towards developing and 
evolving their own language; language is Noted in Study two by 
language 8 
the essence of your work and what makes a designer. 
you unique. 
One third of the sculptors referred to 
Bionics (VanGundy, 
Nature 5 nature as an important source of 
inspiration. 
1988). 
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Advice No. Corresponding, 
Method - Sculptors Basic description of method method from 
Name n/1S literature 
Considering SOurces of inspiration 
carefully; are they too obvious, would 
ViP (Hekkert and van 
Obviousness 3 everyone begin a project with that source? 
Less obvious sources may provoke more 
Dijk, 2001). 
innovative ideas. 
Sculptors rarely allow art to inform art. 
Thackara (2005) noted 
Out of the the importance of 
4 Some sculptors look to other disciplines for 
discipline 
ideas, processes, inspiration etc. 
looking elsewhere for 
processes. 
This is not just observing what people do 
People 
4 
or how they do things but also noting the Noted by a designer in 
watching physicality of the body: the shapes, study two. 
colours, positions, movement and so on. 
The sculptors appeared to think very hard 
Philosophy 6 about their work and look for abstract 
ways of interpreting Situations or ideas. 
Sculptors are often experts in a particular 
Process 7 
process or using a particular material. 
However, they frequently try new 
materials or ways of doing things. 
Some sculptors would take a break from 
Incubation period in 
Relax 6 
their work and relax if they were struggling 
creativity process 
to progress. Taking a walk was a popular (Baxter, 1995) 
relaxation method. 
Sculptors do not copy things directly, but 
Source of inspiration -
follows biassocation 
Reprocessing 5 interpret things in their own way, re~ 
applying other people's ideas, 
theory (Koestelfer, 
1970) 
This regards the withholding of 
Spoon 
3 
information, requiring the viewer to think 
feeding for themselves and interpret things in their 
on way. 
One sculptor kept an eye on how she 
worked, and when things were getting too 
Too 
1 easy or repetitive she purposely altered 
comfortable 
her working process - avoids complacency 
and encourages new ideas. 
Some sculptors made a point of asking Why technique (De 
Why 3 themselves why they liked Or disliked Bono, 1990 and Van 
something. Oech,1984) 
Table 8.1 Advice orientated methods from the sculptors. 
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No. Corresponding 
Technique 
Sculptors Description of method method from 
Method 
n/15 literature 
Surrounding themselves with things they 
Study one - textile 
students were noted 
Collections 3 find elegant, beautiful, ugly and so on can 
be inspiring. for collecting items for 
inspiration. 
One sculptor bel"leved that reducing the 
Study two - another 
Conflict 1 
number of conflicting elements in a piece 
sculptor worked In this 
CQuld enhance the overall experience, 
making it more pure. 
way. 
Conventions 2 
Breaking conventions or assumptions can Breaking assumptions 
lead to new ideas, (De Bono, 1990) 
Artefacts consist of many elements such as Rowena Kostellow 
line, planes, volumes, textures, colours and taught a design 
Detail 2 so on. Two sculptors noted how they select programme that 
particular elements to focus on and touched on this. 
develop. (Hannah, 2002) 
This is the fundamental aspect of a piece. 
Study two - architects 
Sculptors focus on this and work to realise 
Essence 8 and designers noted 
it. Sculptural essences tend to be more 
finding core issues. 
intangible (feelings, emotions) 
Using a piece of card with a square cut out, 
Method used in schools 
Frames 1 the user can frame things; this can reduce 
of art. 
the amount of surrounding information. 
Architects stated this 
One third of the sculptors used historical in study two. 
History 5 
information to inspire ideas for their work. Biassocation theory 
(Koesteller, 1970) 
Interaction 3 
Nothing lives in isolation; therefore, note Biassocation theory 
and consider possible interactions. (Koestller, 1970) 
links\reJations 
Linking seemingly unrelated things can Biassocation theory 
4 
promote new ideas. (Koestller, 1970) 
Mindless Ideas can develop from mindless mark Method used in schools 
4 
mark making making or doodlJng. of art. 
Modelling ideas was an important method 
Study two - the 
for all but one sculptor - no amount of 
Modelling 14 designers also model 
sketching can replace physical interaction 
to test ideas. 
with models. 
Play is unstructured doodling in three 
Play 11 dimensions; many ideas can form from this Play (Van Oech, 1984) 
interaction with media. 
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No. Corresponding 
Technique 
Sculptors Description of method method from 
Method 
n/15 literature 
Altering scale and the perspective of things Aldo Rossi sketched 
Scale 5 can change the way things are seen, using extreme scales 
helping to generate new ideas. (Rossi, 1988) 
One third of the sculptors liked to produce a 
Similar to Adidas when 
Series 5 series of pieces that share a theme: 
they design safe and 
different perspectives of the same project. risky concepts (Lucas, 
2004) 
Some sculptors develop pieces that are 
Study two - architects 
Site specific 5 destined for a particular site. Sites can 
also design for sites 
inspire ideas and direct projects. Biassocation theory (Koesteller, 1970) 
Systems 
A systems artist will apply self-imposed Selecting criteria 
5 rules on their ideation; such constraints can (Cross, 1994; Jones, 
approach 
also inspire new ideas. 1992) 
Almost half the sculptors interviewed liked 
Twist 7 to include a pleasant twist or surprise in 
their work for the viewer to find. 
One sculptor would reverse engineer his 
Uncomfortable 1 
pieces by starting to develop pieces he did 
not like and then work out why he did not 
·Iike it and change aspects to improve it. 
One sculptor said to be an artist you must 
Ways of 
learn how to look. To inspire ideas, some 
3 sculptors looked at things differently, 
seeing 
putting things under microscopes or taking 
aerial photographs. 
Not all sculptors work in isolation, a few Study two - the 
hold workshops to allow members of the architects and 
Workshops 4 
public to generate ideas that they can designers referred to 
interpret. using workshops. 
Table 8.2 Technique orientated methods from the sculptors. 
From this study it is apparent that sculptors use methods (advice/strategy or 
technique) to help them progress their artwork. Art does not appear to be the 
random realisation of a form that some in the literature believe it to be; instead art 
is often the result of applied processes that can help the artist to generate ideas 
and explore possibilities. The most common methods, those stated by seven 
sculptors or more, were: 
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Modelling and playing are the top two methods used by the sculptors demonstrating 
that these are perhaps important ways of exploring and approaching a project. 
These two aspects were also noted in study 2 (chapter 7) as being used by the 
sculptors and reinforces this inference. The three other commonly applied methods 
are more philosophical since they refer to ways of thinking and approaching a 
project. Essence refers to the core focus of a project, the key aspect that guides 
the sculptor and as in studies 1 and 2 these were mostly intangible characteristics 
such as feelings, emotions and experiences. 
Should these findings be applied to the general population of sculptors it could be 
inferred that the majority will apply methods similar to the aforementioned top five. 
This contributes towards demystifying the phenomenon of how sculptors work that 
was discussed in chapter 3. However, a further 37 methods were also identified 
and that 31 of them were stated by five sculptors or fewer. This is an indication 
that despite having a few commonly applied methods many more are applied on an 
individual or niche basis. Perhaps the sculptural process is more varied than the 
findings from previous studies suggest. 
When reading through the list of methods identified, it is clear that a number of 
them are not new in the sense that they have been noted in literature. One area of 
the literature that has many links (~15/42) is creatiVity, noted in chapter 2. Some 
have loose links with the brainstorming technique that is used by designers (Kelley 
and Littman, 1999) and others are similar to techniques promoted by De Bono 
(1990). The most common link to creativity appears to be Koesteller's (1970) 
bisociation theory where the methods encourage the user to look for links between 
two seemingly unconnected aspects. 
With regard to the overall aim of the research, to explore the arts for methods that 
may facilitate design creativity, the similarities to creativity methods could be a 
concern. In study 2 designers were found to have a low opinion of creativity 
methods which concurred with the findings of Roy (1993). However, when 
disguised as art methods designers may not dismiss them so readily. Furthermore, 
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during the interviews none of the sculptors referred to creativity methods or their 
use of them; these links appear to be more cOincidental than definitive decisions by 
the sculptors to use creativity methods. 
Six of the methods identified were similar to those used by the designers 
interviewed in study two and are unlikely to contribute to design any further. For 
example, the designers mentioned modelling their ideas, people watching, finding 
the essence of a product, brainstorming, developing their own language and using 
workshops or focus groups. A further seven methods were also similar to those 
used by designers in industry, noted in the literature (chapter 2), such as 
developing a series of ideas in parallel, selecting key criteria to work to or recruiting 
children in the design process. From the previous studies and the literature it was 
found that artists work towards different goals and work from different perspectives 
to designers, yet from this study it is surprising to find that they appear to use 
similar methods. 
Kelley, (2005) wrote a book titled The Ten Faces of Innovation which describes 
particular characters in an organisation that contribute towards innovation. When 
describing the traits of these characters, Kelley (ibid) also noted ways in which they 
worked and the methods that they may apply. When comparing the methods 
identified from the sculptors with those noted by Kelley, some similarities were 
apparent. For example, the anthropologist is an innovator who searches for 
inspiration from all sources with an open mind and one who looks at situations from 
different perspectives. An anthropologist at IDEO employs children and people as 
sources of inspiration in workshops or by simply watching them undertake tasks, as 
do some of the sculptors. The anthropologist will also be ready to capture any 
information as it happens using their camera phone or notebook and five sculptors 
also stated similar advice. Table 8.3 (overleaf) consists of Kelley's ten faces of 
innovation and the methods stated by the sculptors that appear to correspond to 
each. 
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Number of methods that 
Innovator Methods 
seem to correspond. 
The anthropologist 
5/42 
Capture ( Child's view ( Interaction ( People 
watching ( Workshops 
The experimenter 2/42 Modelling ( Play 
The cross-pollinator 4/42 
Blind research / links/relations / Out of the 
discipline I Reprocessing 
The hundler 3(42 Why / Conventions I Constraints 
The collaborator 2(42 Dialogue ( Collections ( (Workshops) 
The director lf42 Relax 
The experience-
4/42 
(Collections) / Detail / Twist / Spoon 
architect feeding J Too comfortable 
The set deSigner 2/42 Head soup / Environment 
The storyteller 1/42 Essence 
The caregiver 0/42 
Total 24/42 
Table 8.3 links between Kelley's (2005) ten faces of innovation and the methods 
identified in this study. 
It is impossible to make definitive links between the sculptors' methods and those 
noted by Kelley (2005) due to the limited amount of information, however, there 
appears to be similarities between the methods used by designers and sculptors. 
In addition to this, when considering the work by Kelley (ibid) and that of the 
aforementioned design literature in chapter 2, it seems that four of the five 
methods used most by sculptors are also used by designers. Twist was the only 
method unique to the sculptors. 
The emphasis so far in this discussion has focused on noting the methods that link 
to literature and previous studies. However, approximately ten methods do not 
appear to have a link to other known methods. These are: capture, head soup, 
honesty, philosophy, process, spoon feeding, too comfortable, twist, uncomfortable 
and ways of seeing. The word approximately has been used since some of the 
boundaries between methods are unclear; for example, the method dialogue shares 
similarities with brainstorming but it is not exactly the same for it is less formal and 
encourages the sharing of ideas and abstract conversations rather than purely 
listing ideas. Some methods are not linked to others since they are quite abstract. 
For example, head soup is a method that can help the user think about their own 
creativity and what they need around them or where they need to be in order to 
maximise their ability. Some of the methods were also too general for 
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documentation in the literature, such as capture, which is concerned with being 
ready to take notes or record something. This method may date back to and 
beyond Leonardo DA Vinci's notebooks but its simplicity is not a reason to dismiss it 
provided it is a method used by the sculptors. 
Despite the similarities with methods currently applied by designers none of the 42 
methods identified from the sculptors were dismissed. The reason for this was that 
data from this study enabled, perhaps for the first time, the methods used by 
British contemporary sculptors to be documented. Methods in this list may overlap 
with those of design or other disciplines but it also provides an indication of how 
sculptors approach and explore their project work. The removal of any methods 
would dilute this contribution to knowledge. 
8.5 Conclusions 
From this study into how sculptors approach and explore their artwork a few key 
findings and contributions to knowledge were identified: 
Sculptors do use methods to progress their artwork and sculpture appears to 
be a rich source of advice/techniques for ways to approach or explore a 
project. 
A collection of methods used by contemporary sculptors does not appear to 
have been documented previously and this list can provide a greater insight 
Into how sculptors work. 
In addition to the above conclusions, it could be implied that the methods used by 
sculptors to progress their work and achieve their goals may not be that dissimilar 
to those used by designers. This was concluded from the comparison of the 
collected methods with those found In the literature and from the findings of the 
previous studies. 
The methods collected from this study enabled the research aim to be achieved, for 
without the methods it would have been impossible to determine whether they 
could facilitate design creativity. 
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Sculptors' Methods to Designers 
In this chapter the final study is presented. This study is a preliminary test of the 
methods identified from the sculptors in the previous study. The first part of this 
chapter begins with details surrounding the development of a mode of 
communication that can present the methods to the designers. The next part 
consists of describing the methods used to present the methods to the designers 
and a discussion of data collected. Prior to this, there is the rationale for the study 
and the subsequent aim and objectives. 
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9.1 Rationale 
In the previous study 42 methods used to approach and explore projects were 
identified from interviews with fifteen sculptors. The purpose of this study was 
to present these methods to designers and gather some preliminary feedback. 
Originally, the 42 methods existed as a list and prior to presenting them to 
designers they were transferred to a more suitable mode of communication, one 
that would appeal to a designer. The first part of this chapter consists of a 
discussion of possible communication methods and reasoning for the final 
selection. The second part consists of the study where the methods were 
presented to designers for their feedback and the methods' potential usefulness 
to design is discussed. 
9.1.1 Aim 
The aim for this study was to gain an insight Into the potential use of the 
methods used by sculptors for design. 
9.1.2 Objectives 
Three objectives were identified for achieving this aim: 
To identify a suitable mode of communication for the sculptors' methods 
To obtain feedback on the methods from designers: are the methods new, 
interesting or useful? 
To preliminary test the methods with designers. 
9.2 Communication of the Sculptors' Methods 
For the methods to be reviewed a nd tested by designers they required 
processing. The initial act was to re-write each method more clearly and where 
necessary include examples from the interviews. The second process was to 
develop a means for their communication to designers. 
Designers are generally visually orientated people, designing and developing 
ideas through drawing (Schon, 1983; Jones, 1970; Lawson, 2004). Many also 
employ visually orientated methods such as mood or image boards, noted by the 
designers and architects in study 2 (chapter 7) and by Garner and McDonagh 
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(2001) and Baxter (1995). With this type of audience the methods' description 
ought to remain concise and perhaps include a visual element to catch and hold 
attention. The communication method should also be appropriate to the 
available budget and time allocated to this study; this was approximately £150 
and four months. The time constraint was present due to the impending 
completion of the researcher's contract and the availability of potential student 
participants prior to the end of the semester. 
One option was to produce a database of the methods and this could have been 
easily distributed via a website or compact disk. However, the flexibility of using 
a website or compact disk is limited by the need for a computer. Another option 
was to print the methods; this can include cards, posters, books, pamphlets and 
leaflets. Paper based media may not offer the same level of functionality as a 
computer database, such as, keyword search functions or the saving of 
preferences, but they can be nice things to have and sort through. 
Cards have been used previously for communicating methods to designers and 
one example is the IDEO method cards (2003). IDEO, a large international 
design and human factors consultancy, are known for developing and using 
unusual research methods that can help designers empathise with users more 
easily. They had collected 51 methods that they either developed or used and 
each method was described on a small card along with an example of its 
application. On the other side of the card a corresponding image was printed. 
The Cambridge Engineering Design Centre have also developed a set of cards to 
promote, educate and inspire designers to apply the principles of inclusive design 
during new product development. The information provided by the cards 
extends beyond methods to case studies and statistics that demonstrate how 
beneficial designing inclusively can be (Cambridge Engineering Design Centre, 
2005). 
These two examples of using cards to communicate methodological information, 
demonstrate that they are a tried and tested medium for such as task. Cards 
are more flexible than a book or pamphlet since the user can sort through them, 
select and place their favourites on one side (Pink, 2003) or pin them up so they 
are in a prominent position making it easier to refer to them. The designer's 
interest in the cards can be increased by the accompanying image. Therefore, 
the card method of communication was selected. The time required for the 
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design and production of the cards was less than one month and the cost of 
printing was within the budget. Figure 9.1 is an image of the cards produced for 
this study. All of the cards have been listed in appendix 4.1. 
Figure 9.1 The cards produced for this study to disseminate the sculptors' 
methods. 
9.3 Method 
The ideal research methodology would have involved presenting the cards to 
professional designers for them to use on a number of their projects over a long 
period of time. The methods they used and how they facilitated their projects 
(and thus design) could have been recorded in a logbook. The extra time spent 
using the cards and exposure to the methods would have enabled the designers' 
opinions to go beyond the first impressions collected in this preliminary test. 
Data collected from a strategy of this nature may have produced findings that 
were grounded in genuine design practice. Nevertheless, the methods used for 
this study had to work within the available time and a more suitable research 
strategy was required. 
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The aim of this study was to determine whether these methods have the 
potential to facilitate a designers' creativity and to achieve this aim, the following 
three points were considered when developing the research strategy: 
1. How new are these methods to designers? 
This determines how familiar the designers are with the sculptors' methods. 
Methods that are unfamiliar and had not been applied by the designers would 
have a greater potential for offering something new to design and provide an 
alternative method for them to use. 
2. Do the designers find the methods interesting? 
It follows that the methods considered to be interesting have a greater potential 
for being applied by designers and thus increasing the chance of facilitating their 
designing. 
3. Do they appear to have the potential to be useful? 
Designers have control over the methods they use to solve a design problem and 
only the methods perceived to be useful would be considered. Therefore, how 
useful designers judge these methods to be, could determine their potential for 
facilitating design. 
One option was to provide designers and or undergraduates with a set of cards 
and ask them to review them using a questionnaire. Data from this strategy 
would provide an insight into their first impressions of the methods and the 
number of methods that were new or unfamiliar to them. Participants could also 
be interviewed to obtain more detailed data. 
Another option was the design exercise, similar to that organised for study 2. 
This would simulate a design project and provide an indication of the methods' 
potential for use in a design scenario. However, the design exercise used in 
study 2 permitted the participants to complete the exercise in their spare time 
and, as a consequence, the duration of the study was many months; this time 
frame was not suitable for this study. 
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The selected research methodology was a combination of these three methods. 
Questionnaires were distributed to a large sample to collect general opinions of 
the sculptors' methods whereas the design exercise and interviews were 
organised to obtain more detailed data regarding how the methods may be used 
and their potential use in industry. This combination would ensure a variety of 
data types which could be triangulated to increase rigour. 
9.3.1 The Sample 
The sample recruited for this study consisted of final year industrial design 
undergraduates and professional designers. The undergraduates were recruited 
for the questionnaire and the design exercise. These participants were easily 
accessible and large sample size was obtained. This enabled a general opinion of 
the methods to be obtained. The professional designers were interviewed and 
they provided more detailed data regarding their opinions of the methods from 
an industry perspective. 
9.3.2 Part 1: The Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was designed in two parts. The first set of questions put to 
the designers was succinct and direct: had they come across any of these 
methods previously; had they used any these methods before and which did 
they find interesting? To answer these questions each participant was provided 
with a set of cards and a table of the methods against which they could select 
the relevant answer. The second part of this questionnaire was designed to 
collect data on the methods' perceived usefulness and consisted of four 
questions: 
1. Do you think these methods could be of use to you as a designer? 
2. To whom would they be most suited? (individual or team) 
3. How would they benefit the designer? 
4. Do you have positive or negative feelings towards these methods? 
The questionnaire can be viewed in appendix 4.2 and the tables used in appendix 
4.3. 
9.3.3 Part 2: The Design Exercise 
The purpose of the design exercise was to allow participants to use the methods 
when answering a design brief. The participants, two male and two female, had 
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at least three years of design experience against which they could compare this 
design exercise and provide an indication of the usefulness of the methods. 
They were recruited from those who had completed the questionnaire and the 
product they were asked to design was a nutcracker, which was used for the 
same reasons as for study 2. Each participant was given approximately one hour 
to generate ideas and select their favourite. Afterwards they were interviewed 
and the key questions put to them were: to describe their solution and how they 
had reached it; which methods they had used and why; their opinions of the 
methods. The design brief and interview protocol can be viewed in appendix 4.4 
and 4.5. The interviews were audio recorded but were not transcribed verbatim. 
The preferred option was to listen to the audio recordings and make detailed 
notes and extract quotations. 
9.3.4 Part 3: The Interviews 
Unlike the questionnaire and design exercise these interviews were with 
professional designers. These were organised to provide an insight into the 
impressions practicing designers had towards the methods. Each designer was 
sent a set of cards one week before the date of the interview to give them time 
to look through them. The interview protocol included questions similar to those 
of the questionnaire: 
which methods had they come across? 
which methods were new to them? 
which methods interested them? 
They were also asked for their general thoughts. The interviews were audio 
recorded and the researcher took notes, which were checked for their accuracy 
and for omissions against the audio recordings. The interview protocol can be 
viewed in appendix 4.6. 
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9.4 Results and Discussion 
In this section the results from the questionnaire, the design exercise and the 
interviews are noted and discussed. 
9.4.1 Part 1: The Questionnaire 
The questionnaire was completed by 34 participants (20 male and 14 female) 
and the findings have been noted in the same order as the questions on the 
questionnaire. Table 9.1 (overleaf) shows the findings from these questions and 
the results from the more general questions regarding their opinions of the 
methods are discussed later in this section. 
None of the methods were absolutely new and each method was familiar to a 
number of participants. The least familiar method was language noted by eight 
participants and the most familiar was capture with 30. Despite no absolutely 
new methods some were new to individual participants. Of the 34 participants, 
33 stated that they were not familiar with at least one or more of the methods. 
The mean number of new methods to individual participants was 18 of 42 with a 
standard deviation of 9. 
The methods that were least familiar to the participants were language, links, 
spoon feed and uncomfortable, each of these being associated with ten or fewer 
participants. With the exception of language, these methods had been sou reed 
from fewer than four sculptors and are perhaps more obscure methods in 
general. Language, however, was important to a number of sculptors since their 
language conSisted of key aspects of their work that made them unique and 
recognisable to others. At this point in time, having just graduated, these 
partiCipants may not have had time or opportunity to develop their own language 
(style) and may explain why this method was least familiar. A possible reason 
why the capture method was most familiar could be the advance in mobile 
camera telephone technology that enables images to be captured easily. 
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Number of participants x/34 
Method Knew Used Interested 
Blind research 13 6 10 
Capture 30 19 12 
Child's view 12 6 14' 
Collections 24 20 14' 
Conflict 15 7 9 
Constraints 20 10 10 
Conventions 18 11 14' 
Detail 26 20 11 
Devices 16 10 11 
Dialogue 29 26 10 
Environment 28 14 14' 
Essence 24 20 8 
1st idea 23 15 13 
Frames 26 20 10 
Head soup 20 14 19' 
History 18 12 8 
Honesty 19 11 12 
Interaction 21 13 5 
Language 8 3 5 
Links 9 7 5 
Mindless marks 20 13 13 
Modelling 30 27 16' 
Nature 28 20 18* 
Obviousness 19 10 13 
Out Discipline 20 9 10 
People watch 23 16 10 
Philosophy 20 12 7 
Play 21 15 17* 
Process 13 5 11 
Relax 24 18 14' 
Reprocessing 15 11 7 
Scale 15 10 10 
Series 22 11 5 
Site specific 19 12 6 
Spoon feed 10 5 10 
Systems approach 12 8 4 
Too comfortable 16 11 13 
Twist 14 7 13 
Uncomfortable 9 4 11 
Ways of seeing 25 14 15* 
Why 23 18 13 
Workshops 27 20 11 
Table 9.1 Table showing the participants' responses to the methods. 
* Denotes the methods the participants had used previously and considered to be interesting. This is 
explained later in this section. 
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When the participants were asked which methods they had used the mean value 
was 16 of the 42 methods with a standard deviation of 7. The following methods 
were those that had been used least by the participants: blind research, child's 
view, conflict, constraints, devices, language, links, obviousness, out of the 
discipline, process, scale, spoon feed, systems approach, twist and 
uncomfortable. These methods were also used by only a few of the sculptors 
«5) with the exception of language and process with eight and seven sculptors. 
As noted previously in this section, perhaps these 'methods are also less well 
known within the sculptural domain too. 
The participants had used the methods of modelling, dialogue, detail and 
workshops the most. With the exception of the detail method, these methods 
had been linked previously to those used by the deSigners partaking in study 2 
and were also noted in design literature. For example, Pugh (1991) discusses 
the use of modelling; Kelley and Littman (2001) and Baxter (1995) note 
brainstorming (dialogue method) and workshops are Similar to the focus group 
method (Langford and McDonagh, 2003). Since these methods are established 
in the world of design, it is unsurprising that they were used the most by the 
participants of this study. 
The third question put to the participants was which methods did they find 
particularly interesting and would perhaps like to try. The mean number of 
methods considered to be interesting was 14 out of 42. The participants 
therefore, were familiar with most of the methods, had applied only a few of 
them but they considered approximately one third of them to be interesting 
enough to try. The variation between the participants was high with a standard 
deviation of 11, indicating that some were more enthusiastic about the methods 
than others. The methods conSidered to be most interesting by the participants 
were: child's view, collections, conventions, environment, head soup, modelling, 
nature, play, relax and ways of seeing. This group of methods, highlighted in 
table 9.1 with an asterisk, are also some of the methods the participants were 
most familiar with and had used before. The expectation was that the methods 
conSidered to be interesting would have been those that fewer participants had 
experienced; in this case, the opposite occurred. The participants seemed to be 
interested in the methods that they could associate with or knew from past 
experience to perhaps work well. 
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The final set of questions was included to determine the participants' general 
opinion towards the cards and methods. The majority of the participants, 31 of 
34 agreed that these methods could be of use to them as designers. The 
methods were noted for their potential for facilitating ideation (26/34), helping to 
think differently (25/34) and that they would be a useful source of inspiration 
(21/34). 
The surprising finding from this questionnaire is that the majority of the 
participants recognised and had used a number of the methods identified from 
the sculptors. Some of the methods were new to some of the participants but 
equally many were not. This is surprising since it has been found from the 
literature and past studies that design students and sculptors work towards 
different goals and from different perspectives; it seems that some of the 
methods they use to achieve their goals are quite similar. 
9.4.2 Part 2: The Design Exercise 
Each of the participants completed the exercise by designing a new nutcracker 
within the allocated time and each referred to the set of cards. In total sixteen 
methods were selected and these are shown in the diagram below (figure 9.2). 
Participants: Blind research Modelling 
I::l Student 11 Capture Nature 
" C Student 12 Child's view Obviousness Cl r::::I 
Student 13 Collections , Out Discipline I 
: Student 14 Conflict r::::I People watch 
~ ~ 
Constraints C· Phitosophy 
Conventions r::::I Play 
Detail Process 
Devices Relax 
Dialogue Reprocessing D 
Environment r::::I [ Scale 
Essence Series 
First idea Site specific CD 
Frames Spoon feed 
Head soup Systems appraoch 
Hstory C Too comfortable 
Honesty TWist ClC 
Interaction Unconfortable r::::I 
Language Ways of seeing 
Unks Why 
Mindless marks WOJ'Kshops 
Figure 9.2 Diagram showing the methods selected by the participants. 
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During the exercise the participants began by shuffling through the cards, 
glancing at the titles, and reading some of them. Methods were then put back 
into the pack or placed on one side for further consideration. This is similar to 
how the designers at IDEO used their method cards (Pink, 2003). Each 
participant selected a different number of methods and each combination was 
different. A synopsis of how each participant worked through the design exercise 
and applied the methods are shown below. 
Student 11. 
This participant began by reading the brief and sketching an idea which was a 
more traditional nutcracker using a lever mechanism. Once he had completed 
the sketch he began to look through the cards and selected two methods. He 
said the twist method made him think of products he likes that surprise him and 
he used the obviousness method to try and think of something that does not 
normally occur. His final solution was a playful nutcracker with an oversized 
handle. He described the aesthetics as not conforming to his usual style. When 
asked if the methods were useful he responded with "I could not say that I 
wasn't inspired by them". Figure 9.3 is his final solution to the brief. 
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Figure 9.3 Student 11 added a twist to his design by integrating adjustable 
teeth to hold the nut and an oversized handle. 
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Student 12. 
This participant also began the exercise without referring to the methods. He 
started with a short session of brainstorming, noting aspects that were required 
for cracking a nut, such as the effort and forces involved, the containment of 
shell and not destroying the nut. He then considered some possible mechanisms 
before referring to the cards. He selected eight methods that he thought were 
relevant to him as a designer and were things he was interested in, such as 
breaking conventions and keeping things simple (conflict). From this point he 
sketched a more sculptural product for he wanted something that would not be 
kept in the drawer. His final solution did not resemble a nutcracker and 
incorporated an element of surprise and an unexpected twist (figure 9.4). He 
noted that prior to looking at the cards he was thinking of more conventional 
handheld nutcrackers but was pleased that his solution was more abstract yet 
still realistic. 
Figure 9.4 Student 12 used a variety of cards that but developed an idea that 
was less conventional. 
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Student 13. 
Unlike the previous participants this participant began by reading through the 
methods and selecting those that she found interesting. She selected some 
methods that she had used before such as finding inspiration from nature or 
looking to history for ideas and on this occasion she thought about a less 
technological age and designing a simple nutcracker. She tried to think of other 
products or concepts that used similar forces and she based her idea on a spring 
loaded centre punch her friend owned. Using the essence method she thought of 
words that she could design to: strength and solidity. She felt that looking 
through the methods helped her to start thinking of things and provided an 
element of direction. This gave her things to think of and, when she had an idea, 
she went with it. Figure 9.5 is her final solution to the brief. 
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Figure 9.5 Student 13 used a less obViOUS spring-loaded mechanism for cracking 
a nut. 
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Student 14. 
This participant searched through the set of cards for methods she felt would be 
inspiring and then proceeded to look at the brief and thought of existing 
nutcrackers. The essence method reminded her to list words relating to feelings 
that she wanted to include in her design and the conventions method was 
important since she chose to dismiss existing nutcrackers and think of something 
new. Site specific made her to think of where it will be used. She began 
thinking of mechanisms and how to crack nuts; the device would have to work 
first and then she went more 'crazy' with the styling. She said the cards helped 
her to focus her thoughts . 
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Figure 9.6 Student 14, the operation was to be magical since all was required 
was the press of a button. 
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The two male designers (students 11 and 12) referred to the set of cards 
following an initial period of design activity involving sketching and 
brainstorming. 
carefully at the 
In contrast, the two female designers considered the cards 
beginning and selected sUitable methods that they could use 
prior to any design activity. Their selection of methods appeared to be based on 
those that they found interesting and/or those that corresponded with how they 
normally design. For the latter, the set of cards seemed to act as an aide-
memoire for how they normally design, reminding them of methods they have 
used previously that may work on this occasion. This reinforces the finding from 
the questionnaire that many of these sculptural methods are also used by 
designers. 
From the exercise it appears that the participants used the methods to find 
inspiration and to help trigger ideas; this was likely to have been an important 
priority having only one hour to develop a solution. The participants completed 
the design exercise at different times and yet each had one thing in common: 
they all wanted to produce something that was less conventional. Three of the 
participants selected the methods convention, twist and obviousness which refer 
to questioning the norm, adding something unexpected and searching elsewhere 
for ideas. This occurrence could be a result of the methods or a coincidence 
since each participant may have wanted to show off his or her abilities and not 
appear inferior to the other participants. Known as participant bias this 
phenomenon is hard to avoid and can affect the validity of the data (Robson, 
2002). This drive to be original also concurs with Thackera's (2005) observation 
that designers are obsessed with finding original and creative ideas; it seems 
likely that these methods may have helped them achieve this in the short 
amount of time available to them. However, the solutions developed for the 
design exercise were not the focal point. 
Since this design exercise had only four participants and a short duration it is 
perhaps unwise to make too many inferences. However, all four participants 
agreed that the methods were potentially useful for facilitating inspiration. 
These responses correspond with the general thoughts of the questionnaire 
participants who had also agreed that the methods were suited for ideation, 
inspiration and thinking differently. The appeal of the cards could be that they 
offer a high concentration of potential methods in one package. 
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I think they are a good little tool since you could use them in a range 
of different situations, probably more appropriate for initial concept 
generation and more abstract things like styling (student 14). 
I could not say that I wasn't inspired by them (student 11). 
The cards were inspiring (student 12). 
I think I would use them in a situation when I was stuck or did not 
have much inspiration (student 13). 
The cards give you confidence to try things (student 14). 
As soon as I saw the brief the first things I thought of were 
conventional nutcrackers, where as this design is more abstract yet 
still a realistic design (student 12). 
Reading through they are techniques that I am familiar with but they 
are not things that you remember or automatically do (student 13). 
In summary, the methods appeared to work in a number of ways. They 
provided some form of encouragement to find another, perhaps less 
conventional, idea. They acted as an aide-memoire for methods that they had 
not thought of trying or they could help to guide or focus thinking. The 
participants were unanimous in believing the methods helped to inspire them. 
9.4.3 Part 3: The Interviews 
Two professional designers, each working for a different design consultancy, 
were interviewed. The first professional designer (designer 2) worked for a small 
consultancy specialising in consumer electronics and the second (designer 1) was 
employed by a larger consultancy that also works on consumer products as well 
as projects for the rail and medical industries. 
Designer 2 noted that he was familiar with the majority of the methods and how 
only two were new to him (scale and uncomfortable). He had come across the 
other methods during his art and design education but he only used a few of 
them regularly. Designer 1 had also come across many of the methods before 
and thought that four or five of them were new to him. These findings 
correspond with those from the questionnaire reinforcing the finding that there 
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are no absolutely new methods and that sculptors and designers may use similar 
methods when progressing their work. 
Both designers noted how over time, they and others designers they know, work 
with a "distilled design process" where they "follow the same path each time" 
(designer 2) and that "most designers have their way of working and stick to it" 
(designer 1). The methods on these cards were seen as a "more unusual way of 
looking at things" (designer 1) and that they reminded them of "the fun ways in 
which he could and has designed in the past" (designer 2); this links to the aide-
memoire finding from the design exercise. Designer 1 also stated that the 
methods seem "genuinely helpful and should be used more". Therefore, with 
regard to the methods these two professional designers agree that they could 
potentially facilitate design and the cards could remind them of alternative 
methods and to help them alter or deviate from their normal design process. 
The card communication method used was not liked by designer 1. He felt they 
were condescending and he did not like being told how to design. However, he 
did not offer an alternative to the card medium for communicating the methods. 
He also noted the implication that if a designer were using these cards does that 
indicate that the said designer is not creative because they require assistance? 
An opposing view to this, is perhaps, a designer using these methods is 
inquisitive and in the process of expanding his/her knowledge base. The reaction 
from designer 1 corresponds with findings from Roy (1993) and those from study 
2 (chapter 7) where some designers do not like to use creativity methods. This 
reaction highlights an issue that may hinder the potential acceptance of any new 
method for design. 
Designer 1 also noted a usability issue associated with the cards. He was unsure 
how to select or apply the methods and when stuck on a problem he did not 
welcome the thought of reading them all. The design exercise participants who 
searched, selected and applied some of the methods appeared to have no 
difficulty in this task and no problems were raised during their interviews, Their 
method of selection was based on whether the method appealed to them or not 
at that point in time or whether it was something they could think of and apply in 
the short duration of the exercise; the selection was context driven, 
Throughout this study it could be considered that the participants were reviewing 
two things. The first was the set of cards and many of the participants referred 
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to the 'cards' in their feedback, The second were the individual methods on the 
cards. Designer 1 was the only participant to divide the two and appraise them 
individually. However, the documentation used in this study, such as the 
questionnaire and design exercise brief, referred to the methods and not the 
cards. When the participants referred to the 'cards' it could be assumed that this 
was applied as a collective term for the methods in general. 
9.5 Conclusions 
From this preliminary test the main finding and contribution to knowledge is that 
sculptors and designers appear to know of and use similar methods to one 
another. This has been deduced from the following key points: 
When viewing the sample as a whole, there were no absolutely new 
methods. However, each individual designer found some methods that 
were new to them. 
Many of the methods had been used by designers. 
However, from this first preliminary test the participants found the 
methods/cards to be inspiring and could help provide them with alternative 
perspectives from which to work. 
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In chapter five, five objectives were developed and used to guide the design of 
the four studies detailed in chapters six to nine. The findings from these 
contributed towards answering the research question. In this chapter, how the 
contributions of the four studies did this, is discussed and final conclusions 
concerning the potential for art methods to facilitate designers' creativity are 
reached. The contributions to original knowledge and recommendations for 
future studies complete this chapter. 
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10.1 Objective 1: To Narrow the Scope 
From the literature, in section 3.1, the art domain was found to consist of many 
sub-disciplines, more than was realistically possible to explore in the time 
available for this research. Therefore, narrowing the scope of the research was 
necessary through the identification of an art discipline that could be explored in 
greater detail; study one was developed for this purpose. 
The key criterion used in study one to reduce the scope was the identification of 
an art discipline that appeared to be most different from industrial design. To 
determine this, data were collected using a questionnaire sent to students 
studying different art disciplines at Loughborough University. The questionnaire 
asked them to describe the types of project they undertook and answer 
questions on how they worked through them. The findings concurred with the 
literature: fine artists work on a different type of project and work towards a 
different type of goal to designers. The sculptors focused on more intangible and 
expressive projects whereas the designers were concerned with more tangible 
aspects, for instance a product's construction and functionality. PartiCipants 
from the other art disciplines differed to a lesser extent. 
To affirm these findings and to trial another mode of data collection an audio 
dairy exercise was conducted to collect more detailed data regarding sculpture 
and design. Two sculpture and two industrial design students partiCipated by 
verbally recording their progression through one of their projects. The findings 
concurred with those from the questionnaire and with the literature. Fine art 
sculpture became the art discipline that was investigated further in future studies 
and the scope of the research was successfully narrowed. 
10.2 Objective 2: To Understand Sculptors and 
Designers 
The next stage of the research was to understand further how professiona I 
sculptors and designers worked. Architects were also included in this study for 
they too have a history of designing interesting products and may be able to 
offer something to design. Study two was devised to collect this detailed data 
and consisted of two parts. The first was detailed interviews that enabled the 
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researcher to explore and gain an in depth appreciation of how the individual 
participants from architecture, design and sculpture worked through their own 
projects. The second part was the design exercise, which provided data 
regarding how participants from the three disciplines approached, explored and 
developed their solution to a design brief. The interviews provided a general 
insight into the participants' working processes and the design exercise data 
enabled diagrams of their processes to be constructed. All this contributed 
towards further understanding of how architects, sculptors and designers work. 
When collecting data using a grounded theory approach it is accepted that the 
collection process ceases when the data becomes saturated and the number of 
new findings reduces with each visit (Robson, 2002). This phenomenon occurred 
noticeably with the architects and designers. Once four or five interviews had 
been undertaken the way these practitioners' worked became predictable. This 
phenomenon occurred less with the sculptors. For example, four of the six 
participants of the interviews worked with stone [5] but their idiosyncrasies made 
it harder to predict their processes. These idiosyncrasies were a feature of the 
sculptors' processes but, this did not affect the findings from this study since a 
greater understanding of how the sculptors worked was still obtained. For 
example, how they work with clients, develop their ideas, their similarities and 
differences to designers. But, the data were not saturated; it seems that more 
could have been learnt if time were available. This may contribute towards 
further understanding why some of the theorists noted in the literature review 
(section 3.3) believed that the art process could not be defined; these small 
differences between each artist may increase the difficulty of identifying any 
general patterns that could apply to the whole population. 
10.3 Objective 3: To Identify Differences 
Study two, mentioned in the previous section, was also developed to provide 
data that would achieve this third objective. The intention was to identify the 
Similarities and differences between the participants from the three disciplines. 
The purpose of this was to identify aspects of the sculptors' or architects' 
processes that differed the most from the designers. It is from within these 
(5] Whiteley (2005) stated that contemporary sculptors are often differentiated by the type of 
material they work with. 
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aspects that the methods for facilitating designers' creativity may be sourced 
since these methods may be new to the designers. 
Data sourced from the detailed interviews enabled the first set of comparisons to 
be made. From these comparisons the majority of the differences originated 
from the early episodes of a working process: the exploration of a project. The 
sculptors appeared to approach and explore their projects differently to 
designers. 
Comparing data from the detailed interviews had one problem: each participant 
described their working process with regard to their own projects and therefore 
they were not directly comparable. The setting of a design exercise enabled the 
working processes they applied to solving the brief to be compared directly. 
From the data process diagrams, depicting the episodes of activity in 
chronological order, were constructed. The main finding was that all the 
participants followed a process of exploration, ideation, and detail development. 
The few differences found lay within these episodes. The sculptors differed the 
most from the architects and designers, especially during the exploration 
episode. The sculptors also appeared to approach their work differently by 
seeing and appraiSing things in an alternative way at the very beginning. For 
example, they focused on more emotive and expressive aspects of the project 
and held different attitudes towards the subject of the brief. The architects and 
designers solved the design brief in a similar manner and focused on more 
utilitarian aspects. Whilst the original intention was to identify differences 
between these diSCiplines, at this stage very few had been found and no notable 
contributions to knowledge could be offered. 
10.4 Objective 4: To Identify Methods Used by 
Sculptors 
To answer the research question the identification of any methods used in an art 
diSCipline was a crucial reqUirement. Without a selection of art methods it would 
have been impossible to establish whether they could potentially facilitate 
designers' creativity. 
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Data collected for study two could have been used to identify some methods. 
For example, some of the sculptors referred to playing with material and one 
commented on avoiding obvious sources of inspiration; both could have been 
developed into a method. However, the interview protocol used in study two 
was intended for sourcing data concerning the whole working process; data 
regarding the approach and exploration of a sculptural project was only a small 
fraction of the total collected. Therefore, study three was designed from the 
outset to collect data that would reveal any methods used by sculptors during 
the earlier stages of their working process where they differed the most from 
designers: methods for approaching and exploring a project. This study 
consisted of detailed interviews with fifteen professional sculptors and from the 
data 42 methods were identified. This selection of methods could then be 
presented to designers. 
The discovery of 42 methods from only fifteen sculptors is an indication of the 
idiosyncrasies described in section 10.3 and of the differences between the ways 
sculptors work. This study also provided a key contribution to knowledge: that 
sculptors do use methods when developing their artwork and for the first time 42 
of these methods have been identified and documented. 
10.5 Objective 5: To Test the Sculptors' Methods 
The previous three studies revealed data that contributed towards identifying 
suitable areas to explore and where to collect art methods. The 42 methods 
identified from the sculptors were embodied in a card format, Similar to the IDEO 
method cards, which were used to preliminarily test the methods with designers 
in order to obtain their initial opinions. 
Three data collection methods were used which ensured the findings originated 
from different perspectives to increase the study's rigour. Questionnaires were 
used to obtain initial feedback from design graduates. Short design exercises 
were undertaken to provide an insight into how the methods could be used when 
solving a design brief and professional designers were interviewed to gather 
feedback from those working in industry. 
The findings could be divided into two parts. Firstly, in response to the research 
question, the sculptors' methods did appear to have the potential to facilitate 
design creativity. Each individual participant was able to identify some methods 
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that were new to them personally. The participants also answered prospective 
questions that asked them to state at what point in a design process they felt the 
methods would be of most use. The general consensus was that they were 
suitable for inspiration and ideation, and these are essentially creative activities. 
The participants had positive feelings towards the methods which further 
increases their potential for facilitating design creativity. The professional 
designers also held a similar attitude towards the methods and inferred that they 
could be used to prevent designers falling into a set way of designing and to 
make design more fun. Had the participants' initial opinions of the methods 
been negative the potential for faCilitating creativity would have been low. 
The participants of the design exercise used some of the methods to help them 
solve a design brief. The participants found the methods inspiring and the cards 
reminded them of methods they could use. They used the methods to help find 
alternative perspectives from which they could approach the project from. This 
design exercise, despite being very short, demonstrated that designers could use 
and apply the sculptors' methods as well as finding them useful when solving a 
design brief. 
The findings from the preliminary test indicated that the sculptors' methods were 
approved by the participants, who thought they would be SUitable for faCilitating 
their inspiration and ideation, and this was indicated by those participating in the 
design exercise. However, one key factor was raised by one of the professional 
designers. Designer 1 found the cards to be condescending and did not like to 
be told how to design. Fletcher (2001) noted a number of attributes of creativity 
and one of them was "being receptive to new ideas"; however, for these 
methods to facilitate a deSigner's creativity, it is dependent upon the willingness 
of the designer to accept and try them. 
The second part of the findings was the surprising fact that none of the 42 
methods were absolutely new and that many of them were recognised and had 
been used by the designers. This was first noted in study three when data 
collected were compared to the available literature and then in study four when 
the feedback from the design participants was analysed. This indicates that 
sculptors and designers may use similar methods. 
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10.6 Art Methods and Design Creativity. 
The studies undertaken as part of this research successfully contributed towards 
achieving the research objectives and as a consequence an answer for the 
primary research question could be provided. This was to determine whether or 
not contemporary art methods could facilitate designers' creativity. 
Prior to answering this, one factor requires consideration. Since the scope of the 
research was narrowed in study one to the exploration of one art discipline 
(sculpture), the conclusions from the subsequent studies are not knowingly 
representative of other art disciplines. Nevertheless, data collected from the 
sculptors can still be used to answer the research question. 
The first two studies found and confirmed with the literature the fact that 
sculptors work towards different goals to designers. The artists focused on 
intangible and experiential aspects rather than just physical attributes. Hekkert 
and van Dijk (2001) developed a method for designers called vision in product 
design (ViP) which encouraged designers to focus on these more intangible 
factors when exploring a topic area, which was similar to how these sculptors 
worked. In particular, one aspect of the ViP method was to discard the use of 
obvious sources of Inspiration which was one of the characteristics of a sculptor's 
process in study 2 and was one of the methods found in study three. When this 
method was applied, Hekkert and van Dijk (ibid) found that designers could 
develop ideas that addressed not just the users' physical needs but also their 
social and cultural needs. KVD, a Dutch design consultancy used the ViP method 
when developing a new seat. Prior to developing ideas they focused on more 
experiential aspects such as interaction and space to show emotions and this 
altered their approach to the project and their thinking. This was similar to the 
processes applied by the sculptors in the design exercise in study two when they 
designed a new nutcracker. KVD's final design was an unusual seat that 
revealed the users' emotions (figure 10.1). This is an example of a sculptural 
way of working being applied by designers and it appearing to have the potential 
to facilitate design creativity. 
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Figure 10.1 Seat designed by KVD using the ViP method. 
From study three, 42 methods were identified from only fifteen sculptors; this 
indicates that sculpture is a rich source of methods for how to approach a project 
and for ways to explore a topic area. The findings from study four provided an 
indication of the potential for these art methods to facilitate design creativity. 
Firstly, the participants were positive towards the methods and the majority 
thought that they would be best used early in the design process when in need 
of inspiration or developing ideas. Generally, this stage of a design process is 
when the design problem is being explored and potential solutions sourced, 
which is a time when creative thinking is required. Those who participated in the 
design exercise in study four found the methods to be useful in sourcing 
inspiration and helped them to view the project from different perspectives, 
which is a key factor behind creativity methods as noted in the literature (section 
2.5.3). The cards also reminded them of methods they could use and this too 
can facilitate their creativity. These opinions and experiences of the participants 
indicated that there is potential for art methods to facilitate design creativity and 
in particular are useful during the early stages of a design process. However, 
with reference to the professional designer who disliked the cards, it appears 
that while art methods may seem to have the potential to facilitate creativity this 
can only occur if the designer is willing to accept them. 
10.7 Similarities 
The original intention at the outset of this research was to identify differences 
between art and design disciplines. In doing so methods or processes used by 
one discipline, may be new and of use to another discipline. The literature 
reviewed in chapter four indicated a divide between art and design and some 
authors surmised how art could potentially facilitate design; this was the reason 
for searching for differences and new ways of working. However, as this 
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research into art and design progressed few new differences were found and the 
findings from the data mostly confirmed the existing knowledge noted in the 
literature. Sculptors and designers largely worked through a similar working 
(creative) process and despite finding many differences none could be 
considered as contributions to knowledge. Nevertheless, these studies did 
provide an indication of where to research next, such as focusing on how the 
sculptors approached and explored their work. 
With the identification of methods used by sculptors it was surmised and 
concluded from studies three and four that the key finding from this research 
was not a difference but in fact, a similarity between these two disciplines. 
Despite sculptors and designers working on different types of project and 
focusing on different goals they appear to use similar methods when achieving 
them. The designers in study four had recognised and used many of the 
methods the sculptors had used to progress their artwork; four of the five 
methods used most by the sculptors were also used by the designers. 
10.8 Conclusions 
The aim for this research was to determine the degree to which art methods 
could facilitate a designer's creativity. From the studies undertaken it has been 
shown that the methods used by contemporary sculptors do have the potential 
to inspire designers. This is based on the following conclusions: 
The art discipline of sculpture is a rich source of methods concerning how 
to approach and explore a topic area or project and designers are likely to 
find some art methods that are new to them. 
The designers in this research held a positive view towards methods 
identified from the sculptors. 
When used in a design exercise the sculptors' methods were of use to the 
designers by inspiring them to approach the project from alternative 
perspectives. The cards acted as an aide-memoire for methods they could 
use. 
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10.9 Contributions to Knowledge 
The aforementioned conclusions provide an answer to the research question, but 
they do not contribute to original knowledge. The contributions from this 
research are as follows: 
Sculptors do have methods that they use to progress their artwork. The 
identification and documentation of methods used by contemporary 
sculptors has not been undertaken before. The collection of these methods 
provides an insight into how sculptors work and of the ways they achieve 
their goals. 
There is not a great difference between the methods used by sculptors and 
designers. They appear to achieve their different goals in similar ways. 
10.9.1 Papers 
During this research two papers were written and presented at international 
conferences to communicate the findings, these were: 
Title: A Comparison of Working Methods in Industrial Design and the Creative 
Arts. Presented at the Design and Emotion Conference, 12-14 July 2004. Middle 
Eastern Technical University in Ankara, Turkey. 
Title: Sculptors and architects: can they facilitate the design process? Presented 
at the Design and Emotion Conference, 27-29 September 2006. Chalmers 
University of Technology in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
10.10 Recommendations for Future Work 
Whilst this research has successfully achieved a number of objectives, a number 
of recommendations for future research that could expand on these findings are 
suggested below: 
Study four was a preliminary test of the sculptors methods with designers 
and therefore, a more detailed study would be recommended. Key 
objectives would be to determine how the designers use the methods over 
a longer period of time and how they may integrate them into their working 
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processes. Sculptors should be included the study to identify how they 
apply the same methods in achieving their goals. 
Having met and interviewed many sculptors the author believes that they 
can offer design much more than what was found in this research. Studies 
could be undertaken into further understanding how sculptors work through 
industrial design projects; particular attention should be paid to their goals 
and intentions since few differences were found in their working processes. 
Also, how does their sculptural education and experience affect their 
solutions and can designers learn from them or learn to think like a 
sculptor when necessary? 
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Appendix 1 
1.1 Personality test information 
This is a general personality test. Please da not write your name or 
contact details on this page to ensure anonymity. However please 
re-write your subject of study: 
Please rate yourself on the following 25 scales. 
On the centre scale, circle the point which most accurately 
describes you between each of the two terms presented. If the two 
terms are equally accurate in their description, then mark the middle 
point. 
I Eager @' 3 2 I Calm 
2 Prefer being with others 5~r I Prefer being alone 3 A dreamer 5 4 3 2 I No-Nonsense 4 Courteous 532 I Abrupt 
5 Neat (2), 3 2 I Messy 
6 Cautious 5<3)3 2 I Confident 
7 Optimistic 5 '@G:>I Pessimistic 8 Theoretical 5 'm2 I Practical 
9 Generous 50 2 I Selfish 
10 Decisive 5 4Q)2 I Open-ended 
11 Discouraged 5 '(2)2 I Upbeat 
12 Exhibitionist 5~G)1 Private 13 Follow imagination 503 2 I Follow authority 
14 Warm 5 2 I Cold 
15 Stay focussed (2)4 2 I Easily distracted 
16 Easifyembarrassed @4 3 2 I Don't give d damn 
17 Outgoing 5 ,G)2~ Cool 18 Seek novelly 5 , 321 Seek routine 
19 Team ployer 5 4Q) 2 Independent 
20 A preference for order @4 3 2 I Comfortable with chaos 
21 Dis tractible (04321 Ut"1flappable 
22 Conversational $40)2 I Thoughtful 23 Comfortable with ambiguity G:j4 3 2 I Prefer things clear-cut. 
24 Trusting 4 3 2eD Sceptical 
25 On time 5 'CD2 I Procrastinate 
Thank you for very much for your help. 
Jon Mason - Department of Design and Technology 
The big five locator personality test, 
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Question Numbers Corresponding Trait 
1,6, 11, 16, 21 Negative Emotion 
2,7,12,17,22 Extroversion 
3, 8, 13, 18, 23 Openness 
4, 9, 14, 19, 24 Agreeableness 
5, 10, 1S, 20, 2S Conscientiousness 
Table 1. The processing method of the big five locator personality test. 
Low openness 
Preserver Moderator Explorer High Openness 
Pfodical, cOI"I$@wc1ive, Curio\JS, ~bera\' improctico\, 
10 15 20 
efficient. expoert likes novelty 
Low Conscientiousness High Conscientiousness 
Spontaneous, fvn-Ioving, Flexible Balanced Focvsed Dependable, organised. 
experimental, unorganised 10 15 20 disciplined, cautious, 
stubborn 
Low Extroversion 
Introvert Ambient Extrovert 
High Extroversion 
Private, independent. works 
10 15 20 
Assertive. sociable, warm, 
alone, reserved optimistic 
Low Agreeableness 
Challenger Negotiator Adapter High Agreeableness 
Sceptical, tough. 
10 15 20 
Trusting, humble, altruistic, 
aggressive, self-interested team player 
Low NegatlYe Emotionality 
Resilient Responsive Reactive High Negatlv8 Emotionality 
Secure. unflappable. 
10 15 20 
EXcitable, worrying, 
unresponsive, guilt-tree reactive, alert 
Table 2. Personality test decoder sheet. 
Example: 
A fine art student completed the test paper shown on the previous page. Each 
question on the test paper corresponds with one of the five personality traits, 
and this is shown in table 1. For example, questions 3, 8, 13, 18 and 23 
correspond to the openness trait. For these five questions the fine art student 
circled the numbers 4, 3, 4, 1 and 5. The sum of these (17) is an indication of 
this student's level of openness. Using the decoder sheet (table 2), an orange 
line has been placed at the approximate point where 17 would be. This indicates 
that this student is quite open and is more likely to be curious, impractical and 
liberal. 
A number can be obtained for each of the five traits and be used on the decoder 
sheet or as part of a data set for statistical analysis. 
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1.2 Audio diary information page 
Audio Diary Exercise - What to do 
The aim of this study is to find out how you work and the working practices you 
employ to progress one of your projects. 
Please apply this exercise to only one of your projects, preferably one that you 
will be working on considerably over the next 3 weeks. When you are working 
on your project please describe into the dicta phone the following types of 
information; 
What are you doing now? 
Why are you doing that? 
How are you going to progress? 
What inspired you? 
Is your work progressing as planned? 
If not, why not? 
And what are you proposing to do about it? 
Any thoughts that you feel may be of assistance. 
The above list is not exhaustive. Please consider how you are working and the 
practices you are undertaking to progress your work and tell me about them. 
Audio diary studies are renowned for uncovering vast quantities of qualitative 
data. Therefore I will be limiting you to only one tape a week. This equates to 
two hours of talk time (1.2 speed) which is approximately twenty minutes a day. 
Since the dictaphone is set to 1.2 speed please remember to speak very clearly. 
A disposable camera has also been provided. Please capture anything that has 
inspired you or that you feel is significant to describing your working practices. 
If possible please record each photo taken on the provided sheet. 
If you have any queries please contact me. 
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1.3 Example of an audio diary transcript 
Transcription of Audio Dairy Study 
Participant 
Discipline / Year 
Affiliation 
Student 2 
BA FINE ART SCULTPTURE I 3'" year of study 
LOUGBOROUGH UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF ART AND 
DESIGN 
Right now I am reading, I have got a lot of research to do around the subject, which is useful for 
inspiring new theories to be included in my work. 
I am also doing a lot of drawings mainly of cages, like birdcages to try and inspire form for my piece 
of work and am doing a lot of research on the Internet for cages and corsets and various different 
restraint type objects. 
I am going to progress In my work, hopefully through doing these urn, my inspiration for the piece is 
personal relationships and sexual relationships in how your past can influence these kind 
relationships and the borderline between support and restraint. 
The general idea for the next piece is some form of cage that I can fit in, but this time comfortably, 
the last one was very cramped. Um, the general idea being that I am referencing my feminist 
upbringing quite heavily in this piece, the way my mother always told me you were never to belong 
to anyone, you know you are nobodies possession, you are a strong woman. And actually being in a, 
err; serious relationship the only thing 1 actually want to do is to belong to this person, to be his 
possession, which is the general idea for the cage. 
I am making this cage thing, that I voluntarily lock myself into and can get myself out from the 
inside, but it is my choice to be there, so I am putting myself in this situation. At the same time the 
cage is very pretty, it's got bronze locks on it and little padlocks and has etching on the inside that 
allude to love and trust and pleasure and pain and the varying relationships between the pole 
oppOSites. 
Right now I am going back to drawing and do a bit more and reading and try and err get a design 
down for the final piece of this year. 
I have now decided that reading and drawing can only take me so far and although I already have 
one 'maquette', I am going to make another in a slightly different scenariO to see if it can give me a 
new perspective on the piece. 
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Tuesday 17th February, I have come in, urn, and really haven't a lot of inspiration this morning, I 
have to go and do an MA application. So I am helping a second year to do a cast to just try and take 
my mind off things and give me some extra skills for the future. 
It's about 2 O'cfock now and [ have finished my cast of Matt, it went quite wel' but didn't really 
benefit my work at all. So um, just going to sit down bit more and have a bit of a think and Jet 
everything filter through. I think I need to give myself some time to just kind of let all the research 
and al1 the reading that I have done recently work its way into my head. I am going to work on my 
bird cage drawing again to try and get that done properly and see what it will actually look like and 
then maybe, possibly this afternoon try and make a 'maket' of it. I am still not sure. 
Gave up on the drawing, cos it wasn't going anywhere so I have just been sitting for the last ten 
minutes just looking at all of my pictures around me. I have in my work$pace various bits of my last 
project, ideas for my new project things that inspire me, pictures of things like cages and corsets and 
of birdcages, artists that inspire me, fashion designers and things like that. 1 have been just looking 
at my pictures and just thinking how to bring this all together and reading all of the quotes I have on 
my wall. I think I may have managed to fuse it all together now. By taking some of the drawings, 
some of the bits from my pictures and maybe fusing them into one object, hopefully. 
It's morning of Wednesday the 18th, I think, of February, urn, once again I have come in and I just 
find that I am just staring at stuff and thinking, but I have kind of got a form now I think, in a little 
bird cage and a swing, I just haven't quite got the meanings together why it is important and what I 
need to do specifically, and the specific meaning for each bit of it. So I am going to sit down and 
write, cos that normally helps me quite a lot. I just sit and write out what I am using and why I am 
using that material and what I am doing with each bit and how it is going to look and how I am going 
to form it. If I explain it all in writing now it then gives me a chance to refine it later. But it give me 
a chance to look and see how I am feeling at this particular point so I can see why I have to change 
it or where I went wrong for next time so I can learn a bit. So 1 am gOing to sit down and write the 
world now. 
1 have written out a certain bit of what I am thinking now and it has really really helped quite a lot 
having my actual thought process and ideas on paper, it's allowing me to actually sit back and look at 
them rather than ponder them in my head. When they are down in black and white it's a lot easier 
to concentrate on bits of it and realise which bits of it sounds stupid. In your head something might 
sound really good and sound like it is really worthwhile and when you write it down you just think it 
sounds really wanky and awful. So a lot of the time it helps to write stuff out so you realise when 
you are just being self-indulgent and when you have actually hit on a good idea. I am hoping this 
will allow my work to progress a bit today because I have been a bit stagnated for the last two days. 
I have just been quite bored and have trying to get out of it by doing other things and helping other 
people, reading a lot. But ultimately I feel I have to give myself two days off or three days, 
whatever, just to allow everything to filter through. If you spend two weeks researching something 
and thinking and reading a lot and doing a lot of work on the internet, finding out images- and 
running around everywhere. I think you need to sometimes stop and give your brain a restJ to let 
everything filter through and trickle down into the middle. I often feel that things are stored in 
different parts of my brain the only way I can bring them all together and make them make sense is 
by writing them down. Which has helped an awful lot now and I am going to move onto another bit 
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and just do a load of writing today, and try an figure out exactly what I am trying to achieve and if 
the piece I am going to make will actually achieve that outcome. 
As well as writing and doing all my drawing I am also constantly looking at my little board next to me 
with pictures on and quotes to see how I can pull all these threads together into one object. 
Right it is the 19th today, um just to bring you up to speed on what I have done, I got a phone call 
today that Jean Paul Gaultier might be interested, possibly, well not Jean Paul Gaultier but someone 
who works for him, in redoing some work um, towards him making a great big show in Paris about 
bread. I don't quite understand, but I am going down to London tomorrow to err, brainstorm with 
the guy and find out what sort of thing he wants. So I have had to do a lot of quick thinking as to 
what kind of ideas I can come up with. I have been given a few basic pictures of the kind of dress 
designs he wants but he has basically asked for kinds of corsets and jewellery and all that kind of 
thing, but in bread. Using you know, bread making techniques and traditional French bread. So I 
have urn, done some quick research into French bread on the internet and found a bread called 
fausgass, which is a very flat bread with lines down both sides, kind of heart shaped, with lines going 
in opposite directions on each side. It is very pretty and it reminds me a lot of corsets so I have 
come up with a two part mould for a bread corset with plats around the trim as well, like bread plats. 
Urn, with some poppy seed on for some decoration. But we will have to see what happens tomorrow. 
I also did some quick research into Jean Paul Gaultier's work to help with the corset type thing and 
had a conversation with Nick, who is working with him at the moment to find out what kind of thing 
he wants. Also talked to a few tutors and various people about what they would be expecting and 
what they would expect of me and what I should expect of them as well, cost wise. 
Urn, it has been a kind of hectic day trying to get a small portfolio together and basic ideas that 
would go with it and a few drawings, obviously it has been a very scale project and they would want 
samples for the end of February, which is about a week and a half away. So it has an been very very 
quick. Will have to see if I have any more ideas. 
End of transcription. 
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2.1 Interview protocols 
Sculpture 
Date: 
Interview No.: 
Interviewer: 
Location: 
Duration: 
Introduction 
Attitude and constraints 
Type of work 
Participants: 
Jon Mason 
Participant Number: 
N 45mins 
To the research, To this interview, Sign agreements 
What type of work do you undertake? (commissions, personal or public) 
And why? 
. 
If public art - (workshops) describe the process of what you do with the public. 
Inspiration 
Problem exploration 
Research 
Idea generation 
Creativity 
Process diagram 
What inspires your work? 
Do you explore your ideas? if so how? 
(Exploration, manipulation, unusualness) 
Do you research? If so, how, why, what, where, when? 
How do you develop your ideas? Do you draw, modeL? 
What do you feel are your main constraints? 
To what extent do you compromise your intent? 
When do you feel that you have succeeded wIth a piece? 
Do you consider the viewer (their experience, emotions etc.) 
Can you draw a flow diagram of how you work? 
Feedback, Next study and Photographs. 
Protocol used when interviewing the sculptors. 
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Architecture and Design 
Date: 
Participants: 
Interview No.: 
Interviewer: Jon Mason 
Location: Participant Number: 
Duration: '" 4Smins 
Introduction To the research, To this interview, Sign agreements 
Attitude and constraints 
Type of work 
What type of work do you undertake? 
Do you work to design briefs? 
Problem exploration 
Do you explore the brief? if so how? 
(Exploration, manipulation, unusualness) 
Inspiration What generally inspires your work or projects? 
Research 
Do you research? If so, how, why, what, where, when? 
User involvements? 
How do you develop your ideas? Do you draw, modeL.? 
Idea generation What do you feel are your main constraints? 
To what extent do you compromise your intent? 
Creativity 
Do you use any creativity methods? 
Do you feel pressured to be creative? 
Process diagram Can you draw a flow diagram ef hew you work? 
Feedback Ask if they would like to be kept Informed of the findings. 
Future research Are you interested in partaking in futUre research? 
Photographs Photograph the main working environment 
Protocol used when interviewing the architects and designers. 
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2.2 Pilot study: Data Collection Methods 
The purpose for undertaking this pilot study was to identify a research strategy that 
could be used to collect comparable data on how professional artists and designers 
work. 
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1 Introduction 
When viewed chronologically, this pilot study followed the questionnaire and audio 
diary study which were reported in chapter six. The purpose of this study was to 
pilot a number of data collection methods and a design brief. From the findings a 
research strategy for the next stage of the research was developed. This next 
stage was to understand further how professional practitioners work and in 
particular, be able to compare their working processes directly. 
In order to compare the participants' processes directly the participants need to 
have undertaken or answered an identical task. This pilot study reflected the tea 
and coffee towers project [1) and provided participants with a design brief to solve. 
How they solved the brief was at their discretion and data collected from the 
participants should be comparable to one another. The key question for this pilot 
study was how should this data be collected. 
Aim 
To identify a suitable research strategy for collecting comparable data on how 
professional practitioners, from various disciplines, work. 
Objectives 
This pilot study had three main objectives: 
To test a design brief and specification 
To identify potential data collection methods 
To test the most suitable data collection methods 
2 Design Brief and Specification 
The design brief was the heart of this study. The setting of a standard design brief 
for the participants to respond to should result in comparable data and allow for the 
identification of the differences in the working process. The brief focused the 
participants' attention onto a single subject. The specification acted as a guide to 
inform the participants of how to deliver their responses. 
The scope of the design brief was limited so it could be completed within a short 
time period. The content of the design brief corresponded with a typical industrial 
[1] MENDINI, A., ed, 2003. Tea and Coffee Towers. Milano: Electa. 
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design brief and therefore focused on the design of a small household product. The 
design brief used for this study was: 
To design a nutcracker. You are encouraged to consider and design peripheral 
items such as bowls or trays as well as offering a positive user experience. This is 
an opportunity to design a wonderful creative product that will be admired by all 
who see it. 
The subject, a nutcracker, was chosen for a number of reasons: 
a nutcracker is a known product type 
a nutcracker can be mechanically very simple or complex; there was scope for 
numerous solutions 
nutcrackers have contextual aspects such as users, nut storage, the 
mechanism, shell disposal etc. 
nutcracker design can be approached from numerous perspectives such as 
aesthetics, ergonomics, mechanics, manufacture, need, etc. 
Selecting a simple product such as a nutcracker for the participants to design was 
not dissimilar to Mendini [1] who, in his design exercise, provided his participating 
architects with the brief to design a tea and coffee set. These are essentially a 
selection of containers and vessels and, as with a nutcracker, can be designed to be 
as simple or complex as the participants desire. 
The specification detailed the deliverables required, thus ensuring that all the 
participants produced a Similar style of output to aid comparison. The specification 
given to the participants was: 
To ensure the success of this research project please adhere to the following 
specifics: 
Your design must be able to practically or theoretically crack nuts 
Your design will need to be finished to a presentable degree for exhibition at 
Loughborough University. How you present your design is at your discretion; 
detailed sketches, marker rendering, CAD imagery, models or maquettes are 
all suitable 
Have fun and show off your creative abilities 
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The first specific grounded the project in reality, acting as a safeguard, to ensure 
that the participants would have to think about their designs and produce a 
comprehensible solution that could work. This prevented the participants from 
relying on unknown technology or using the project as a base for an artistic 
statement. 
The second specific encouraged the participants to produce something that can be 
used to compare them to the other participants and to ensure their final design is 
clear to the researcher. During the development of the study the intention was to 
display all the participants' nutcrackers in an exhibition at Loughborough University. 
This served two purposes: to ensure that the participants produced clear and 
understandable designs (this facilitated data analysis); to act as a form of 
encouragement and was something for them to work towards. The third specific 
was a reminder to the participants that whilst this was a research project they were 
encouraged to have some fun. 
3 Data Collection Methods 
An important aspect of this pilot study was the Identification of a SUitable data 
collection method that would enable the participants' responses to the design brief 
to be recorded. A SUitable method was defined as being one of a practical nature 
that facilitated the collection of representative data whilst minimising the chance of 
influencing the participants. 
How the participants responded to the design brief was not regulated so they could 
develop their solution using their normal process without external influence; the 
data collection methods had to be flexible enough to cope with this. For example, 
they may have produced sketch sheets, CAD models or physical models. Sketch 
sheets and modelling are a source of data that can provide an insight into the 
participants' general though patterns [2] but much information remains hidden [3]. 
Therefore, to gain a greater insight into the participants' working processes 
additional data collection methods were required. 
[2] SCHON, D.A., 1983. The Reflective Practitioner: How professionals think in action. London: Maurice 
Temple Smith. 
[3] PEDGLEY, O.F., 1999. Industrial designers' attention to materials and manufacturing processes: 
analyses at macroscopic and microscopic levels, Loughborough University, UK. 
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Table 1 lists a number of potential data collection methods. Table 2 lists and 
defines the criteria used to filter the data collection methods and table 3 is the list 
of methods set against the criteria. 
Methods Description References 
Protocol 
Observation and recording of a participant whilst they complete 
the task (in this case the design brief) in real time. With (Task) 
traditional protocol analysis the participant verbalises their 
[4] [5] [6] 
analysis 
thoughts whilst completing the task. 
Ethnography: Observation of the participant in their environment whilst they 
Shadowing/ complete the task. The researcher shadows the participant [7] [8] 
Observing making notes on their actions. 
Structured conversations with an agenda between the researcher 
Interviews and the participant. In this case interviews can be conducted [7] [9] 
during or following the completion of the task. 
Questionnaires 
Forms with predetermined questions that the participants can [7] [10] 
complete during or following the completion of the task. 
Diary / 
Diaries: a form of logbook that the participant adds to frequently 
Longitudinal 
during the completion of the task. 
[3] [7] 
method 
Table 1. Potential data collection methods. 
(4) BAINBRIDGE, L. and SANDERSON, P., 1995. Verbal Protocol Analysis. In: l.R. WILSON and E.N. 
CORLETT, eds, Evaluation of Human Work. 2 edn. London: Taylor and Francis. 
[5] DORST, K., 1995. Editorial: Analysising design activity: new directions in protocol analysis. Design 
Studies, 16(2), pp. 139-142. 
[6] WALDRON, M. and WALDRON, K. 1988. A time sequence study of a complex mechanical design 
system. Design Studies, 9(2), pp95-106. 
[7] COHEN, L., MANION, L. and MORRISON, K., 2000. Research Methods in Education. New York: 
Routledge Falmer. 
[8] HAMMERSLEY, M., and ATKINSON, P., 2003. Ethnography: Principles in Practice. 2nd ed. London: 
Routledge. 
[9] MCNEILL, P., 1995. Research Methods. 2 edn. New York: Routledge. 
[10] ROBSON, C., 1995. Real world research: a resource for social scientists and practitioner-
researchers. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers. 
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Criteria 
Participants are unlikely to give too much of their time to a research project, therefore 
Time any data collection method should not keep them for too long. Maximum time for a 
single sitting would be 4-Shours. 
There is no prescribed budget for this research study, however any data collection 
Cost 
method chosen should be inexpensive to set-up and run. 
Travel Excessive travel would increase the cost of the study. 
This refers to how intrusive the data collection method would be for the participant: 
Intrusiveness would they have to give up whole days and sit with the researcher or would they be 
able to partake in the research in their own time and choice of location. 
Chance of 
Should the participant be influenced (such as into a course of action they may not 
influencing the 
normally take) by the data collection method or the researcher, data could be 
invaHdated as a consequence. The chance of influencing the participant must be kept 
participant 
to a minimum to correspond with the research strategy (chapter 5). 
Potential for ... 
Corresponding 
Creativity and innovation are at the heart of design and therefore any design exercise 
should acknowledge this. The theory that 'the creative process and subsequent 
to creativity 
development of creative ideas takes time and effort' [11] [12J [DJ was considered 
literature 
when choosing the method. 
Any data collected should be usable and of sufficient detail to obtain findings and that 
Obtaining 
can potentially represent a typical design process; Waltz, Elam and Curtis [14] noted 
quality data 
that many of the studies into design processes used shorter and !ess complex projects 
which were considered uncharacteristic of 'typical' design projects, this to was 
considered when choosing the method 
Revealing their Any data collected should contribute to understanding the participants' working / 
design process design process. 
Data can be collected in many formats, such as audio, video, written notes, 
Data 
preparation time 
photographs etc., and some forms of data take longer than others to prepare for 
analysis, for example transcribing audio data. Ideally the data would require little 
needed preparation prior to analysis to save time. 
Table 2. Cnterla used for flltenng the data collection methods 
[11] CSIKSZENTMIHALYI, M., 1988. Society, Culture, and person: a systems view of creativity. In: R.J. 
Sternberg, ed. The Nature of CreativitYI 1st edn, Cambridge University Press, Cambridgel 1988, pp. 
325-339. 
[12J GRUBBER, H.E. and DAVIS, S.N .• 1988. Evolving Systems Approach. In: R.J. Sternberg, ed. The 
Nature of Creativity, 1st edn, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1988, pp. 243-270. 
[13] CHRISTIAANS, H., Creativity in Design, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands, 1992. 
[14] WALTZ, D., ELAM. J., and CURTIS, 6. 1993. InSide a software design team: kno'wledge acquisition, 
sharing -and integration. Communication of the ACM, 36(10), pp63-75. 
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Table 3. List of methods set against the criteria 
The diary/longitudinal method matched the 'ideal' criteria the most closely, meeting 
all but two of the criteria. The first was the time needed to conduct such a study. 
Diaries/longitudinal studies involve presenting the design brief to a participant for 
them to take it away for as long as necessary in order to complete it; therefore, the 
exact time period for such a study is unknown. The diary method relies on the 
honesty of the participant and their understanding as to what they must note down. 
This presents a risk, for such a method could reveal very little [3). Equally, the 
opposite could occur, with frequent and detailed additions to the diary. Following 
the success of the audio diary study in chapter six, with three of the four 
participants providing sufficient data to form an idea of how they worked, this risk 
appeared to be worth taking. 
Forms of ethnography, such as shadowing or observation, corresponded positively 
with the criteria and shadowing seemed to be the most ideal method. Being able to 
observe the participant in real time in their natural environment, whilst they 
complete the design brief would ensure that little information went unrecorded and 
a high quality of data can be collected [7). Nevertheless, such a study would be 
highly intrusive and too costly. 
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The interview method enables a researcher to ask a variety of questions and 
question type (e.g. informal, formal, open or closed questioning, frequency of 
interviews, incorporation of tasks etc) to also react to the participants' responses 
with additional enquiries. Due to this flexibility the interview method corresponded 
well with the ideal methods stipulated in table 3, however, the participant would 
always be thinking retrospectively and may have forgotten some details. 
The protocol analysis method required a participant to respond to the design brief 
In a short period of time whilst verbalising their thoughts. This method did not 
correspond well with the criteria, however, such a method would require only a few 
hours to complete and would be low cost, requiring one visit to the participant only. 
How accurately this method would reveal the participants' design process is 
unclear. Waltz, Elam and Curtis [14) believe that short design exercises such as 
protocol analysis are unrepresentative of 'real' design projects, however this does 
not mean that a design process cannot be revealed, perhaps in a more condensed 
format. Another issue is that solving a design brief in such a short period of time 
(2 to 4 hours) does not correspond with the creativity theories which state that 
creativity requires time and effort. 
The primary advantage of protocol analysis is that the participant's response to the 
design brief is captured In Its entirety. Other methods rely on the participant to 
either record their own thoughts in a diary or to recall past events. A potential 
disadvantage of protocol analysis is the requirement for the participant to verbalise 
their thoughts whilst they design since this has been found to be distracting and 
hard to do [6). This issue could be overcome by allowing the participant to 
retrospectively state their thoughts once the design activity had been completed, 
whilst watching a video recording of them designing. 
The questionnaire matched the ideal method for its practicality but did not match 
with all of the other criteria. The main disadvantage of a questionnaire Is that It 
could unduly influence the participant. For example, a question may focus on a 
particular aspect of the design process (e.g. research) that the participant had not 
considered, causing them to amending their response accordingly. 
It is also uncertain with how well a questionnaire could collect data regarding the 
participant's design process and response to the design brief. During study one 
(chapter six) of this research the questionnaire to the undergraduates failed to 
reveal many clear trends. In contrast, the Interview method would allow the 
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researcher to review the participant's response to the deSign brief with them and 
structure questions accordingly; the questionnaire method would not offer this 
freedom. 
Methods selected for piloting 
Following the comparison of methods the decision was taken to pilot test three 
methods: the longitudinal diary method; a concurrent protocol analysis; a 
retrospective protocol analysis. The longitudinal method was selected for its low 
level of intrusiveness, low cost, correspondence with the creativity literature and 
was based on knowledge gained from the successful audio diary exercise in chapter 
six. 
The two protocol analysis methods, unlike the longitudinal diary method, can be 
completed within one day and how the partiCipant solved the design brief is 
captured fully. For the concurrent method the participant discloses their thoughts 
whilst designing and retrospective version allows them to disclose their thoughts at 
the end. The structure of these has been described in more detail below. 
Longitudinal Diary 
This test had three stages. The first was a meeting with the participant where the 
pilot test, the design brief, the specification and the diary of designing (figure 1, 
overleaf) were explained. The consent form was also presented. The second stage 
was when the participant responded to the design brief in their spare time and for 
this test they were allocated seven days; this was then they recorded their design 
activity in the diary. The third stage was the concluding interview which was when 
they described how they solved the brief to the researcher. They also returned the 
diary as well as any additional material that formed their response to the design 
brief (e.g. design sheets, models, mind maps etc) at this time. 
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Diary of Designing 
Date: __________ _ Sheet: __________ _ 
DayS Main Aclivfly. 
Diary Entry 
Figure 1. One of the diary pages. 
Protocol Analysis 
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Two versions of the protocol analysis method were piloted: a concurrent protocol 
analysis and a retrospective protocol analysis. The concurrent version required the 
participant to verbalise their thoughts concurrently whilst responding to the design 
brief. The retrospective version was tested to try and overcome the issues 
associated with verbalising thoughts whilst designing. On this test the participant 
commented on their design activity once they had solved the brief by watching a 
video of their solving the brief. 
One week prior to the tests each participant was provided with a copy of the design 
brief. This was so they could research and familiarise themselves with the topic 
and was an attempt to correspond with the creativity theory. They were also 
informed that they could bring any media or equipment with them. The tests took 
place in a studio in the Department of Design and Technology at Loughborough 
University. 
Concurrent protocol analysis 
Before the test began the details of the pilot study and protocol analysis were 
explained to the participant and the consent form was presented to them. The 
participant then proceeded to respond to the design brief whilst concurrently 
verbalising their thoughts; this was recorded using a video camera. Two to three 
hours were allocated for them to produce their design and once completed the 
session concluded with an interview. 
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Retrospective protocol analysis 
This test began identically to the concurrent version except the participant was not 
required to verbalise their thoughts. Their design activity was video recorded and 
once completed the participant reviewed the video, providing a commentary of their 
thoughts and reasons behind their actions. This commentary was audio recorded. 
The session concluded with an interview. 
Concluding Interview 
Following each of the pilot tests the participants were informally interviewed. This 
was the researcher's opportunity to ask the participant how they responded to the 
design brief and for them to explain their process, talk through their design sheets 
or workings and describe their final solution. The interview was audio recorded. 
4 Sample 
Ideally there would have been two types of participant, one sculpture student and 
one industrial design student, for each of the research methods tested. 
Unfortunately, no sculpture students volunteered, despite speaking to the students, 
their tutors and offering monetary reward for their time. Only industrial design 
students participated in the pilot tests. This undesirable circumstance was beyond 
the researcher's ability to resolve in the short time and with the limited budget 
available. 
5 Results and Discussion 
There are two main parts to this results and discussion section. The first considers 
the merits of setting of a design brief and whether it helped to reveal the 
participants' design processes. The second is a discussion of the quality of data 
collected and concludes with a decision on the most suitable research strategy for 
collecting data on how people solve a design brief. 
Revealing a design process 
The use of a design brief to help reveal a participant's design process worked well 
in this pilot study. All of the participants, in each of the tests, responded to the 
design brief by producing a solution following a period of design activity. The data 
collected from this design activity could be used to piece together a process 
diagram representing their design process (figures 2, 3 and 4, overleaf). 
Furthermore, none of the participants raised any issue with or showed signs of 
having a problem with the design brief or design specification used in these pilot 
tests. 
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These process diagrams were constructed using data collected from the pilot tests. 
Further detail could have been added to these diagrams such as the influences 
behind their ideas or when each participant considered mechanics, aesthetics or 
users. 
Data from the longitudinal diary method took the form of notes made in the diary 
(figure 5). The notes were written in chronological order and stated the main 
activities the participant undertook in response to the design brief. The interview 
transcripts and the seventeen design sheets provided an additional insights into the 
participant's process. 
Diary of Designing 
Data: ~k.I-_.J1':IJ:.<4- Sheet: _~j _____ _ 
~Moir1AclM1V: ':~.!t.,!~/_-&_7_W.~i~ ______________ _ 
Figure 5. Page from the diary. 
The visual data recorded from the concurrent protocol analysis test showed the 
participant's response to the design brief in its entirety, such comprehensive data 
was not available for the longitudinal diary exercise. The video data was split into 
two parts: the audio and the visual. The audio data was transcribed and next to the 
relevant text in the transcription was the participant's actions at that time (figure 
6). The design process the participant applied could be inferred from this. 
It is something like monkey bashes rod. 
Urn .• like using forces to crack the nut 
Not very good for the elderly thot OM. 
I om trying to think of the people who buy nuts: 
namely young people OOy peanuts, I don't think 
they do buy nuls, .• mainly middle aged people at 
Christmo,> time so something more posh ••• wine 
,.. '-A ..... ,.·"'ino kinc4 . ~ fhing ihof ('I"" ...... ".n • '11. 
ActIOn: Hiltmg 
motion 
Action: Gripping 
Thinking: sitting 
back, examining 
sketches 
Figure 6. The method of displaying data from the protocol analysis tests. 
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Data from the retrospective protocol analysis was processed differently from that of 
the concurrent version. The main data source used to construct the design process 
diagram was the audio commentary the participant gave in response to watching 
the video of her designing. As with the longitudinal study, the sketch sheets of the 
participants from the two protocol analysis tests (concurrent and retrospective) 
further assisted with the construction of the design process diagrams. For 
example, the sheets indicated the number of concepts produced and in which order 
they were conceived. 
The concluding interview proved to be an informative source of data that 
contributed further to understanding the partiCipants' design processes. This was 
especially true for the longitudinal diary exercise where the researcher was not 
present during the design activity. 
In summary, from each of the methods tested sufficient data was collected that 
could determine the working process the participants undertook to solve the design 
brief. In the next section the quality of this data has been reviewed. 
Quality of data collected 
The design process diagrams show how the participants' responded to the design 
brief. Each participant indicated that the design process they applied had been 
amended to suit the test. The amendments were all omisSions of tasks they would 
have normally done when responding to a design brief: 
[ think the way [ went about it wasn't normal; normally [ have lots of 
spreadsheets going on and bits like that, such as matrices, this that and 
the other. [sort of skipped through that. [still did it but not formally. 
Longitudinal diary exercise partiCipant. 
[ think in terms of what I have produced [ have done quite well to 
develop a product with a mechanism and almost sort out each individual 
component is quite good. Having done that though I have kind of 
ignored the aesthetics side of things it is just a very boxy kind of 
functional thing. 
Concurrent protocol analysis participant. 
[ normally do quite a lot of research 
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Retrospective protocol analysis participant. 
It appears that none of the methods tested could reveal perfectly the participants' 
design processes. Therefore, it was necessary to establish which of the three 
methods could be used to collect data that was most representative of the 
participant's actual process. Four aspects were used to determine this: the 
duration of the test; the potential for undue influence; the data collected; reference 
to design process literature. 
Study Duration 
The most detailed design process diagram was constructed using data collected 
from the longitudinal diary exercise. The additional detail obtained was not 
believed to be the result of a superior data collection method, but the extra time 
the participant had to respond to the design brief. The participant gave 
approximately seven to ten hours of his time to respond to the design brief over the 
seven day period, almost three times more than the time allocated to the 
participants of the protocol analysis. Moreover, the longitudinal diary participant 
produced approximately four times as many design sheets and eight times as many 
concepts. This corresponds with the theory of creativity taking time and effort with 
the participant producing the greater number of concepts. This extra information 
provided the researcher with more sources of enquiry when interviewing the 
participant, resulting in the more detailed design process diagram. Figures 7, 8 and 
9 show the final solutions produced by the participants. 
NutCrush. 
M.I"II' .. ,!)I)mm.Mmm~ 
W~"I,).Skg. 
~.t .. ,.II:$iI_, ABS.~!.ifllt~ Sle~ Wolnu!, 
SII .... rfrt'/i~d<I6t<I_ 
Figure 7. Longitudinal diary participant's final solution. 
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Figure 8. Concurrent protocol analysis participant's final solution. 
Figure 9. Retrospective protocol analysis participant's final solution. 
The extra time afforded by the longitudinal diary exercise's methodology provided 
additional freedom to the participant to respond to the design brief as and when 
deSired. For example, he could take breaks from designing, research topics, spend 
time thinking about the brief whilst undertaking other tasks etc. This freedom is 
more representative of a normal design process unlike the more restrictive 
laboratory conditions of the protocol analysis tests. Dorst, (p14) [15] describes the 
design process as being gradual and how ideas evolve over time; the longitudinal 
diary method therefore encourages more realistic design activity. 
[15) DORST, K., 2003. Understanding Design: 150 ways of looking at design. Amsterdam: Book Industry 
Services. 
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Influences 
Participants of research studies should not be unduly influenced when providing 
responses for risk of invalidating data collected. The longitudinal diary exercise had 
the lowest potential for influencing the participant since the researcher had no 
contact with them whilst they responded to the design brief. In contrast, the 
researcher was present throughout the two protocol analysis tests, to operate the 
video camera; despite this nothing occurred on these tests to cause concern. 
During the two protocol analysis tests two sources of distraction were noted. The 
participant of the concurrent protocol analysis stated that he was concerned about 
"talking rubbish" whilst verbalising his thoughts, implying that he was not entirely 
comfortable; however, this was not unexpected for such occurrences have 
appeared in the literature [6]. The act of being Video recorded made the participant 
of the retrospective protocol analysis feel uncomfortable and as a consequence she 
took greater care over her sketches; she stated during her commentary that she 
normally sketches quickly. This anomaly is an indication that the design process 
revealed using the protocol methods mi ght not be entirely representative of the 
participant's normal approach to a design brief. 
An additional issue was raised during interviews with sculptors as part of another 
study. It was clear that sculptors do not favour being told what to do and if they 
struggle for inspiration they prefer to leave and do something else. Since sculpture 
is likely to be one of the disciplines targeted in subsequent studies is seems that 
they would not favour the constrained set-up of a protocol analysis. 
Data Collected 
From the protocol analysis tests detailed data were collected using video recording. 
The detail was such that microscopic levels of information could be identified, such 
as what the participants think of when sketching, or why they alter their sketching 
techniques from 'doodling' to detailed. For example: 
When I sketch I either sketch really quickly because I am thinking a lot 
or I am thinking about one thing and I just draw that over and over 
again. Um ... but because when I am thinking a lot about it, this is why I 
move around the page and I draw, I draw something then I draw 
something else then I will go back because I would of thought of 
something and would have to draw it down. 
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Retrospective protocol analysis participant. 
So just trying to sketch out this bubblegum machine. Just make it a bit 
more like a nutcracker so kind of lever down here. Starting to think how 
maybe the mechanism might work. 
Concurrent protocol analysis participant. 
Nevertheless, despite this level of detail the participant had a shorter design 
process with fewer actions than the longitudinal diary exercise participant. This is 
most likely due to having less freedom when working in the laboratory style 
arrangement of the protocol analysis tests. In summary, the data from the 
protocol analysis tests offers microscopic data that is not possible from the 
longitudinal diary exercise, however, the breath of this data is limited by the lack of 
freedom and time available to the participants. 
Literature 
The three design process diagrams constructed using data collected, all conform to 
some degree with the design process diagrams in the literature [16] [17] [18]. Each 
of them include the main aspects of a 'typical' design process: a form of problem 
exploration, a generation of concepts followed by a period of detail design. 
The longitudinal diary exercise participant's process diagram further corresponded 
to the literature examples since he researched the topic area, used a design 
specification and undertook a more iterative process when designing and selecting 
concepts. His solution was also appraised at the end. Therefore, this particular 
design process had the greater likeness to those found in the literature. 
6 Most Suitable Research Strategy 
Based on the findings from this pilot study the most suitable methodology for 
revealing representative data regarding a participant's design process using a set 
design brief, would be to organise: 
a longitudinal study where the participant takes the design brief and 
specification away with them for an extended period of time, 
[16] PUGH, 5.,1991. Total Design. Harlow: Pearson Education Ltd. 
[17]LAW50N, B., 1997. How Designers Think. 3 edn. Oxford: Architetural Press. 
[18] BAXTER, M., 1995. Product Design. London: Chapman And Hall. 
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provide a diary for the participant to add to during this period of designing, 
a concluding interview when collecting the participant's response to the design 
brief. 
7 Conclusions 
From this pilot study the following conclusions were drawn: 
The use of a standard design brief and specification can facilitate the revealing 
of a participant's design process. 
None of the participants in these pilot tests had any issue with the brief or 
specification used and they all responded to it with a period of design activity 
that was open for recording with a data collection method. 
The most suitable methodology for recording the said process is a diary 
method, which is completed by the participant as they respond to the design 
brief over an extended period of time. Further data is collected from a 
concluding interview that takes place when the participant returns their work. 
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2.3 Reviewer's guide 
Reviewer's Guide 
Participant's 
discipline: 
Designer 
Media type used: 
A3 marker pad 
Annotations versus sketching: 
SO/50 use of mind maps 
mostly thumbnail sketches 
Areas of interest: 
Looked into existing nutcrackers and 
issues 
Found images and sorted them into 
groups 
Favoured novelty to fit in with the 
Christmas theme of nut cracking 
Linked that with superior functionality 
Past experiences - making mess 
Tools or methods used: 
Mind maps - considerations: type of 
nutcracker, robustness, slick, novelty, 
functionality, irritations, user. 
Image searches taxonomic 
groupings into novelty, function, 
function + aesthetics 
Sketches 
Presentation media of final 
design: 
CAD models 
Storyboards 
-, ''';'' , , 
'-« .,"" ."" .. , 
Reviewer's guide for analysing the visual work produced. 
Appendix 2 
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2.4 Studio session 
During the second year of this PhD research the opportunity arose to organise a 
studio session with a professional sculptor and students, studying industrial design 
at Loughborough University. In this studio session the design students were 
observed working with a sculptor in order to solve a sculptural brief. 
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1 Introduction 
The primary research question for this PhD was,. can contemporary art methods 
facilitate designers' creativity? One of the strategies for conducting the research 
was to understand further and identify differences between the ways artists and 
designers work. This studio session was an opportunity to identify differences 
between the practitioners of these two disciplines. A professional sculptor agreed 
to conduct a studio session with students of industrial design. He provided a brief 
for the students to work on and offered them his assistance in solving it. The 
sculptor and the students had different creative/working processes and some of 
these differences revealed themselves during the session as they worked together. 
This studio session is not unique; other art and design educational institutions also 
employ artists to teach their designers. For example, the painter Gabriel Klasmer 
lectures on the Design Products masters degree at the Royal College of Art in 
London. However, few collaborations of this nature appear to have been 
documented and the findings from this session were informative and beneficial to 
the overall research. 
Aim 
The aim of the session was to identify similarities and differences between the 
sculptor and the design students' ways of working and thinking. 
Objectives 
To achieve the aim the following objectives were used: 
To monitor the reactions of the design students to the sculptural brief and the 
sculptor's way of working 
To identify the sculptor's reactions to the design students and their way of 
working 
2 Studio Session Organisation 
The organisation of the studio session required four key aspects to be attended to. 
The first was the sculptor and ensuring he could find the time to come to the 
session. The second was the recruitment of design students who attended the 
session. The third was the brief they were to solve, which was developed by the 
sculptor, and the itinerary of the session. The fourth aspect was the location and 
the equipment available to the participants. Each of these aspects are noted in 
more detail below. 
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The sculptor 
John Atkin is a practicing sculptor and lecturer on the fine art degree programme at 
the Loughborough University School of Art and Design (LUSAD) . John's work is 
inspired by the use and interpretation of garment patterns and how they facilitate 
the transformation of fabric into a three dimensional object (Figures 1 and 2). 
Figure 1. Example of the garment patterns 
.. -
r 
Figure 2. Exa mples of John Atkin 's sculptures 
The de sign students 
Undergraduate and postgraduate students studying industrial design at 
Loughborough University were invited to participate in the studio session. Six 
students volunteered, these were: 
3x undergraduate Industrial Design and Technology students (participant 
numbers 5, 6, and 7) 
2x postgraduate Industrial Design Masters students (participants numbers 8 
and 9) 
Ix postgraduate researcher - industrial design qualified to Masters level 
(participant number 6) 
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The advantage of having only six participants is that the sculptor's time was divided 
more generously when providing guidance and feedback. This extra time may ease 
the observation and identification of any differences between their processes. 
Brief and Itinerary 
The participants were provided with a brief to focus their attention and give them 
something to work towards during the session. The brief was based on the 
scu lptor's area of interest (garment patterns) and was typical , according to the 
sculptor, of one given for a commissioned piece; the brief was as follows: 
The local council are proposing a new play/recreational area for children, aged 5-12 
years, to be built on the site of an old petrol station (70m by 40m). The council 
would like the site to echo Loughborough's textile history by reference to garment 
patterns. 
The council does not want traditional play equipment, such as swings, slides, or 
roundabouts, for these are cliched and are often easily vandalised. This is an 
opportunity to develop new equipment using garment patterns for inspiration. 
The itinerary for the studio seSSion is shown in table 1. This was adhered to closely 
and the session did not over run. 
Activity Description Equ ipment Durat ion 
Introduction Presentation by John Atkin; in trodUCing PowerPoint via 
30 minutes 
lecture himself and his work projector 
PowerPoint via 
Presentation of the design brief and 
Design Brief projector and 10 minutes 
itinerary 
handout 
Design session 
Students work on the design brief with 
John Atkin offering guidance 
Paper 165 minutes 
Student The students present their designs to 
N/a 30 minutes 
presentations the group via a critique 
Final sum up 
Verbal appraisal and final info' such as 
when they get the work back etc 
N/a 5 minutes 
240 minutes 
4 hours 
Table 1. Itinerary of the stud io session 
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Location and Equipment 
The studio session took place at Loughborough University in one of the studios in 
the Department of Design and Technology. The participants were provided with 
drawing and modelling equipment and were informed by the sculptor that they 
could approach the study however they wished. 
3 Oata Collection Methods 
Two data collection methods were used during the studio session : observation and 
a sentiments page (a form of logbook given to each participant on which they can 
make notes) . All of the work produced by the participants during the session, such 
as sketch work and models, were retained as a potential source of data. The 
scu lptor was also interviewed at the end of the studio session in order to record his 
thoughts of the session. 
The choice of methods was based on the need to limit the researcher 's interference 
with the participants and the sculptor during the session. Observational methods 
are unobtrusive and the sentiments page could be used at the participant's 
discretion. Other methods such as focus groups at the end of the session or 
individual interviews during were considered too time consuming and intrusive. 
Detailed questionnaires would have been unobtrusive and potentially quicker to 
complete but it would have been uncertain what questions to have aSked . The two 
data collection methods used are detailed below. 
Observation 
Observation was particularly suited for obtain ing first hand, li ve data and therefore, 
suits exploratory studies such as this one where the researcher was on hand to 
experience and ga ther the data during the session [1] . The researcher took the 
role of a complete observer since he did not take part in the design activities. 
There were no strict guidelines for the observation of the studio sess ion except to 
note the sculptor's and participants' reactions to the brief and any differences in 
working process or attitudes. 
[1] COHEN, L., MAN ION, L. and MORRISON, K" 2000 . Research Methods in Education. New York: 
Routledge Falmer. 
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Sentiments Page 
Each participant was provided with a sentiments page and was requested to make 
notes during the session. This is a self-disclosure method that relied on the 
participants to complete. They were asked to note any unusual experiences or 
departures from their normal ways of working; for example, if anything were 
unusual, particularly hard or easy, or what had been helpful or unhelpful during the 
session. 
The aim was to provide the participants with an outlet for noting their thoughts of 
the session as it progressed. The open-ended questions were appropriate for this 
study as they are suited for collecting honest and personal comments from the 
participants [1). Since this was an exploratory study it would have been 
presumptuous to ask precise or closed questions. 
Interview with the Sculptor 
Following the studio session the sculptor was informally interviewed. The aim was 
to identify what the scu lptor thought of the session and how well the participants 
responded to the brief. There were also questions relating to the work produced by 
the participants . 
Additional sources of data 
The participants of the studio session produced sketch work and card models of 
their design proposals. These were potentially useful sources of data since sketch 
work is considered to be a form of thinking where the designer plays and reflects on 
their ideas [2) (3] . However, to the contrary, Pedgley [4) stated that "by looking at 
a sketch it will not be possible to tell what was thought". This could be true for 
precise thoughts, which may never be known or reliably externalised, but sketches 
can provide the onlooker with small insights into the creative process [ 5]. 
Additionally, all the sketch work from this study was comparable since it was 
produced at the same time in response to the same design brief. 
[2] GARNER, S,W., 1999. Drawing and designing: an analysis of sketching and its outputs as displayed 
by individuals and pairs when engaged ;n design tasks, Loughborough University, UK. 
[3] SCHON, D.A., 1983. The Reflective Practitioner: How professionals think in action. London: Maurice 
Temple Smith. 
[4J PEDGLEY, O.F., 1999. Industrial designers' attention to materials and manufacturing processes: 
analyses at macroscopic and microscopIc levels, Loughborough University, UK. 
[5J ARNHEIM, R., 2000. Sketching and the psychology of design. In: V. MARGOLlN and R. BUCHANAN, 
eds, The Idea of Design. Cambridge MA: MlT Press, pp. 15- 19. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
Within this section the reactions from the design participants and the sculptor 
towards the studio session are discussed. The data collection methods used were 
also reviewed for their suitability. 
The participants ' reactions to the session 
The reactions of the design students to the studio session have been divided into 
three main sections: the alternative working process; response the design brief; 
potential influences; drawing and modell ing. In each of these sections differences 
have been noted between the design students and the sculptor. However, prior to 
this, it is worth recording a more general observation of the session: the 
participants seemed to have enjoyed the session and the experience of trying an 
alternative way of working. Some found it to be an unusual way of working and 
most provided positive comments. At the end of the session each participant was 
pleased to have attended. This demonstrates that experimenting with alternative 
processes can be enjoyable and that this sculptural process was a positive 
experience for those involved. 
Alternative working process 
The sculptor introduced to the design students an alternative working process. 
Aspects of this process were imposed on the students by the brief and other 
aspects by the sculptor himself. The first aspect was the open brief; there were 
very few constraints to work towards or within and it encouraged the participants to 
be explorative. A second aspect was the requirement to use only one source of 
inspiration (the garment patterns). Finally, the third main aspect of the alternative 
process was the use of three-dimensional modelling to express their ideas. 
Normally a design student would not model his or her ideas in three dimensions 
unti l much later in a design project (days or weeks). and rare ly after only one or 
two hours. Notes made on the sentiments pages supported these observations and 
the sculptor's process was seemingly different from their typical design process. 
Most frequently noted was the reflection of the session's apparent freedom: 
Good for 'freeing-up' design (student 5) 
Freedom of design (student 7) 
Creatively it feels less constrained (student 8) 
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One participant found this to be a negative aspect stating that it is "difficult when it 
is so free" (student 10), which highlights the fact that not all design processes suit 
all designers. 
The design brief forced the participants to use garment patterns as their sole 
source of inspiration for their design ideas. This constraint and the sculptor's 
process seemed to be new to them since the participants stated that it was: 
Interesting for different approaches (student 5) 
Unorthodox approach to concept generation (student 8) 
Seems to be a different method of adopting things (student 6) 
Concept - quick generation - good - no details bogging down (Student 
7) 
From this it could be inferred that this sculptural process was slightly different from 
their typical design process, This may not have been a popular aspect of the 
session since the participants found that the 'patterns are restrictive in some way' . 
However, others stated that the garment patterns promoted 'exploration of shape' 
and 'much more manipulation of shapes'; the session produced a mix of opinions 
reiterating that there is no single suitable process or method for designing . 
Modelling their ideas sooner than normal was considered to be unusual, but also a 
positive activity by one participant stating that it was "quick 3D modelling - nice -
but unusual - exploration easy" (student 5) and "different instant modelling - new 
thought patterns" (student 7), This adds support to the observation that this was a 
new, or unusual, process to them, Another participant realised during the session 
that modelling was preferable to sketching in this case; "working with real material 
and creating 3D was better for me" (student 10), perhaps this was making some of 
the participants reconsider their own design process, 
The fact that this alternative working process was seemingly unusual and beneficial 
to some of the participants supports those in the literature, such as Yair, Tomes 
and Press [6], and Schmiedeknecht [7], who believe that the sharing of knowledge 
from other disciplines for even a short period may benefit creativity. 
(6] YAIR, K., TOMES, A. and PRESS, M., 1999. Design through making: crafts knowledge as facilitator to 
collaborative new product development. Design Studies, 20(6). pp. 49S ~5 15 
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The participants also observed that the sculptor appraised things from an 
alternative perspective. Whether the sculptor was appraising a model or providing 
unusual sources of inspiration it seemed to be a new approach for the participants 
concerned. Furthermore, student 8 praised the sculptor's process for using 
external inputs and deemed it to be a better process than he used when designing. 
It was good the way he communicated the idea and gave suggestions 
and looked at things from other perspectives - didn't constrain it by 
saying it's not possible. (student 10) 
Sculptors seem to have a more underlying reason for a particular shape 
I form, not just aesthetic reasons (student 7) 
Use of external inputs as an idea generator e.g. in design we use object 
primitives to generate a form therefore this approach is better (student 
8) 
Response to the brief 
All of the participants responded to the brief in a Similar manner. They began with 
a period of sketching which lasted for approximately 1.5 to 2 hours. One 
participant noted key issues regarding playgrounds prior to sketching ideas. The 
remaining participants began sketching following a short period of individual 
contemplation. Everyone worked individually and there was little conversation 
during the session. The sketching was followed by card modelling and the 
development of their final solution and the duration of this was Similar to the 
sketching. 
Von Oech (8] states that it is a desirable not to make a mistake or appear to be 
wrong and this is conditiOned into students through education: those with the most 
right answers do well. When this occurs within a school of design the students 
could be conditioned to design in a certain manner, by striving to meet the 
requirements of a syllabus in doing so are rewarded with high marks. Since all of 
the partiCipants were educated in industrial design within the same department it is 
like ly that they would have been conditioned into using a similar design process. 
Thi s became apparent when all of the participants responded to the design brief by 
sketching their ideas. Furthermore, sketching has been proven to be a taught 
[7J SCHMIEDEKNECHT, T. , 2003. Art and Architecture : A Reciprocal Relationship? Architectural Design, 
73(3), pp. 86-96 
(B] VON OECH, R. , 1983. A Whack on the side af the Head. Australia : Angus &. Robertson. 
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process that is instilled into students, for those with no formal design education 
prefer not sketch when developing ideas [9] . The participants in this study 
appeared reluctant to model in three dimensions, seeming to ignore the sculptor's 
encouragement to begin. This reluctance to model, comb ined with the comments 
from the sentiments pages demonstrates that this was potentially a break from 
their normal and, perhaps their pre-conditioned design process. 
Alternatively the reason given by Welch, Barlex and Um [9) for their participants 
preferring to model rather than drawing was due to their lack of confidence or 
ability in using such a medium to express their ideas. Perhaps the opposite 
occurred here, where the participants felt more confident drawing their ideas than 
modelling. 
Another possible reason for this is conformity. The three groups of partiCipants 
rarely mix outside the session and they chose to sit in their own groups. 
Furthermore, this studio session was an unusua l activity which the partiCipants may 
not have been fami liar with and, perhaps the situation proved uncomfortable for 
them. This could have caused conformity, where individuals within groups do not 
wish to appear foolish and therefore, they conform wi th the rest of the group [1 0 ]. 
Hence all of the participants in this study began by sketching their ideas and 
transferred to modelling at a similar time. 
Potential Influences 
The partiCipants were likely to have been influenced strongly by the sculptor's 
presentation of his ironwork sculptures of garment patterns. This presentation was 
an example of how the sculptor was influenced by the garment patterns but 
ultimately it may have influenced the entire group. Presentations prior to a design 
session may restrict or focus creative thoughts unduly and potentially limit the 
output. 
One further issue is that the participants were either qualified or were undertaking 
a qualification in industrial design and this may have also been a factor behind their 
designs all being of a manufacturable nature. Their design solutions were also 
[9J WELCH, M., BARLEX, D. and LIM, H.S., 2000. Sketching : friend or foe to the novice designer? 
International Journal of Technology and Design Education, 10(2), pp. 125- 148. 
[10J GLEITMAN, H. , FRlDLUND, l.A. and REISBERG, D., 2000. Basic Psychology. 5 edn. New York: 
Norton. 
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similar for they were all metal structures that could be cut, welded and formed and 
were similar to the sculptor 's work, Lawson [11, ps ] used a hypothetical scenario to 
highlight this phenomenon: 
Let us briefly examine a situation, Imagine that a railway company has 
for many years been offering catering facilities only on certain trains and 
has now discovered that this part of the business is making a financial 
loss, What should be done? An advertising agency might suggest that 
they should design a completely new image with the food repackaged 
and differently advertised, An industrial designer might well suggest that 
the real problem is with the design of the buffet car", An operations 
research consultant would probably concentrate on whether the buffet 
cars were on the right trains; and so on, 
Had this brief been given to architects, landscape designers or horticulturalists for 
example, the solutions may have been different, perhaps the use of topiary or brick 
instead of ironwork, A wider range of solutions cou ld have been obtained if a mix 
of disciplinary backgrounds had participated in the study, 
Drawing and Modelling 
The studio session can be spl it into distinct halves, The first was the time the 
participants spent sketching ideas and the second was the time they spent 
modelling their ideas, Their sketch work showed their ideas and the majority of the 
participants focused on smaller individual elements of the playground, such as 
pieces of play equipment, However, once the participants began modelling their 
ideas in card their attention turned to the whole site (figure 3), Pugh [1 2, pl7S), 
from his research also noticed this phenomenon and stated that: 
They (prototypes) give members of the design team a tentative 
understanding of the in teractions between the components embodied in 
the product, which collectively make the whole, 
Therefore, during the session the drawing activity facilitated development of 
components of the play area but it was the modelling activity where the 
participants pieced them together as a who le playground, 
[ 11 ] LAWSON, B., 1997. How Designers Think. 3 edn. Oxford: Architetural Press, 
[12) PUGH, S., 1991. Total Design. Harrow: Pearson Education Ltd, 
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Figure 3. Sketches of elements and the model of the whole site 
One participant noted a difference between the sculptor's attitude and his own with 
regard to modelling, th is was as fo llows: 
Sculptors seem to seek for more detail from building a model. I 
normally use it for initial form; build detail in further sketches and cad 
model (s tudent 6) 
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This quote, in addition to the others that described how it was unusua l to model so 
soon, contributes to the case that this sculptor worked in a different manner to 
these participants. 
The sculptor's reactions to the session 
During the studio session the sculptor acted as a mentor to the participants, 
offering them his opinion and critiquing their ideas for their playground. Two main 
observations of the sculptor's behaviour were noted. The first was that he 
preferred to review models rather than sketches, and the second was that he held a 
different view of the value of the models than the participants. 
Model, don't draw 
From the studio session it became clear that the sculptor preferred to review 
physical models. He encouraged the design students to put their pens down and 
begin playing with material and he paid less attention to the participants whilst they 
were sketching. He stated that: 
A drawing is a selected view from one perspective; a model can be 
interacted with, rotated, moved in and out of the light etc., more scope 
for inspiration . A model instantly invades space (sculptor 7) 
Many have reported in the literature that sketching is a good way of developing 
new ideas when designing and solving problems [ 3] [ 13] [ 14]. Furthermore, 
drawing is also considered to be the quickest and most fluid modelling technique 
[14] . This may explain why the participants initially chose drawing over modelling 
in response to the short duration of the session. This also highlights a difference in 
the sculptor's working process to that of the design students and how he prefers to 
model ideas rather than sketch them. 
Attitude to the participants' designs 
The sculptor also held a different attitude towards the models than the participants. 
This attitude difference related to the finality and fixi ty of the models; the 
participants seemingly considered their model as being a fixed representat ion of 
their solution to the brief whereas the sculptor remained open to all possib ili ties. 
This was also noticed by one of the participants: 
[13] GOLDSCHMlDT, G. 1994. On Visual Design Thinking: The vis kids of architecture. Design studies, 
Vo l1 5 (2) pp158-174. 
(14] TOVEY, M. , 1986. Thinking styles and modeling systems. Design Studies, 7(1), pp. 20. 
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He seemed to have a more open view of models, if the model flexes 
maybe the final solution could (student 6) 
For example, figure 5 shows a card figurine that the participant modelled to 
demonstrate the scale of her piece; however, the sculptor questioned as to whether 
this cou ld be part of the piece. 
Figure 5. Card girl; scale representation or feature' 
A further example is shown in figure 6, the orange aspects, highlighted in the 
figure, flexed gently and the sculptor asked if they were meant to do so. The 
participant stated they had not considered this. 
Figure 6. Could the highlighted aspects rotate or flex? 
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The studio session had a natural deadline at the end of the day and the participants 
would have been working to that; their aim was to produce a final solution that 
satisfied the brief within this time. Therefore, their designed solution at the end of 
the session would in their minds have been final since they were not expected, or 
requested to continue its development following this session. However, the 
sculptor considered the models as a way of progressing ideas and were not final 
representations, as considered by the design students. 
This further highlights the notion that a person's frame of mind and how they think 
can alter the way they appraise a subject. For example, the theory of vertical and 
lateral thinking, where vertical thinkers are goal orientated and lateral thinkers are 
idea orientated [15]. Which type of thinker a person is depends on how they view 
the problem at hand, do they wish to find a solution quickly (as the participants 
may have wanted) or do they wish to explore new idea (as the sculptor may have 
done). 
5 Review of the research methods 
Data collected from the observation of the studio session focused on the sculptor's 
mentoring of the participants to help them with their designing. The researcher 
had unknowingly focused his attention on the sculptor and his interaction with the 
participants. 
Attention also allows us to select some aspects of a scene for 
consideration, while ignoring others. We focus on the figure, not the 
ground, and if several figures are present, we choose the one to which 
we'l! attend. [10, p20S] 
This quote highlights a potential weakness with observation as a method for 
collecting data. The observer focuses their attention in order to collect data, but 
risks missing data from other sources. This, it seems, occurred during the 
observation of the studio session and additional data, such as, how the participants 
interacted with each other or their model making processes went unrecorded. 
Employing a second observer, who could focus t~eir attention on another aspect of 
the seSSion, may have reduced the potential to miss data. When using two or more 
observers a plan of observation, outlining who observes whom or what, may be 
required to ensure the same event is not observed or recorded twice. 
[15] DE BONO, E. 1990, Lateral Thinking, 1st edn, Penguin Books, London. 
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Theoretically if data were not observed, there can be no certainty that any data 
were missed; however, the researcher had a general awareness of what was 
occurring in the environment. Despite this, the saliency of data collected is not 
reduced. 
The intention was for the participants to add to their sentiments page during the 
session. However, the majority only added to their page at the end of the session. 
This meant that the notes made were reflections of the session's activities and not 
intuitive reactions noted down as they occurred. As a consequence issues may 
have been forgotten by the participants due to the large amount of information put 
to them during the session and the need to concentrate on their design work. 
Gleitman, Fridlund and Reisberg [10, p219] notes two ways in which information is 
lost from a persons' short term memory: 
The best evidence to date that both factors play a role, that some 
packages [of information] on the platform [memory] erode (decay), 
while others are shoved off by other packages (displacement). In either 
case, it is clear that they are generally not allowed to remain on the 
platform for long. 
This supports the notion that the completion of the sentiments page at the end of 
the studio session may not have revealed as much data as had they made notes 
during the session when the thoughts occurred to them. 
This could be due to the attention phenomenon discussed earlier since the 
partiCipants would have been focused on solving the design brief and not paying 
attention to formulating thoughts on the session or studying their own behaViour. 
The participants may have also felt under pressure to complete their design in the 
time available; under such conditions attention would be focused toward the most 
important tasks. Once the designs had been submitted at the end of the session 
only then could they reflect on the session. Alternatively, it may have been the 
case that there were no obvious or salient issues to note down during the session. 
The comments noted by the participants' on the sentiments page were written as 
bullet points: short single sentences with little surrounding contextual information 
to aid comprehension. Due to having little explanatory information much of the 
data were superficial. For example, participant 1 stated: 
Interesting for different approaches (student 5) 
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This statement is ambiguous and could be referring to numerous aspects of the 
session, such as the open design brief, the use of a single and unusual source of 
Inspiration or the approaches offered by the sculptor. Anyone of these could have 
been a different approach or interesting. This method should not be dismissed 
totally for the data obtained did reveal some thoughts, agreements and 
disagreements between the participants that were useful. Furthermore, the 
sentiments pages were simple to organise and perhaps the solution would have 
been to remind the participants more often during the session to use them. 
One data collection method that could have been used was the Interview. 
Interviewing each participant during and after the session may have provided more 
detailed data. An Interview methodology of this nature was originally dismissed 
when planning this session for being too Intrusive and time consuming. However, 
this seems to be an acceptable risk in order to gather useful data. 
Holding interviews would require the participant to be removed from the studio 
session enabling them to refocus their attention and allow them to comment on the 
session and their own behaviour. The participants' could use their sketch work and 
models to clarify their responses In the Interviews. The Interviewer would 
additionally have the advantage of being able to ask follow up questions [16]. 
Interviews and the sentiments pages could have been used along side each other 
during the studio session enabling, not only more data to be collected, but data 
that can be triangulated. A second data collection method could increase the 
reliability of a methodology, should one fail to collect useful data. 
6 Summary 
From the studio session it seems that the sculptor had a different working process 
to the design students. These students found the sculptor's process to offer more 
freedom and that the single source of Inspiration and the use of modelling to 
generate Ideas as unusual. Their reactions demonstrated that different creative 
disciplines can offer potentially new working processes and alternative ways of 
working. 
[16] TUCKMAN, B.W., 1972. Cited in COHEN, L., MANION, L. and MORRISON, K., 2003. Research 
Methods in Education. New York: Routledge Falmer. 
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The sculptor showed a preference during the session towards the participants' 
models. He felt that models invade space and subsequently are more flexible than 
a static drawing. However, the participants initially favoured drawing and used the 
technique for creating Individual elements of their playground design. It was not 
until the modelling phase when they applied a more holistic view of the playground 
they were developing. Toward the end of the studio session the sculptor critiqued 
the participants' playground designs and in doing so highlighted a difference in 
attitude towards the models. The participants saw their models from a fixed and 
final perspective whereas the sculptor was more open and used the models to 
Inspire alternative ideas. 
The review of the data collection methods used for this studio session shows that 
the observation and sentiments page methods each had weaknesses. Future 
sessions ought to have two researchers observing to ensure that Information is not 
missed. The sentiments pages, which provided ambiguous notes, should be 
replaced with short interviews that takes the partiCipant out of the session for a few 
minutes so they can reflect on what is happening. 
7 Conclusions 
The following conclusions were drawn from the studio session: 
A sculptor has a different working process to a design student 
The design students found that using a single source of inspiration to be 
unusual 
The design students preferred to sketch their ideas whereas the sculptor 
preferred them to model 
The design students sketched small components of their playground but only 
developed the whole playground when modelling in three dimensions 
The sculptor viewed the models differently from the design students; he saw 
things from a different perspective 
The design students found that the studio session (brief and sculptor's 
process) offered more freedom than their normal way of designing 
This collaboration between sculptor and design students provided the students 
with an alternative way of working. 
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Advice methods 
Node: / Advice/Collecting 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Collections 
collect items that may help you 
Sculptor 17 
8: Boxes of collected and found bits are dismantled and carefully arranged in a space. 
Appendix 3 
21: This involved collecting old electrical equipment and disassembling them into their basic components 
and laying them out on the ground. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 19 
33: She noticed and began collecting old shoes washed up in the Thames and began to place them on 
the printing press and printed them! Ideas flowed from experimenting. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 10 
37: As before, recycling used or found objects he went about producing worldly beings and creatures 
brings the objects alive in peoples' minds 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 16 
5: as well the things she collects such as handbags, shoes, old things such as pots or jugs. Fascinated 
by the lines, form, and shape of the artefacts. 
27: She collects many artefacts and surrounds herself with them since they can inspire ideas. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: / Advice/comfortable 
Card Name: Too Comfortable 
Description: does your design strategy need an update? 
Docu ment 1 of 15 Sculptor 11 
58: Constantly re-evaluate your position and language. 
59: Are you too comfortable? If so it is time to try something new. 
60: Are things too easy? Take a risk and experiment. Sometimes you need to restart and see things 
from afresh perspective. This can add new energy into your work. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: /Advice/Constraints 
Card Name: Constraints 
Description: anything is possible - try things freely 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 9 
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37: Do not become too attached or rigid to one idea, be apen to otherS and look at possibilities. Reduce 
your constraints, and do not be too literal. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 18 
8: Artists can bring to projects a sense of philosophy is that 'anything is possible' and to leave no stone 
unturned. I would not accept 'no', there must be some way of doing it; normally there is a way and 
most things are possible. This is a creative journey and he will go anywhere for ideas and inspiration. 
48: Do not unduly constrain yourself and think that anything is possible somehow. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 2 
79: Most impractical routes and work back by applying the constraints later. 
Document 4 of 15 
51: Remove constraints. 
Sculptor 14 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: I Advice/Conventions 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Conventions 
break convention 
Sculptor 13 
48: Context why should art be only found in a gallery? 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 10 
28: He also broke and did not worry about gallery conventions and old ways of doing things - such as 
things behind glass or not to touch or how the space is used: hanging things across the space etc. bale 
to treat it as a playground essentially. 
Docu ment 3 of 15 Sculptor 15 
24: In the past sculpture has not been included in some open house trails due it requiring dusting or 
maintenance. She wanted to test this convention by producing sculpture that was of a low maintenance. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Advice/Detail 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Detail 
what do you focus on? 
Sculptor 9 
9: She 'likes' the idea of residue and traces of what went before and how one thing can progress onto 
another thought such as finger prints relate to touch, hand and pressure. She focused on a very small 
part of a piece of fabric where the thread had been removed, this was drawn, pieces cut out and noting 
the residue marks and the traces left behind. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 12 
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18: She looked at mood and began to remove the detail and simplified her work. Looked and aimed to 
represent the essence of the subject 
21: She preferred to look and play with shape - to focus on the shape and the overall form of the piece. 
Detail was not so important to her. 
53: Plays with detail adds detail or removes it to test ideas 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/ Advice/First idea 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
First idea == best idea 
is this actually your best? 
Sculptor 9 
37: Do not become too attached or rigid to one idea, be open to others and look at possibilities. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 11 
19: Trust instinct often the first idea is the best. 
ThiS Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: / Advice/Head soup 
Card Name: Head soup 
Description: what helps you be creative? 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 18 
17: How you handle your own brain is really important take responsibility for its evolution be alert as 
possible and think in different ways. Vary your perspective to things change my height, crouch and 
temperature how does temperature affect my creativity understand how my mind works and hopefully 
produce more ideas. Having control over your own creativity and an awareness of how your mind works 
is a very sensible thing to do. Colour theory and how it affects your brain changes in chemicals in your 
brain head soup all things around you change the soup in your head and change how alert or creative or 
dull you are. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/ Advice/Honesty 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Honesty 
be true to your feelings, morals etc 
Sculptor 18 
50: Design on your own and be true to yourself. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 11 
64: Who are you? Is your work being honest to you or are you doing things to please others all the 
time? Maintain your core needs, morals, ethics but aim to challenge your language and move forward. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 13 
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51: Aim to understand yourself what do you want to do? What are you interested in? Extend personal 
likes (or dislikes) also try to move on and try new things. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 10 
51: Be strong and follow what excites you. Totally immerse yourself in the project. 
Oocu ment 5 of 15 Sculptor 14 
44: Chose to change her own focus and interests. She questioned her way of working, how, why. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/ Advice/Language 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Language 
how do you stand out? 
Sculptor 17 
27: Researches into other artists who use found objects but still ensures he has his own way of doing 
things his language. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 9 
9: Main work follows an underlying theme(s) of gesture, mark, echo and drawing. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 8 
6: She is a 'systems artist' where she sets and works to strict criteria that she will only work within a 
certain area. For example she limited herself to just using angle iron or to a philosophy 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 11 
11: She refers to her language; this is her current style and things that she is working on at that point in 
time. Her language changes all the time. 
58: Constantly re-evaluate your position and language. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 15 
29: This method of stone working was her current language how she worked and expressed herself. 
This was her style and that was linked to her process. Languages change and so do the processes that 
underlie them. 
39: She tries not to be too influenced by other sculptors she notes their work but aims to develop her 
own language. I want to see things my own way and not as another sculptor sees it. 
41: True originality comes from the experimentation and development of your own language. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/ Advice/ Nature 
Card Name: 
Descrjption: 
Document 1 of 15 
Natural 
popular source of inspiration 
Sculptor 17 
23: He was Interested in recycling and issues concerning the environment 
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Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 18 
10: He is inspired mostly by nature hugely rich source. Nature has solutions for most things and he 
aims to search and understand aspects of nature to help him with his own problems solving. He stated 
that nature is the embodiment of form and function which constitutes beauty. Inspired by and can 
learn from the principles of nature he does not copy nature but uses it in an abstract manner. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 19 
9: She went to the beach and cast sections of the beach (areas where the sea had withdrawn and left 
marks) 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 8 
6: She relates it to natural processes and nature it looks random but underneath there is a clear system 
of how things evolve and develop. 
15: Also noted how nature also has its own systems how a rose climbs a wall or the trail of a snail each 
has its own system or way of doing things 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 12 
4: Seeds breaking through nature influence not literal, an emotional response 
6: Liked the idea of rebirth and re-growth 
19: She has done some representational pieces, such as the grain of wheat and that was when she saw 
the beauty of the seeds. She wanted to interpret the beauty of the seed and not copy it. No literal work. 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 16 
5: Nature plants, shells, seeds etc, play a big part in her inspiration 
27: For example she had a dried leaf from a flower that was semi-opaque and had ribs running down it 
she said that from this she may try including pleats or use a very thin material to obtain the effect of 
light passing through it or she could use the shape and how it folds over etc ... 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Advice/Obvious 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Obviousness 
are some sources too obvious? 
Sculptor 5 
11: To find that unique idea relies on finding out what is speCial to that place. 
12: Investigated the village history found link to breeding of bulls concentrated on this. 
13: Did not wish to sculpt the obvious a giant buU! But they are too common. 
14: Must associate it to Bodenham without making it a cliche or obvious; achieved by taking the 
opposite view big bull was once a small calf linked to breeding and positioned them as if they were in a 
pen. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 19 
52: She thinks of feelings be literal too sometimes most obvious things can be best. How do you feel 
when walking on grass? If you like the feeling of grass and the connotations it embodies use grass! 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 2 
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10: Back to basics inspired by the mountain. This time he was enjoying the obvious. local people lived 
by this amazing mountain but ignored it, where as he came in and wanted to observe it! Some said that 
the mountain was too obvious to do, let's try something else. 
11: Obvious or not? Need to question why and also why not! 
30: Discarded the obvious, such as the twisted spire of chesterfield church. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 12 
19: She wanted to interpret the beauty of the seed and not copy it. No literal work. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: I Advice/other disciplines 
Card Name: Out of the discipline 
Description: look elsewhere, far and wide for ideas 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 20 
18: She started her career by undertaking an interdisciplinary art course during which she tried many 
types of art and worked with many other artists from different disciplines. This still inspires her work. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 2 
15: This was Sculpture 'unplugged' all free and open to explore. Looked at local art and geology 
inspired geometric and angular drawings. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 10 
39: Produced surrealist pieces but did not research other than what he experienced and thought in life in 
general. music, people human figure, plant life,.nature other worldly things. 
41: Also influenced by popular culture. 
Document 4 of 15 
13: theology, poetry and writing 
Sculptor 14 
41: Miniature architecture inspired by gothic buildings. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/ Advice/questionning 
Card Name:Why? 
Description: question everything 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 9 
15: She constantly asks herself 'why do I like this' and is rather introspective when findtng out why. 
25: She was interested in space and the relationships of things. She always focuses in on tiny aspects 
or parts of things; for example if looking at a stone she notes the surface quality and wonders why it is 
like that, what made those marks etc. the rest of the stone, its mass, shape may go unconsidered. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 8 
46: She always asks herself how she can make something interesting and tries to be inspired by the 
material. 
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Docu ment 3 of 15 sculptor 12 
65: Home in on things of interest. 
Document 4 of 15 sculptor 14 
13: Such as considering deeply "why does that draw me in?" and questions people's reactions to work 
why does it scare them when they know it will not move or come and get them ... ? 
35: Physical interaction, ask why people do things. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: jAdvice/Recording 
Card Name: Capture 
Description: how they record information 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 9 
39: Track your ideas too, all the time write them draw them model them record them always. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 20 
61: Tip for public art visit the site, walk around it, photograph it, find out information about it 
63: Do some sketches. Get some people to do some photomontages. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 2 
6: Keep sketchbooks all the time and will go back to review past thoughts and ideas. 
7: Drawings have become a work of art in their own right new way of seeing things 
28: Method for inspiration was a brainstorm of images 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 12 
59: Always notes and tries to remember shapes or details of buildings records things with a quick 
sketch. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 13 
46: Always takes a sketchbook: and sketches whilst out walking. 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 16 
19: She liked to watch seeds develop and how flowers decayed or dried out these were drawn or 
photographed. Work is based on still life. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: / Advice/relax walk 
Card Name: Relax 
Description: taking a break 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 17 
43: This was an installation and he had no idea what to do! He researched by walking around looking 
for things he could use. 
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Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 18 
48: Take time to be still take action by being still and thinking. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 19 
31: Think about what you are experiencing at the time go for a walk and think always helps! Whilst on 
a walk she was looking at surfaces and noted the adverts on the floor ... from this she thought and also 
placed pieces of advertising paper that can be stuck on the floor to capture the marks people's feet 
make as they pass over them. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 20 
29: This was inspired by her walks along the banks of the Thames and at that time they were lifting the 
London eye into place and it was coming up in stages. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 15 
53: Allow time for yourself refresh, relax and take a change from your old routine. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
IAdvice/Research 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Blind research 
research into anything - most things are related and could help 
Sculptor 19 
58: Breath of knowledge she applies knowledge from many different sources to her work, reads and 
researches widely. She will also draw on the knowledge of others simply by asking them. 
60: Random approach can work well; look at anything and random things all things in this work relate to 
each other somehow. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 20 
20: Sites are inspiring too, they are full of culture and history. 
46: This was followed by extensive research into the history of the park. She also looked at old maps 
and photographs. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 2 
4: No structure to drawings or defined outcome. 
5: Self generated brief and focus. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 11 
62: Surprise yourself and learn more. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/ Advice/Thinking 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Philosophy 
sculptors really think about their work 
Sculptor 17 
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16: He focuses on fractions of things as a piece in its own right and not fragmented rubbish originating 
from a whole. 
23: This was to the degree that he did not see why as a sculptor he should add to the number of things 
in this world when so much stuff already does that he can work with. 
25: He sees the issues differently sustainable art, all his work is recycled afterwards and much of it 
would not have been. Likes to question social viewpoints on disposability and the material world and 
consumerism. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 9 
31: She works with the idea that nothing works in isolation. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 18 
8: Artists can bring to projects a sense of philosophy is that 'anything is possible' 
12: He also looks for drama that is around us all the time, but is easy to miss and rooks at things in 
different ways. 
Document 4 of 15 sculptor 19 
27: Philosophy - energy marks she likened the surface marks made by the bugs to being energy, they 
required energy to make them, light is energy so she chose to project her work in a light form. She 
thinks very carefully around each problem; this takes a long time this project took three years in total 
for ideas to develop. She was very focused on the idea of what she wanted to produce. She did not 
research in the sense of books or Internet etc, just focused on the idea. 
42: She considered emotions and how they change following her divorce and how we experience things 
over time. She linked emotions to marks on the soul goes back to her original philosophy of examining 
marks. 
62: De-linear-isei look for new ways of approaching a project, find a new angle but once you have done 
it make sure you move on. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor Z 
26: Thinking of the theme of law. Noted negative thoughts that he wanted to avoid such as the big 
hand of the Jaw coming down that are too one-sided. Wanted to promote positive feelings of balance 
and fairness; he chose to avoid the traditional and overdone scales of justice. Looked for a new positive 
symbol of justice. 
28: looked for double meanings and underlying notions such as books are a foundation of the legal 
system and became the foundation stones for the sculpture. Looking at things in an abstract way. 
44: Visited Madrid and its archaeological museum where he saw fragments of jewellery that had been 
flattened; however he looked at them as pieces in their own right and not what they were before. When 
drawing them he considered the reduction of the 3D to 2D. 
51: Philosophy look at things with a very open mind. 
Document 6 of 15 
13: Also interested in philosophy 
51: Think openly and abstractly. 
Sculptor 14 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
End of Advice Methods 
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Node: /Techniques/Children 
Card Name: 
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Child's view 
Description: Some use children to help think of ideas due to there free thinking 
minds 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 20 
6: Worked with the local community stencil work with elderly residents, print work with young people in 
schools 
67: Ask Kids they sometimes have the best ideas. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 10 
4: visited a local school to let the children have a go at producing pieces 
Node: 
ThiS Node codes no other documents in this set. 
!Techniques/Conflict 
Card Name: Conflict 
Description: 
for attention 
Pare down the peice to remove complexity and items that are fighting 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 11 
24: Inspired by 3D spatial factors play with space and how people interact with it or experience it. She 
does not like conflict; aim to simplify the experience such as form or colour. 
Node: 
ThiS Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Techniques/Devices 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Devices 
aspects of a piece that draw attention 
Sculptor 10 
32: At the end of the month he took over the gallery space and when people viewed his pieces they 
became aware of their own bodies and their own physicality when around the work and whilst moving it, 
so they did not touch any. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 14 
33: Methods for dictating where people look and how they may see things she called these devices lead 
the viewer through a piece with devices. Place a line from the door to another wall and you look along 
the line and connect with the other wall, a wall you may ha\le ignored previously. 
ThiS Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: /Techniques/Dialogue 
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Card Name: Dialogue 
Description: importance of talking to people 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 5 
8: Bounce ideas off the residence. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 17 
10: Some of his commissions require community involvement this was often achieved by simply talking 
to people on the street asking them what like or what has interested them. 
38: He speaks to many people about his work getting feedback, finding out what people think and 
getting them to think about the work and issues it represents. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 18 
43: Spoke to many people and found out what they wanted but he then distilled this information down 
to what he felt was the most important. It was based on his personal desires and what he felt would 
solve the brief. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 19 
so: She also talks and has an ongoing dialogue with other artists whose work is not too dissimilar to her 
own. These informal conversations enable her to sound aut her thoughts and ideas or ways of thinking. 
It is important not to live or work in isolation this produces poor work and ideas shrink since no one is 
around to provide critical feedback or help you develop your ideas. Abstract talk is most important. 
Document S of lS Sculptor 20 
56: She met with local people to get ideas and stories community involvement important not to be 
seen as an outsider who will place some art in their park and leave. She really enjoys meeting people. 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 14 
44; She also discussed how she worked and her work with other sculptors. 
Document 7 of 15 Sculptor 15 
11: She asked them for ideas that she could interpret. She sympathised with the users and thought of 
their emotions. 
13: She obtained feedback from the users 
Document 8 of 15 Sculptor 16 
23: When working with the designers she discussed ideas with them and experimented with ideas. 
ThiS Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: /Techniques/Environment 
Card Name: Environment 
Description: change of environment in which you work 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 19 
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9: She went to the beach and cast sections of the beach (areas where the sea had withdrawn and left 
marks) she took her process, what she did already into the landscape - the beach and scaled it up to 
and see if she CQuld obtain some interesting findings this was printmaking off the land. 
29: Visited locations to search for ideas and to simply look at new things and let her mind flow 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 20 
36: Ideas were taken from different sources visited the park, did drawing, the participants made 
models. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 2 
13: Going to the mountains he was having a break from his own environment and also a break from his 
past work and way of working. This was a back to basics trip. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 11 
21: Her way of working is, often start in the space (make notes), go away and scribble, return to space 
and scribble some more, relate the two and relate it to the space. Location triggers thinking. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 10 
22: He chose to work in the environment and essentially live in the gallery. Chance to try working in a 
new space. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
(Techniques/Essence 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Essence 
describing the precise essence of a peice to help focus the mind 
sculptor 5 
11: To find that unique idea relies on finding out what is special to that place. 
51: This was a self expressive project. He knew the people and wanted to emulate their temperament, 
being calm and peaceful. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 9 
9: Main work follows an underlying theme(s) of gesture, mark, echo and drawing. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 18 
4: psychological experience of the image 
Document 4 of 15 sculptor 2 
26: Wanted to promote positive feelings of balance and fairnessi 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 11 
5: She is inspired by minimalism, scale, lighting, shadOW and interaction 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 12 
16: always looked for beauty in things and started to make her work more fluid and abstract. 
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18: Looked and aimed to represent the essence of the subject 
49: But transforms the seeds using abstract form, shape and purity. 
Document 7 of 15 
25: thoughts of lUxury 
Sculptor 15 
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37: Currently she likes the thought of strength, beauty and movement as if her work were a Jive. 
Document 8 of 15 Sculptor 16 
21: She wants things to be magical by this she means to provide an atmosphere in a space this is why 
she likes to make ceramic lamp shades. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
!Techniques/Frames 
Card Name: Frames 
Description: a tool for focusing attention by removing unwanted visual information 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 12 
64: Use a piece of card with a hole in it to frame sights focus on the detail. 
65: Home in on things of interest. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Techniques/History 
Card Name: History 
Description: research into history for ideas of how things have or could be done 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 5 
12: Investigated the village history found link to breeding of bulls concentrated on this. 
31: Idea came from local historian and an image in a book. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 2 
32: Important to note that he referenced architecture or features of it but did not copy it. Visited 
museums for ideas. 
58: Researched into the history of the hip joint and focused on the empirical process that founded the 
prosthetic joint. The joint is a perfect design (beauty through its perfect form founded on its function) 
yet sculpture is more ambiguous. Looked at the original design and spoke to experts for ideas. 
Document 3 of 15 
8: history of bodily contact. 
Sculptor 10 
41: Also influenced by popular culture. 
42: Liked to use objects that are a sign of the times and current or 'now' materials. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 14 
9: Art history was a keen interest. 
Document 5 of lS Sculptor 15 
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25: Inspiration came from the golden age of cruises images from the 19305, thoughts of luxury and 
their history 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node; /Techniques/Interaction 
Card Name: Interaction 
Description: how do things interact with their surroundings etc 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 11 
9: Changing experience as people walk by and interact with the sculpture. 
24: Inspired by 3D spatial factors play with space and how people interact with it or experience it. 
32: Interaction: 
33: piece + person 
34: Person + environment 
35: Piece + environment 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 10 
32: At the end of the month he took over the gallery space and when people viewed his pieces they 
became aware of their own bodies and their own physicality when around the work and whilst moving it, 
so they did not touch any. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 14 
15: Peoples' interactions are also a source of interest how and why they move about a space. Sculpture 
in space, feelings and working with the environment. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Techniques/Links 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
links and Relations 
link: unusual items to discover new things 
Sculptor 9 
5: Her work is linked through relationships between each other 
25: She was interested in space and the relationships of things. 
34: Looks and is interested in the links artist + viewer, viewer + piece, artist + piece. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 18 
15: He incorporated a moisture air sensor and when the mist across the river rose lights in the chimneys 
would illuminate giving the impression of smoke. 
30: Within the VR environment he developed four different worlds that people could jump to instantly in 
nano-seconds! Birth, light, death and the dark essence and breath of feeling his aim to imbue into VR. 
He wanted this to be a reflection of real life and how it could be happy one second· and then disastrous 
the next. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 19 
40: she thought about things and made links and formed relations, 
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Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 8 
19: All things she does links back to the system even if she is unaware of it at the time. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 20 
26: Material is also an important consideration and source of inspiration ... for example, time line used 
brass which was a link with the brass on the canal boats. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: /Techniques/Mark making 
Card Name: Mindless marks 
Description: mindless doodling or drawing to inspire shapes or ideas 
Docu ment 1 of 15 Sculptor 9 
11: She will try a variety of ways of mark making such as dancing on the card. 
13: She would play with mark making and how to get marks finger printing, dancing on paper, stencils 
etc. Everything she researches she relates back to drawing. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 2 
17: He would draw and forget about them providing a change of perception. Always looks at things 
from perspective, scale, proportion, geometry and this trip was a way of breaking away from that for a 
moment. 
19: He used basic tools pens, pencils, charcoal and mark making media. Let ideas evolve not self 
critical; he tried not to ask why am I doing this. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 13 
6: Did lots of scribbles just drawings from memory as well, it is all stored in the brain and just comes 
out through the pencil. 
8: Drew lots of drawings and scribbles to get a feel for the people and the piece 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 14 
49: Set tasks 30 second drawings and review afterwards Sometimes remove sight dose eyes and 
draw. 
ThiS Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: !Techniques/Models 
Card Name: Modelling 
Description: use models to help visualise ideas 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 5 
34: Played around with maquettes to develop idea. 
49: Ideas came from playing about with clay. You cannot always generate ideas from just drawing; 
need to get a feel for the three dimensions. Things can happen by accident or appear. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 17 
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57: Try physical interaction and look at things abstractly and make associations with abstract sources of 
information. 
59: No amount of research can replace the physical interaction with material. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 18 
34: When modelling the grand chair (interface) that would seat the viewer when they were in his VR 
world he used chicken wire and an old office chair to test ideas for shape and scale. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 19 
46: She often gets her ideas from doing things; she may start to use her printing machines finds it to 
be an organic process of allowing her hands to do the searching things happen that way 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 8 
21: Made maquettes from acrylic and worked out and asked herself "how can r make this interesting?" 
she positioned the bricks so they increase in number and splay outwards and also from the side the 
whole structure twists ... that is what makes it interesting, the added twist. Also the light going through 
it and the changing light levels makes it interesting. 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 20 
36: Ideas were taken from different sources visited the park, did drawing, the participants made 
models. 
Document 7 of 15 Sculptor 2 
46: Explored shape through play with materials 
Document 8 of 15 Sculptor 11 
28: play with swatches and new materials. 
57: Find out by dOing! 
Document 9 of 15 Sculptor 12 
60: Uses pipe cleaners or wire to make form so she can see all around it and through it can read the 
surfaces from all angles, 
Document 10 of 15 Sculptor 13 
32: Wanted to sculpt this particular Violinist that she liked. Took photos of them, sketched him and 
made maquettes. 
Document 11 of 15 Sculptor 15 
19: The piece was developed through loose sketches and maquettes. 
50: blocks of plaster then carve into them. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Techniques/People 
Card Name: People watching 
Description: watch people ~ their mannerisms and way of doing things can be 
inspiring 
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Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 9 
34: She observes human interaction and movement and gets feedback. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 18 
36: He focused on the whole psychological experience. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 19 
20: She observed social activity how and where people moved and the marks they leave behind she 
finds intrinsic beauty of worn surfaces that surround people that fight with the many advertising 
hoardings. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 8 
4: looked at lines, straight lines and window frames. Intrigued by living space and the shared human 
experience. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 13 
38: She really enjoys sketching musicians. When sketching people she looks for the shapes that they 
make. 
53: People watch what do they do? Draw them. Look at habits and shapes 
54: Look at proportions and relationships of eyes to ears etc. look at them in an abstract way. 
55: Focus on detail. 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 14 
4: Interested in the human form and its condition and human emotions. 
5: Also how people react in groups and following massive traumas. She worked with the body and its 
form since it was a good bridge for most people and they could easily appreciate it and identify parts. 
35: Physical interaction, ask why people do things 
46: Enjoys performance in space and how people react to a space 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: /TechniQues/Play experiment 
Card Name: Play 
Description: play with anything to get ideas 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 5 
34: Played around with maQuettes to develop idea. 
49: Ideas came from playing about with clay. You cannot always generate ideas from just drawing; 
need to get a reel for the three dimensions. Things can happen by accident or appear. 
61: Get stuck in and see what happens. Mess around with material. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 17 
5: He works on numerous ideas at once and uses his studio for experimentation only 
21: He uses form, shapes, patterns and associations when placing the work plays with them and their 
orientation. 
40: He experiments with rubbish and finds out new things such as the effect of light through 
polystyrene. 
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55: Try combinations, experiment and enjoy the failures ride the storm it is a learning process. 
59: No amount of research can replace the physical interaction with material. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 9 
11: Her work always includes and often begins with drawing and exploration through drawing. 
13: She would play with mark making and how to get marks finger printing, dancing on paper, stencils 
etc. Everything she researches she relates back to drawing. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 18 
32: He played with different ways of interfacing the viewer with the VR world sat on a !azy-susan and 
span around and knew that was it! 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 19 
33: Ideas flowed from experimenting. 
46: She often gets her ideas from doing things; she may start to use her printing machines finds it to 
be an organic process of allowing her hands to do the searching things happen that way. Be touchy 
feely and experimental then pull things together towards the end. 
48: Play is very important work to an idea then test it (through thinking about it) and most of all enjoy 
playing. Do not always go out to solve a problem play instead, even if you have no idea, just have fun. 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 8 
44: through play and practice through making which encourage ideas to develop over time and one 
piece leads onto another. 
Document 7 of 15 Sculptor 20 
52: She played with things to hand a disc of acetate on her desk sparked the idea, she wanted to 
encourage people to go around the park and interact with the work. 
Document 8 of 15 Sculptor 2 
46: Explored shape through play with materials, Exploration through play. Object to drawing back to 
object again. Old object becoming new! looked at wreckage from aeroplanes from the wars. 
77: Switch off knowledge learn to play 
Document 9 of 15 Sculptor 11 
23: StudiO practice her time for experimenting, practicing ideas and preparation 
24: play with space and how people interact with it or experience it. 
27: She experiments with new things so to re-evaluate her thoughts. 
28: Begin with intent, idea and work from there, apply experience, play with swatches and new 
materials. 
40: Practical and play with shadows/ light 
Document 10 of 15 Sculptor 12 
21: She preferred to look and play with shape 
53: Plays with detail adds detail or removes it to test ideas 
55: Plays with shapes/forms and also texture main things is to enjoy her work. 
66: Play with material. 
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Document 11 of 15 Sculptor 13 
19: Often uses found material and files it or plays with it. 
22: Played with wax, expe~imented with material and tried casting new materials such as acrylic. 
Document 12 of 15 Sculptor 10 
30: He played with space. 
42: Enjoy the process of making and creating. 
Document 13 of 15 Sculptor 14 
35: Juxtapose things and use architecture to help. - play with size and shape question devices and 
thing of what is used. 
Document 14 of 15 Sculptor 15 
31: She played with ideas drew lots and lots - noted spaces, negative spaces on the stone, tensions and 
balance between the sections of soapstone and limestone. 
37: As well as this she pushed the material to its limits and experiments sees what she can get away 
with. 
Document 15 of 15 Sculptor 16 
13: She worked with an idea in her head plus experimented/played with materials and technical aspects 
of ceramics as well as 6dding flights of fancy and adding things that she felt were required to enhance 
the interest or decoration of the piece. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
{Techniques/Process 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Process 
expert in a p'articular way of doing something 
Sculptor 5 
32: Linked one image to a sundial instantly. He had done sundials in the past. 
46: This used a totally different process; from the twisting of clay it took a different process when 
carving it from stone . 
. 47: Inspired by the stone as well let the material guide the final idea. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 9 
7: Works 3 dimensionally but also uses video, stitching, drawing more of an artist than a sculptor. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 18 
6: He wanted to fully understand the process of Virtual reality how it was produced, altered so he could 
undertake the work himself and 'tinker' with it when he wanted and as he wanted in his studio space. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 19 
7: This inspires the use of her process use of printmaking techniques. Embossed paper, blind 
embossing etc. 
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Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 8 
11: She has a love affair with angle iron and enjoys using it so she keeps applying it to her work it has 
an inside and an outside. 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 13 
21: It is important to have technical competence fully understand the process and how things work. 
Document 7 of 15 Sculptor 15 
48! She had little knowledge of the material and experimented with it. 
50: She enjoyed the reductive process; particular issues surround this in that you cannot reapply 
material once it has gone balance between being delicate and brutal. 
Document 8 of 15 Sculptor 16 
7: Works to the principles of ceramics shrinkage, firing, clay properties etc 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: IT eci1niques/Reprocessing 
Card Name: Reprocessing 
Description: using ideas or processes in new ways 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 19 
13: likes to look at other artists Adam Lowe she liked his idea and applied the process he used to try it 
for herself and to her own work. Many projects must come from an idea. Idea focused. 
16: Used Adam lowe's project idea but applied it to her own work and took the idea a stage further laid 
a sheet of steel, coated with Vaseline, on her garden grass and left it so the bugs would crawl across it 
so they would leave patterns. This links back to her marks of evidence philosophy. Snail tracks made 
patterns she could etch and then print. She also laid paper on the grass and using a pen followed the 
paths made by ants as they walked over it. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 15 
11: She asked them for ideas that she could interpret. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Techniques/Scale 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Scale 
how could scale change or be changed to inspire new ideas? 
Sculptor 19 
5: Would look at things from many many metres down to uSing macro lenses and a few centimetres. 
Scale is very important 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 2 
17: Scale and perspective played a big part. He would draw and forget about them providing a change 
of perception. Always looks at things from perspective, scale, proportion, geometry and this trip was a 
way of breaking away from that for a moment. 
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36: Looks for links between things, scale, proportion, style, history, repetition etc. He does not like 
making sculpture for the sake of it it must be in keeping with its surroundings. 
37: 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 11 
9: Inspiration scale, practicality (transportation, architecture etc.) Changing experience as people walk 
by and interact with the sculpture. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Techniques/Seeing 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Ways of seeing 
How else CQuld you look at something? 
Sculptor 17 
16: He focuses on fractions of things as a piece in its own right and not fragmented rubbish originating 
from a whole. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 19 
5: Liked to look at things from aerial, overhead perspectives. 
18: Really looked at them using a macro lens. She also found beauty in nature and looked at many 
surfaces captured using Photos; hard to improve on nature. For her MA project she had a gut instinct 
to have bits of it moving to do with people moving and marking these surfaces without being aware of 
doing so. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 8 
32: Her training involved the use of clay and her teacher used to say that training to become a sculptor 
involved nlearning how to look". 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 12 
43: Following the seed project she began to look at other seeds under a microscope and using a 
magnifying glass. She collected seeds and looked at them for their shape and form. Looked at a 
massive selection, and even many of the same variety. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Techniques/Series 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Series 
sculptors often produce a series of peices 
Sculptor 9 
5: does not like to produce a single piece but a series. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 19 
33: process lead since she had to produce 100 pieces the size of a credit card. She noticed and began 
collecting old shoes washed up in the Thames and began to place them on the printing press and printed 
them! 
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Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 20 
10: She also aims to produce a series of pieces that work together it is about a journey people in time 
and space. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 12 
12: She absolutely loved the shape and has reproduced it in different materials. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 15 
33: She made sure that the pieces worked together despite being positioned apart from each other 
when on the ship. 
Node: 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
/Techniques/Sites 
Card Name: 
Description: 
Document 1 of 15 
Site Specific 
design for a precise location 
Sculptor 5 
6: Each piece must relate to the heritage / history of the village. 
11: To find that unique idea relies on finding out what is special to that place. 
12: Investigated the village history 
16: Location of the sculpture is a big consideration, so is the budget. 
28: Considers the location barren place in Wales. 
29: Had to be mining orientated but hates the cliche! 
56: Walkway through Leicester 
57: Had to consider the location and that influenced the type of stone. 
Docu ment 2 of 15 Sculptor 8 
31: Project Theme show for gallery on Creekside 
32: Really wanted to take part but wanted to do something that was relevant so she focused on the 
creek. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 20 
20: Sites are inspiring too, they are full of culture and history. Uses her gut feelings when visiting a 
place ... also considers the space generally, the architecture, her journey through the space. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 2 
36: Looks for links between things, scale, proportion, style, history, repetition etc. He does not like 
making sculpture for the sake of it it must be in keeping with its surroundings. 
Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 11 
6: Worked to the space. Sculpted to a particular space in mind. 
18: She used the lines of architecture to inspire her ideas relation to space 
26: The site is a bJg influence how to use the space and she tries to give an idea of space so that people 
understand it. How else could you use it, see it? 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 10 
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6: this was a new experience for him: outside sculpture 
39: Things were related to the space they were to inhabit. 
Document 7 of 15 ?culptor 14 
20: Very excited about it being very site specific art for a particular space. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: /Techniques/Spoon feeding 
Card Name: Spoon feeding 
Description: giving all the information away too soon 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 17 
Appendix 3 
30: He likes abstraction in his work. He does not produce work that is clearly something such as a duckj 
he wants the viewers to think for themselves and to explore the piece build a dialogue with it. Ideally 
they should begin to question what they are seeing. Much information is spoon-fed these days and he 
wants his work to be a bit harder to read! 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 9 
22: She wants the viewer to look and find things for themselves. She does not like producing literal art 
where people can see what it is or when they question 'what is it' i she wants them to imagine and 
question the pieces ask why. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 18 
36: He did not want people to understand or 'box~ his work too soon. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 10 
37: As before, recycling used or found objects he went about producing worldly beings and creatures 
brings the objects alive in peoples' minds 
44: David likes to include a message or play on the viewers' emotions he does not want to dictate which 
emotion they must feel but produced work that will evoke some emotion good or bad. lets the user 
explore it for themselves likes to get them to imagine and titillate or tease the viewer he is not a me 
me me artist but wants the viewer to find things in the piece for themselves. Work is more suggestive 
and ambiguous. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: !Techniques/Systems approach 
Card Name: Systems approach 
Description: self set, predetermined criteria to work to 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 9 
13: For one piece she regimented her drawing time to a certain number of hours for each piece to see 
how she could get rhythm into a piece. How could mark making represent rhythm? 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 8 
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6: She is a 'systems artist' where she sets and works to strict criteria that she will only work within a 
certain area. For example she limited herself to just using angle iron or to a philosophy, in this case 
continuous line and colour. She would follow the rules but would often not know what would happen 
until it appeared. She relates it to natural processes and nature it looks random but underneath there 
is a clear system of how things evolve and develop. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 2 
78: Induce false situations; try the opposite or reverse of the accepted norm. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 10 
6: Also had a four-day time constraint to complete the piece expedient process for this very intense 
period and working on instinct. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: /Technlques/Twlst 
Card Name: Twist 
Description: 
how else could things be done to making things less obvious 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 5 
13: Did not wish to sculpt the obvious a giant bull! But they are too common. 
14: Must associate it to Bodenham without making it a cliche or obvious; achieved by taking the 
opposite view big bull was once a small calf linked to breeding and positioned them as if they were in a 
pen. 
23: Want to find a new way to represent things. New take on things. More to things than meets the 
eye. 
Docu ment 2 of 15 Sculptor 9 
5: Currently she also likes shadows and light projections and wants the viewer to feel as though they are 
inhabiting the space. Likes to place her work so that people have to move through it and what else they 
see in the space. Wants people to see the relationships between the pieces. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 18 
15: This project involved producing a light installation for two tollhouses either side of a bridge that 
spanned the river. The two buildings were lit using different coloured lights. He also moved with the 
environment so the lights would change colour with the currents of and rhythms of the river so each 
time people experienced the toll houses they may be different. He incorporated a moisture air sensor 
and when the mist across the river rose lights in the chimneys would illuminate giving the impression of 
smoke. He worked to applying these quiet ,and subtle twists that would surprise people. As the 
environment changes things adapt accordingly as nature does. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 8 
25: Likes things to be ordered from one view and disordered from another but all the disorder is the 
result of an ordered and precise systems approach. 
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Document 5 of 15 Sculptor 20 
8: When developing pieces she aims for Cl surprise element the chimes from the slabs and an interactive 
element too. 
48: interactive art and movement around a space to experience it differently 
Document 6 of 15 Sculptor 2 
55: This piece is playing on the viewers' imagination and on their minds. This project was exploration 
through process until it reaches a point. 
Document 7 of 15 Sculptor 11 
41: Also people could move the piece. 
42: Wanted to change the experience 
47: She appraised old window displays found they were all pieces in the window she did the opposite 
and used the window itself. 
50: She wanted to change the experience of the space as you went passed through it 
Document 8 of 15 Sculptor 10 
18: Had his own aims for it to be an alien/ have its own life/ and become a creature. 
26: This was a change from his old ways/ this project was an opportunity to try new things in progress 
sculpture people could come and view his work yet it was unfinished so it would change and morph 
between viewings. 
32: At the end of the month he took over the gallery space and when people viewed his pieces they 
became aware of their own bodies and their own physicaJity when around the work and whilst moving it/ 
so they did not touch any. 
Document 9 of 15 Sculptor 14 
22: Wanted to force people in to a position where they become a part of the installation. Body space/ 
architectural space. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: /Techniques/Uncomfortable 
Card Name: Uncomfortable 
Description: design in reverse - start with uncomfortable aspects 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 2 
78: Induce false situations; try the opposite or reverse of the accepted nOrm. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 10 
30: His work was based on personal preference and instinct - what colours/ forms/ textures he liked but 
was based on playing around. He also worked in the reverse fashion what made him feel 
uncomfortable. 
This Node codes no other documents in this set. 
Node: !Techniques/Workshops 
Card Name: Workshops 
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Description: groups of people helping with a task 
Document 1 of 15 Sculptor 5 
7: Organised workshops with the public to get ideas from them. 
35: Workshops provide a starting pOint which narrows the field, often this occurs from day one. 
Document 2 of 15 Sculptor 20 
6: Worked with the local community stencil work with elderly residents, print work with young people in 
schools and interviews with local residents (living history interviews) or those who live and work along 
the canal I tow path. Text from the interviews also made it into the final design along with images 
produced by the residents. 
22: Likes to work with the local community and holds workshops with residents. 
36: They designed a sculptural bench using the pieces and suggestions from the workshops. 
63: Making models with people or community or school children, photographing them and then over 
imposing them into the environment so they can see it in situ. 
Document 3 of 15 Sculptor 10 
4: Did two pieces for this gallery 1st was to place a piece inside the taxi and visited a local school to let 
the children have a go at producing pieces. 
Document 4 of 15 Sculptor 15 
4: Worked with visually impaired people and taught them sculpture. 
15: Other research included taking people at the RNIB to a sculpture park and sensory gardens this 
(ncreased her sympathy with them and understood what they liked. 
End of technique methods 
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4.1 List of method cards 
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Take some time to research and 
learn something new ~ anything 
at all. CreatIvIty favours the 
prepared mind and you never 
know when this knowledge will 
come In useful, Nothing lives or 
works In Isolation and 
everything Is linked In 
sameway, Additionally, 
workIng on something different 
can be a refreshing break, 
Be prepared: how doyou record 
or capture the amazing things 
you may see everyday? Many 
sculptors ca rry a small 
notebook or camera wherever 
they go In case they see 
something remarkable. Many 
creative people say that 
'Inspiration can come from 
anywhere', therefore, Is It not 
best to be ready? 
Remember that whilst taking a 
photograph Is easy, a sketch 
can record your Interpretation 
and reaction at that point in 
time, plus It can be annotated, 
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Appendix 4 
Advice Methods 
Enjoy collecting and 
surrounding yourself with 
things that you nnd beautiful, 
elegant, InspirIng, ugly ete, 
These artefacts will naturally 
Inspire you and Influence your 
work and they could become a 
starting point for when you are 
stuck for Ideas. 
00 not unduly constrain 
yourself; allow time for crazy 
thoughts and ideas, Think that 
anything Is possible and try and 
work towards it; most things 
can be done. 
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Do you always follow convention? 
Have you questIoned their ralson-
d'etre or tried to break them? 
Questioning conventions and findIng 
alternative approaches can lead to 
new Ideas. Some broken 
conventions Include 'art In the home' 
and 'mass produced products in the 
gaUery'. One sculptor broke gallery' 
conventions by hanging work from 
the ceilings and placing It on the 
floor, requiring the viewers to bend 
and twIst their way around the art. 
Simply changing the context can 
break conventions; products on a 
plinth, kettles In the garden, art In a 
drawer etc. 
Look at thIngs In detail. 
Artefacts consist of lines, 
planes, volumes, textures and 
colour, Some sculptors will 
focus on one partIcular area 
such as the texture whereas 
others may concentrate on the 
planes orovera!! volume (shape 
a)'ld form). What do you 
normally focus on? Try 
numerous Ideas by varying the 
combInatIon of line, plane, 
volume, surface, texture, 
colour and detail. 
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Appendix 4 
Advice Methods 
When solving a problem your first 
Idea Js often your most IntuitIve 
reaction to solving It do not 
dismiss It too soon. One sculptor 
and numerous archItects have 
stated that they have often 
returned to thIs InitIal Idea and 
used It to solve the problem at 
hand. Perhaps this thought Is 
worth bearing In mind when you 
are stuck for Ideas. 
Contrastingly, It Is equally 
Important to avoid becoming to() 
attached to one Idea; be open and 
look for other posslbl1ltles. 
Do you understand what makes 
your mind tIck? Do you know 
what conditions you need In 
order to be creative? Why not 
try new environments or 
locations, surrounding yourself 
with different artefacts. being 
on your own or In company, hot 
or cold, insIde or out? What 
type of Information do you 
respond to the best: Images, 
text, audio, 20 or 3D? 
Surround yourself with different 
colours or textures that can 
stimulate the brain; find what 
works for you. 
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Look at what are you designing. 
Do you agree with what you are 
doing or how you have to go 
about It? How or what would 
you like to design? Is the 
project In conflict with your 
morals and can you do anything 
about It? 
Be honest to how you design, 
your style and your own 
feelings. Many sculptors 
honour their way of working 
more highly than money, 
turning projects away If there Is 
a conflict. 
What Is your design language or 
unique style? Howdo you stand 
out from all of the other 
designers? For example, one 
sculptor's language was always 
to Include a continuous 
coloured line; this was the 
underlying principle behind her 
work. Why not try a new or 
alternative language? Could 
you evolve your language to 
meet new demands? 
Appendix 4 
Advice Methods 
---------------
Nature Is full of solutions to all 
sorts of problems. Whether 
you are searching for 
mechanisms, textures, forms, 
colours, systems (etc), nature 
could provide the answer. 
Furthermore, these natural 
solutions are often extremely 
beautiful and elegant following 
many years of evolution. 
Why not look to nature when 
feeling uninspired, 
------------------------
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When sea rchlng for Inspiration 
and Ideas consider your sources 
carefully. Are they almost too 
obvious? Would everyone look 
for Inspiration In those 
directions or have they done so 
In the past? Perhaps consider 
searching for more abstract 
sources and applying them to 
your project. 
Of course, the most obvious 
sources may also be the best; 
consider them wisely. 
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Sculptors rarely aUow art to 
Inform art; Instead they look 
elsewhere, to architecture, 
history, geology, ergonomics, 
religion, geometry, nature etc. 
However, designers wJl! often 
refer to past products to Inform 
new products, so why not look 
elsewhere for Ideas? Go back to 
basics and start from first 
principles. 
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Sculptors really do thInk very hard 
and will practise thInking as a 
philosopher. How Intensely do you 
think about your work? 
How else could you view or Interpret 
the same situation? Think abstractly 
and play on Imagination and the way 
things are. How else could things be 
and how could they be achieved? 
What If anything were posSIble? Is It 
possible? What Is your philosophy 
towards your own work, the project 
or the user? 
Take time to think and play with your 
thoughts • 
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Appendix 4 
Advice Methods 
CreatIvity takes time and effort; It Is 
hard to force creative thoughts. 
When suffering from a creative block, 
some sculptors will simply take time 
off from their normal foutlne and 
away from the problem. This Is time 
to relax and think, enabling them to 
return to their work refreshed and 
ready to proceed. Sometimes the 
problem can solve Itself whilst on one 
of these breaks. 
According to some sculptors, walking 
can facilitate creativity; It can provIde 
an opportunIty to relax, change your 
environment and allow your mind to 
mull over Ideas and thougflts. 
How do you deSign? How long have 
you been desIgnIng In that way? 
Perhaps It Is time for a change? If 
you are getting too comfortable and 
your desIgning Is too easy a change 
may do you good and keep you on 
form. Try a new way of doIng 
somethIng or a whole new deSIgn 
process, If you are Idea/solution led 
perhaps try focusing on a more 
process led design path or use 
alternative medIa when deSIgning. 
Try user centred deSign or design for 
emotion; try anything new and push 
yourself to progress your deSign 
ability. 
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When viewing things some 
sculptors ask themselves why 
they like or dislike somethIng and 
they rea Uy consider and reflect on 
their thoughts. Why does that 
draw me In? What Is It that 
captivates me? Why does that 
repel me? Is It the object or my 
associations? 
Do you practise this or pass 
things by without further 
thought? If you truly understand 
what you like (or dislike) and why, 
this may begin to Influence your 
designing and ease your decision 
making. 
-- - I 
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Advice Methods 
End of Advice Methods 
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Some sculptors work with 
chJldren when developing their 
artwork since they find them 
more freethinking and they ca n 
see the world from unusual 
perspectIves; thIs is a good 
source of Inspiration and Ideas. 
AIm to sImplify the experience 
people have when InteraCting 
with your designs. The more 
pure the experience Is, the 
greater the Impact, since too 
many things competing for 
Clttention can only cause 
confusion. For example, one 
sculptor would focus on the 
shape and form by reducing the 
amount of detail and using only 
one colour. 
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Appendix 4 
Technique Methods 
Sculptors use devices to draw the vIewers' 
attention to partIcular aspects of th(!/r 
work. A deylce Is anything that stimulates 
the senses and Increases levels of curiosity; 
lines, spaces, text, Images, bumps, spots, 
colours, sounds, textures, light, aroma, 
features (ete) can all be a device, 
One Installation-artist would place Unes on 
the floor and walls which would lead the eye 
around the architecture and the space. 
Devices can confuse the vIewer, causing 
them to think and question why, whilst 
others can help explain sItuations. 
Consider the devIces you use; perhaps 
there alternatives you could experiment 
with, 
Talk to people. Talk to colleagues, 
friends, family, experts, users, artists, 
teachers - anyone who will listen. 
Bounce Ideas off people. Talk through 
abstract concepts. Speculate, 
reminisce or obtain feedback. 
Allow others to help you develop your 
Ideas and listen to theirs In return, 
since that can help too. This can be 
taken a stage fUrther by coJJaboratlng 
and working with others. 
"It Is Importa nt not to I1ve and work In 
Isolation; this breeds poor work and 
Ideas shrink." 
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Do you always design In the same 
environment - your office, study or 
studio? Why not ,try working 
elsewhere; a change of environment 
may help to generate new Ideas or 
Inspire new ways of workIng. Take 
your sketchbooks and work outside, 
in a gallery, museum, shopping 
centre, coffee shop or rent a barn (or 
a week! Environments can trigger 
thinking . 
Travel to new environments and 
experIence new things. Why not 
take others with you, such as users, 
to obta In their perspective too? 
Have a clear understanding of what 
you want to a1::hleve with regard to 
the Intangible feelings or desires you 
have. Use words to sum up the 
feelings and emotions you want to 
embody In your work and then work 
towards them: strength, power, 
growth, beauty, delicacy, jay, life, 
alien, magic, fun, movement, echo, 
gesture, marks, drama, performance, 
energy, light, safety. Or you could 
think of things such as cathedral like, 
gruesome, tense, uncomfortable, 
Interactive, surprising, twisting etc. 
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Appendix 4 
Technique Methods 
Use a piece of card with a hole in 
the middle to frame thIngs of 
Interest. The frame can help 
you look at something more 
Intensely by removing the 
surrounding Information. 
Design may Involve creating things for 
future use but they soon become a part 
of history. Look to the past and 
discover facts, stories, artefacts and old 
ways of living that could Inspire the 
future. Bring life to a project by 
searchIng for living history; fInd people 
who experIenced historical events first 
hand. 
sculptors who use historIcal 
Information to Inspire their work do so 
In a non-literal fashion; for example, 
one sculpture used only the lines of 
gothic architecture, rejecting the 
excessiVe orna mentation, to produce a 
clean and contem pora ry pieCe. 
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Carefully consider the InteractIons and 
relatIonshIps between thJngs. NothIng 
lives In Isolation; therefore, how can 
you play, Influence or complement 
these Interactions to your advantage? 
Some Interactions to consider are: 
PIece + person 
Person + envIronment 
EnvIronment + piece 
PIece + PIece 
Person + Person 
lty to link unusual or seemingly 
unconnected things or concepts 
together and see what you can do or 
what Ideas blossom. One sculptor 
linked everything she read or 
experIenced back to drawIng, such as 
rhythm and drawing, pressure and 
drawIng, time and drawIng, shadow 
and drawIng etc. For time and 
drawing, she would a How herself to 
draw for only a certain period of time. 
WIth pressure and drawing she 
focused on the scars pencils could 
make on paperor how Images could be 
drawn so lightly that they were almost 
InvIsible, 
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Appendix 4 
Technique Methods 
Hold a session of mark making that 
Is uncritical and free flowing, 
allowIng you to play with marks on 
the paper. Scribble, doodle, 
sketch, or as one sculptor saId 
"take a line for a walk". Use a 
mixture of medIa and paper size 
and try new techniques. Look for 
shapes and forms within your 
mIndless marks and also use the 
sessions to develop a feef for the 
marks you are making. Which 
lines felt good to make or which 
feel comfortable to look at? ThIs 
actIvity could easily InspIre new 
Ideas. 
Most sculptors wlU spend much of 
their time workIng In three 
dimensIons, producing models, 
playing with material, 
experImenting wIth Ideas and 
seeing what they can do. Any type 
of medIa can be used, from wIre 
(able to see around and through 
this materIal, as on the face of this 
card), clay, plaster, metal, found 
objects, wood, plastics, food etc. 
One stated that no amount of 
research could replace tangible 
lhteractlon wIth material or object. 
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The human body, and how It 
works, can be the source of a 
multitude of Ideas. What do 
people do? How do they act? 
How do they Interact? What 
shapes do they make? How do 
they stand, sit, walk, and run? 
lOok at the negatl'4e space 
around people, Look at details 
of the body and its proportions. 
Look at the movements and 
dynamics. Andsoon ... 
Play Is an Incredibly Important part of 
the sculptural process. Nearly all 
sculptors confess to playing and 
generating their Ideas and work 
through the act of play. 
Play Is about relaxing, having fun, 
being childish and experimenting wIth 
anything. Play with materials, media, 
found objects, tools and eqUipment, 
and let your hands search for Ideas on 
your behalf. Play will work whether or 
not you have an Idea. If you are stuck 
for Ideas, play can help you uncover 
some. If you have an Idea, play can 
help you develop It further. 
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Appendix 4 
Technique Methods 
Many sculptors become experts at 
somethIng, whether It Is a process, 
understanding a materIal or a way of 
workIng. However, they also try to 
develop their knowledge by pushing 
processes or materIals to extreme limits, 
to discover what happens or what else can 
be done. 
For example, a stone carver wanted to 
determine how thInly a piece of stone 
could be carved. She carved a pIece with 
an area so thin It would glow In the 
sunlight, producing a magIcal appearance. 
This was the result of understandIng the 
carvIng process, the material and a desIre 
to see wha t cou Id be done. 
sculptors rarely copy something 
directly; they prefer to Interpret 
what they see In their own way, 
enhancing aspects they like, 
removIng bIts they do not and often 
focusing on the essence or feelings 
they have. 
Some will take an Idea or a process 
as a starting point and apply It to 
their own work and Interests. They 
experiment by using the Idea or 
process In new ways; perhaps It 
could be scaled up or down, used In 
a new or unusual location or with 
different materials and so on. 
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How do you see what you are looking at? 
How else could It be seen? Some 
sculptors pay close attention to scale 
and perspective; how bIg Is It In relation 
to other objects and from what angle do 
you see It? 
PlayIng with scale and perspective can 
help you see thIngs In a new IJght. What 
If a house were the size and shape of a 
kettle as In the Image on the face of this 
card? Altering the distance, light levels, 
light source, posItioning of the eye (etc) 
ca n provIde a new perspective from 
whIch to vIew thIngs, How would these 
affect your opinIon, feelings, emotIons, 
reactIons and creatIvIty? 
Are all your designs singular? 
Why not try and desIgn a serIes 
of pieces that share common 
links or have a relationship? 
When asked to produce work for 
a gaUery, many sculptors will 
provide a series of pieces. Each 
piece will be Individual but there 
will be IIn ks between them, 
some obvious and others less 
$0, L.lnks may Include a theme 
or topIc, a similar process of 
creation or use of materIa I, or 
pa rtlcularstyles and detail, 
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Appendix 4 
Technique Methods 
Some sculptors will develop a piece that Is 
destined for a partIcular site whIch 
consequently Informs their work, As a 
designer you may not have the luxury of 
knowing Intimately the precise site In 
which your work will I[ve, However, why 
not pretend for a moment? Challenge 
yourselfta design far a particular location; 
how does your chosen site InspIre your 
design? What does the environment 
requIre your product to be like? 
Experience the site your design will llve in 
first hand, VIsIt It, research It, speak to 
local residents, owners, and users, Uve 
and desIgn there; this Immersion may help 
you generate Ideas. 
In desIgn It has been stated that 
products should be IntuitIve and easy to 
understand and In some cases this Is a 
vItal requirement. However, sculptors 
generally like to produce more abstract 
pieces which force the viewer to use their 
Imagination, This also requires them to 
thInk about what they are seeing and 
question Its meaning, 
00 your desIgns need to be so easily read 
and understood or could you play with 
more abstract concepts? In thIs spoon-
fed Information age would people 
appreCiate les$ obvious artefacts that 
encourage their minds to think and 
wander? 
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Some artlsts (systems-artIsts) develop 
strIct rules and crIterIa that they stick to 
when developing theIr art. For example, 
one artIst's rules were to use only angle 
Iron, to Indude a continuous coloured 
line and apply geometry. Another 
sculptor set time constra Ints for hIs 
creative process seeing what he could do 
In a certa In perIod of tIme and how It 
affected his thoughts. Any rule, or set of 
rules, can beapplled. 
This might sound constraIning but It can 
prOVide a clear framework. to work within 
and facl!ltate the de .... elopment of Ideas. 
SurprIsingly a systems approach can 
produce seemIngly ra ndam effects. 
Include pleasant twists and surprises In 
your designs. [dentlfy what people are 
expecting - then surprise them with a little 
something they are not. This will prevent 
the natural and Immediate classIfIcatIon of 
thIngs In people's mInds. 
Some of the twists developed by sculptors 
Include: dynamic environments that 
change as you walk through them; 
productIon of abstract artefacts that appear 
to be creatures but are constructed from 
found objects~ hIghly detailed pieces where 
new things can be seen on each VieWing; 
light and moIsture sensors whIch enable 
(/) nature to control the lIghts; pieces which 
~ appear ordered from one perspective whilst 
appearing random from another: 
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Appendix 4 
Technique Methods 
When searchIng for Ideas, 
often you know exactly what 
you don't want, so why not 
start from there? Make 
something look uncomfortable, 
feel wrong, have awkward 
tensIons and then work out 
why or what causes It and do 
the reverse . 
Sculptors do not always work In Isolation 
waIting for their own ideas to strike; 
some will proactlvely organise 
community Involvement In the form of 
workshops and allow the Ideas of others 
to Inform their work, since many heads 
are better than one. 
A workshop Is a collectIon of people (who 
they are Is up to you) that work on a 
project. During the course of a session 
they may mind map Ideas, draw, model, 
speculate, role-play, sort Images, take 
photographs, produce montages and so 
on. During the workshops make sure 
you record all the Ideas! 
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A sculptor stated that to be an 
artist the first thing you have to 
do Is "lea rn how to look". 
In order to generate Ideas and 
discover new shapes and forms, 
some sculptors will change the 
way they see things. They may 
place Items under a microscope 
or use a macro lens on their 
camera. They may view things 
from a distance, enlarge them, 
crouch down to see things from 
low down or climb up high for a 
blrd's eye view. 
Appendix 4 
Technique Methods 
End of Technique Methods 
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4.2 Questionnaire presented to the students 
Preliminary Questions 
Are you: 
Male 
Female 
Which type of degree have you studied for: 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Science 
Please list the A'level subjects you studied: 
Main Questions 
Appendix 4 
1. Have you come across any of the methods offered on these cards before? 
Using table one, on the next page, please tick all those that apply and where possible 
state where you originally came across it. 
2. Are there any methods that you find interesting? 
Using table two, on the third page, please tick all those that apply and where possible 
provide a reason why you find it Interesting. 
3. I think these methods could be of use to me as a designer. 
Do you agree with this statement? Please tick the most suitable response. 
Strongly agree 
Agree 
Neutral 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
Please expand on your response: 
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4. These methods would be most suited for: 
Please tick one. 
The individual designer 
For use in groups e.g. a design team 
All of the above 
Please expand on your response: 
5. In what way would these methods most benefit the designer? 
Please tick all those that apply. 
Idea / concept generation 
Offering inspiration 
Learning new techniques 
Thinking in new ways 
Other, please state below 
Or, the cards would not benefit the designer 
Please expand on your response: 
Appendix 4 
6. Finally, do you feel positive or negative feelings towards these methods? 
Please tick the most suitable response: 
Positive 
Indifferent 
Negative 
Please expand on your response: 
Thank you for your time. 
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4.3 Questionnaire tables 1 and 2 
Table One 
Please tick 
those that 
applv 
Blind research 
Child's ' ... ·few 
C011 ectic)!"Is 
contlist 
constraints 
con'·,1i?ntions 
Detail 
DialoqLl~ 
Environment 
E5st?nc~ 
First idea, best 
idea? 
Fram >?s 
H~ad SOUD 
History 
Hon.;osty 
Interaction 
Lanquaqe 
LinLs·T8lations 
Mindless marl.s 
ll/atur~ 
Obviousness 
Out of the 
dis~i[)line 
po?(,ple watchinq 
Philosophy 
Plav 
Proct?ss 
R.;olax 
R8Drocessina 
Scal>9 
Seri>?s 
Site SDi?sifk 
System 5 approach 
Twist 
Uncom furtable 
'v'Vlw? 
VIj' orL sh ODS 
WilE-re did you hear or discover this 
techniqur9 or Cldvice? 
Appendix 4 
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" ~ P I ease ti cl, -£~ 
those that 
(I) III 
Why do you find it interesting? 
--.~ .S 
apply £. l' 
- C' 
"'=' ':;: 
c:" 
'" " 
-Blind reS<3ardl 
Cap.ture 
Child's \,I\ew 
Coll~ctions 
Conflict 
Constt'aints 
CO!l'·./fm tions 
Detail 
D,z'dCE!S 
DiaioQUB 
En'·/ironm O?I1 t 
E'5SBIK~ 
First idea, bE'st 
id8a7 
Fram~s 
Head SOLID 
History. 
Honesty 
In teraction 
Lanquaq. 
UnLs.'r8lations 
MindlE'S5 mar!:s 
MCld191linll 
Naturl? 
Obviousn~ss 
Out of the 
disciplinE.! 
Pec,c,le watshin(l 
Phil,)s,)phy 
Plav 
Prc'co;1s5 
R.la:,: 
R~Qro(:.;.ssi!19_ 
S(:al.;. 
So?ril?5 
SiN sp~cific 
spoon fB8dil1Q 
SI/stem S 2lortfoach 
Tere> cornfi)rtable 
Twist 
Uncom fi::trtabl~ 
W2,1/S of sl?eino 
\'!'v'hv: 
'.f\I'orL sh ops 
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4.4 Design exercise brief 
Design exercise 
Task: 
You have approximately one hour to produce ideas to solve the design brief. 
Should you wish you are permitted to use any of the methods in the set of cards. 
Design Brief: 
Design a new type of nutcracker. 
Once completed: 
At the end of the hour I would like you to talk me through your ideas. 
The whole session should take approximately 90 minutes and in return for your 
time and effort you will receive a pack of the cards. 
Thank you for your time. 
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4.5 Design exercise interview protocol 
Final study - Design exercise protocol 
-= Loughborough 
University 
Date: Participant / interview notes: 
Interview No.: 
Interviewer: Jon Mason 
Location: 
Introduction To the research and this design exercise lOmins 
Design exercise 
Complete the design exercise - solve the brief. 
60mins 
Provide pencils, pens, paper, inspiration cards 
Interview Ask if it is ok to audio record the interview 20mins 
Talk me through the hour and how you developed your 
ideas. 
Which card(s) did you choose and why 
How did you interpret the card(s)?Do you think they 
helped you when designing? 
If yes how, if no why. 
Do you think the card(s) helped you generate ideas that 
you may not have originally considered? 
Notes 
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4.6 Professional designers' interview protocol 
Study 4 - Protocol for interviews with designers 
• • Loughborough 
., University 
Date: 
Interview No.: 
Interviewer: 
Location: 
Introduction 
Questions 
Participant / interview notes: 
. 
]on Mason 
To the research, To this interview, Sign consent form. 
How long have you spent with the cards. 
Have you look through them all? 
How many have you heard or before? 
Please tick the list or point them out. 
How many have you used before? 
Please tick the list or point them out. 
Have any of the techniques jumped out at you? 
Which ones and why? 
What are your general thoughts and opinions 
+ve or -ve 
As a designer do you feel that this tool could be of use? Why? 
How do you think it could be used - individual or team 
What would they be most useful for? 
When would they be of most use? 
5 mins 
25 mins 
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The End. 
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